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Five kinetic models, which included three from the 
literature, were tested by using them to correlate 21 sets 
of catalyst manufacturers' isothermal tubular reactor data 
for Shell 105 catalyst. The b~st model contained an inhibi-
tion term dominated by the partial pressure of styrene 
i 
squared and predicted the manufacturers' styrene conversion 
within an average of 5%. This mode] was used to predict the 
conversion in an industrial fixed-bed reactor. The measur~~ 
and .EJredicted st;.nene conversions were within an average of 
10% and their ratio was between J .1 and 0.75 with 85% of the 
conversion ratios below 1. 0 (probably due to catalyst 
dea ct i va tion with age) . The importance of diffusion, a long 
with a quantitative model, is briefly discuss~d. An optimi-
zation of reactor conditions for a single-stage and a two-
stage reactor confirmed the merits of high-selectivity 
catalysts such &s Shell 015. A general plug flow reactor 
model which can simulate either an isothermal or adiabatic 
reactor and can correlate the kinetics fron isothermal data 




The purpose of this work 1s the development, evolution, 
and application of a computer model simulating an industrial 
ethylbenzene dehydrogenation reactor. The reactor modeled 
is c:n adiabatic fixed-bed reactor packed with Shell 105 
catalyst. The model developed includes differential compo-
nent, energy, and momentum balances used to predict the 
conversion, temperature, and prtssure profiles. 
Since no kinetic experi~cnts were performed, the form 
oi the kinetic eguc1tio11s was limited to the few availc1ble in 
the literature. 'I'he parar:ieters were adjusted to fit the 
be11ch-sca le dc1 l2 provided by the ca la lys t manu f 2ct urers. 
The model was then compared to available plant data and 
was used to d~termin~ the optimum operating conditions for 
an existing reactor and a ~reposed two-stage reactor with 
interstage heating. 
Overview of the Process 
The dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene is an endothermic 
reaction usually run over an iron oxide catc1lyst. The 
reactor feed is usually preheated using the reactor effluent 
and then taken up to temperature ( '\..o 3 0 ° C) by inj ectir.g 
superheated steam. The steam provides additional heat 
( 
capacity to the mixture as well as reducing the coking of 
the catalyst. Since the reaction 1s ir.1proved by low 
., 
L 
pressure, a shallow reactor 1s used to minimize the pressure 
drop. 
As previ0usly mentioned, the reactor effluent is cooled 
in the feed preheat heat exchanger and also other hc::at 
exchangers. The effluent is then condensed. It separates 
into three ph~ses: the gas phase contains hydrogen, carbon 
dioxide, methane, and other by-products; the aqueous phase 
is primarily water; and the organic phase contains styrene, 
ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, and other hydrocarbons. 
The organic phase is decanted off and sEnt to a dis-
tillation column where the cth~'lbenzcne, toluene, and 
benzene go overhead and arc rccyc led. 'l'he bot tons, which 1 s 
impure styrene, is sent to the .f i11ishing section. In this 
part of the plant, the styrene is purified. Low-pressure 
distillation columns with c:.rn inhibitor added to the crude 
styrene are used so that the stvrene does not polymerize. A 
schematic representation of the process 1s given in 
Figure 1. 
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/e three important reactions in an ethylbenzene 
dehydrogenation reactor arc: 
¢-CH2-cH3 ¢-CH=CH2 + H~ ( 1 ) i. 
EB STY + H 2 
¢-CII2-cH3 + IL !. .. ¢-C!IJ + CH 4 ( 2) 
EB + H2 ,._ TOL + CII 4 
¢-CH2-cH3 ¢-II + CH 2=CI; 2 ( 3) 
EB BEN + c 2 Il 4 
Under reactor conditions, the main reaction is revers-
ible and the two side reactions are essentially irrevers-
ible. The main reaction is favored by high temperatures and 
low pressures because it is ~nduthermic and produces two 
moles of gas for every one' consumed. Note also that as 
equilibrium is approached, the rate of the main reaction 
approaches zero whereas the side reactions continue. 
Other organics in the reactor feed may also be de-
a lky lated. If the reactor feed is obtained by distilling 
the eight-member aromatic strea~ in a refinery, xylenes may 
be present in the feed due to imperfect separation. Thus, 





+ + ( 4) 
+ + 
Gas phase oxidation and water shift reactions also occur. 
They adequately complete the picture of what happens ill the 
reactor: 
+ 
co + 1-l 0 2 
CCJ -r ( 5) 
.. CO + 2IL> ( 6) 
( 7) 
Olle of the iliherent limitations of this reactior. model 
1s that it assumes none of the aromatic rings are broken. 
Another limitation is that other organic species m~y be 
present in the feed or generated in the reactor in small 
concentrations. Those species arc not considered. 
K in e t i c !:; a r c av a i l ab l e for R ca c t ion s 5 a 11 d 7 1 n t he 
literature (1-3)*, and a kin~tic expression similar to that 
of Reaction 5 was used for Reaction 6 ( see Appendix A) . 
Kinetics W(:re also available fror.1 several sources for 
Reactions 1 through 3 on iron oxide catalysts. A sununary or 
the data available is given in Appendix B, and a discussion 
of these literature kinetics follows. Reaction 4 only 
occurs to a small extent so the kinetics were approximated. 
Wenner and Dybdal (4) Wf>re among the first (1948) to 
1nvestigate the catalytic dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. 
* See References. 
6 
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One of the catalysts they used was self-regenerating in the 
presence of steam; presumably this was either Shell 105 or 
an earlier-generation catalyst. Their experiment involved 
preheating an ethylbenzene/water mixture and then reacting 
the mixture in a 3/4-inch ID (1.91 cm) by 4-foot (1.22 m) 
long tube packed with whole catalyst pellets. The reactor 
was a non-isothermal heated reactor with temperature around 
600°C. 
'I'heir simple kinetic model [which was used in an 
optimization study by Sheel (5) and a control study by 
Clough (6) with modified kinetic constants] is given below. 
rl = kl [ PEB 
1 
p STY p fl 2 J ( 8) Keq 
r. = k PEB PI! ( 9) ,!_ 2 2 
r3 = k3 PEB ( l O) 
where 
The 







= rate constant of reaction j, kgrnol/kg catalyst 
hr atmn (n = the total power of the pressure 
terr1, l or 2) 
= partial pressure of component i' atm 
= equilibrium constant, atm 
reported kinetic constants are given in Appendix B. 
In 1965, Carr~ 2nd Forni (7) proposed a kinetic model 
that agreed with their experimental data for crushed Shell 
' I 
105 catalyst. Their article states the composition of the 
Shell 105 catalyst as 93% Fe2o3 , 5% cr2o3 , and 2% KOII, which 
is different than the composition Shell states (see 
Table II, "Catalyst Information" section). Perhaps the 
compositions were determined using different techniques. By 
crushing the catalyst to between 10 and 30 mesh (0.55 and 
1.68 mm) they sought to remove the diffusional effects and 
obtain intrinsic kinetics. They also investigated and 
accounted for the chemisorption of styrene and ethylbenzene 
on the cataJyst surface. By varying the amount of styrene 
feed with the ethylLenzene and using a linearized form of 
the rate expression, a relative adsorption coefficient of 
styrene to ethylbenzene was determined. The catalyst was 
held in a small ~;t2inless-st..ccl basket, and their reactors 
operated isothermally within at least ±3°C. The temperature 
range of investigation was 495 to 630°C. 
Their model, which will he known as N0d~l 2, 1s 
= ( 11 ) 
+ 2 PSTY 
= ( 12) 
where z = the relative styrene adsorption coefficient 
8 
( 
This model agrees with Carr~'s observation that the initial 
rate of styrene formation is independent of the partial 
pressure cf ethylbenzene but v£ry dependent on that of 
styrene (see Figures 2 and 3). In deriving this model, they 
assumed that hydroger, did not adsorb to a significant extent 
and that the reaction was unimolecular on the catalyst 
surface. In addition, they assumed the reaction was rate 
controlling a.nd most of th€: active catalyst sites were 
occupied. This model differs from the first model not only 
by the inclusion of an inhibition term (the denominator) but 
the toluene generation reactior1 rate is proportional to the 
partial pressure of ethylbenzene not ethylbenzene and 
hydrogen ( see Equations 12 and 9). 'l'he Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
mechanism is included in Appendix C. 
A third model was proposed 1n 1977 by Lebedev, 
et al. (8). Again, crushed cutalyst was used so that the 
reaction would be kinE:tics controlled. This time, iron-
chromium catalyst (KMS-1) was ground to about 2-2.5 mm. The 
ex per imen ta tion was carried out in an isothermal ( ± 2 ° C) 
tubular reactor at three temperatures between 552 and 607°C. 
Using a l in€.!ari zed f orr.i of the rate cxpres sion, the rate 
constant for the main reaction and the adsorption coef-
ficient was fit at each temperature. Then the rate constant 
and the adsorption coefficient were correlated with an 
Arrhenius type relationship. 
9 
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FIG. 2. Effect of ethylbenzene partial pressure 
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FIG. 3. Effect of styrene percentage in feed 
mixture on reaction rate. (Ref. 7) 









eq PSTY 82 
rl = kl ( 13) 2 ( l + b PSTY) 
./ 
r = 
k2 PEB PH2 ( 14) 2 
b PSTY) 2 ( 1 + 
k3 PEB ( 15) r3 - 2 (1 + b PSTY) 
b = b exp (A /T) ( 16) 
0 
where b = the styrene adsorption coefficient 
In deriving this model, it was assumed that the reaction is 
bimolecular on the catalyst surface and the reaction is 
rate-controlling. The inhibitors of both n~dcls contain a 
styrene partial pressure term; however, this inhibitor lS 
squared rather than to the first power. This inhibitor also 
differs from the one used l li r,1odc l 2 1n that there 1~ no 
partial pressure of ethylbenzene term in the denominator. 
The two-term adsorption coefficient is probably not justi-
fied. The kinetic constants are again given 1n Appendix B, 
and the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism is given in 
Appendix D. 
Thus, the literature contains three different forms for 
the ethylbenzene dehydrogenation and side-reaction kinetics. 
11 
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'i'hese are sunun2r ized 1n Table I. Of the three, only tor 
Carr~'s kinetics is it certain that Shell 105 catalyst was 
used. The second and third models were derived for crushed 
catalyst so, strictly speaking, if diffusion is important, 
an effectiveness factor should be included in the form of 
the kinetics. 
Catalyst Information 
A catctlyst is usca both to accelerate the desired 
reaction anci inhibit the undesirable side reactions. 
Lee (9) ~tates, 11 Alkali-promotf.:d iron oxide is uniquely 
better thun any other catalyst known for ethylbenzene 
dehydrogenation in the presence of steam." In the reactor, 
the iron ox idc ( Fe 2o 3) is reduced in the presence of steam 
to black Fe3o4 . In this form, there arc "thermally excited 
f:: lectron ic energy levt: ls in the ca ta lys t which probably 
relate to the high catalytic ~ctivity" and selectivity (9). 
Shell 105 cutaly~;t was the workhorse of the ir1dustry but now 
other high-selectivity catalysts are also being used. The 
cornposi tion of six typical dehydrogenation catalysts is 
given in 7able II. ?he composition of the more recently 
developed high-selectivity catalysts is a closely guarded 
secret. 
Lee (9) demonstrated that the presence of potassium can 
promote the catalyst activity tenfold (see Figure 4). It 1s 
interesting to note that there is an optimum potassium 
12 
Table I 
Summary of Three Literature Kinetic Models 
Driving Force for the Reaction Generation 
Model Inhibitor 
---
Styrene Toluene Benzene 
PSTY PH 1 (Wenner) Nor,E" F 2 PEE p PEB EB 
KL'CJ H2 
PSTY PH 2 (Carra) p + z PSTY p 2 PEB p EB rn K EB 
cq 
') PSTY PH2 3 (Lebedev) ( l + b PSTY)'- PEB p p p 
Keq EB H2 EB 
r. = k (Driving Force) 
J J (Inhibitor) 
where 
r. = rate of reaction J 
J 
k. = rate constant of reaction i 
J 
z = the relative absorption coefficient between 
styrene and ethylbenzene 
b = the absorption coefficient of styrene 
= b exr ( A/T) 
0 








Composi~ions of Typical Dehydrogenation Catalysts (Ref. 10 & 11) 
Catal st 
Shell United Catal:tst 
105 005 G64A G64C G64D C97 .... l-Ol 
--
Weight Percent 
Fei3 88.6 84.4 60. 58. 76. 74.6 
+ 7.47 10.46 14. 71 K * 13.01 11. 32 11. 32 
Cr:?3 2.4 
2.4 2.5 <o·.10 4;0 2.0 
!I,/' -- <2.5 <. 2. 5 
'-
Ceo -- ) . l --3 
coo 1.6 
Moo 2.5 3 
Ni <0.05 <0.05 
Cl <0.001 <0.001 
s -- <0.30 <O. 30· 
V205 3.0 <0.10 3.5 
Zr <O .10 <0.10 
' 
' 
























































FIG. 4. Catalytic activity of iron oxide with 
increasing amounts of K20 promoter. 
Dotted line A is the amount of K2o to give an + 
equivalent monolayer of K o~ the catalyst 
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% SELECTIVITY TO STYRENE 
FIG. 5. Apparent relation between activity and 
selectivity for iron oxide catalysts with 
various promoters. (Ref. 9) 
15 
j 
concentration range. Other promoters can be added to 
improve selectivity, but usually there is a loss in catalyst 
activity (9). In Figure 5 from Lee (9), the apparent 
relationship between activity and selectivity for a family 
of iron oxide catalysts (hc:.ving small amounts oi v2o5 , KF, 
KCl, K4P2o7 , and others) is given. An idea oi the promoters 
used industrially can be obtained by consulting Table II. 
Chromium oxide is added to the catalyst for stability. 
Figure 6 shows the activity of two different catalysts 
versus time. The one containing 5% cr2o3 was and remained 
more active than the catalyst without chromium oxide. Lee 
theorizes that the loss of activity is due to loss of sur-
face area by sintering of the catalyst (9). 
Another ef feet of catalyst aging is that potassium 
migrates to the colder areas of the reactor. This is caused 
by the slight shift in vapor pressure with temperature. 
Since the reaction is endothermic, this means that potassium 
migrates toward the catalyst particle centers ctnd the 
reactor exit. Evidence of this can be seen in Figures 7 
and 8. From Figures 4 and 7, we see "that the active region 
of this aged catalyst is in a rather narrow band between the 
periphery and center." The potassium content also dropped 
from 4.2% to 2.8% during the 20,000 hours of operation. 
This loss of potassium would account for the gain in pore 



























FIG. 6. Effect of chromium on the stability of an 
alkali-promoted iron oxide catalyst. Catalyst A 
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FIG. 7. Radial concentrations of potassium in a 
5-mm catalyst pellPt aged 20,000 hr as detemined 
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FIG. 8. Cumulative r-,crE volume by mercury in:E:ctior. 


















one lrirndy dcpl1'tl·d of potassium. (Ref. 9) 
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• 
W GMS CATALYST 1F I GM. MOLES EB/HR: 
FIG. 9~ ~onv~rsion to styrene ~y aged catalysts in a laboratory 
reactor with sampie taps. Catalysts A, B, and Chad 1,100, 
12,000, and 20,000 hr of prior use in plant reactors. (Ref. 9) 
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the different potassium distribution in the older catalyst, 
the loss of activity (see Figure~) is understandable (9). 
Besides losin~·surface area or promoter, the catalyst 
can be poisoned by halides (9 & 12). It is interesting to 
11ote that" small amount of chlorine improves the; catalyst 
selectivity (e.g., United Catalyst G64-D), but large amounts 
greatly decrec1se the catalyst activity (see Figure 10). 
This effect is especially detriment&! for those plants that 
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PPM CHLORIDE IN WATER LAYER OF PRODUCT 
FIG. 10. Effect of chlorides in the ethylbenzene feed on 
the activity of an alkali-promoted iron oxide catalyst. 
Feed A contained no measurable chlorides and none was 
detectable in the product water layer. Feed B had 
2 to 3 ppm organic chlorides in the feed and gave 0.5 ppm 
chlorides in the product water layer. Feed Chad an 
unknown level of chlorides in the feed and gave 75 ppm 
chlorides in the product water layer. (Ref. 9) 
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Coking of the catc1ly~t 1s a fourth w2.y catalyst 
activity is lost with age. A carbonacEous residue can form 
that covers some of the active catalyst surface. Injecting 
steam with the ethylbcnzene feed reduces this problem. 
There is a minimum steam-to-hydrocarbon ratio for the feed 
for each catctlyst above which catalyst coking is not u 
problem. .Since one of the biggest energy losses 1s the 
condensing of the cooled e ff 1 uent, it 1 s desirable to 
r.nn1m1ze steam-to-ilydrocaroo11 r2tio. Uni tE.::d Catalyst's 64-E 
catalyst h.Js or~c of the lowest minimums available: 111 a 
bench-scale reactor il has been operated with a molar ru.tio 
of 3. The manufacturer ftates it could operute 1n a plant 
rqactor u.t this ratio for et least a yc.;c1r (13). As cis-
cussed below, one sacrifice for lowering the steam-to-
hydrocarbon ratio is a lower cquiliorium conversion. 
There are two reasons unrelated to the catalyst that 
make it desirable to run this reaction in the presence ot 
steam. The first is that the steam dilutes the gas and thus 
shifts the equilibrium towarJ the production of styrene. 
'l'he second reason is that superheated steam 1s a convenient 
way to introduce part of the heat required tor this endo-
thcrmic reaction. (Typically, reactors operate with inlet 
temperatures around 6 3 0 °C, and direct heating of ethy 1-
benzene to these temperatures would cause extensive 
dealkylation.) 
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Commercially, 1/8 11 diamet0r by 3/16i' lc,ng cylindric,d 
ca ta ly st pe l lcts are used in fixed-bed reactors (14) . ·This 
cata.ly~t is replaced after one to two years of use, depend-
ing upon the capacity and operating Conditions of thC: 
plant (9). Some uf the loss in catalyst activity with usC: 
can be compensated for by raising the reactor inlet tempera-
ture (15). 
Mass Transfer Con side ra.tions 
Mc1ss transfer lirnita~ions, as discussed in the litcra.-
ture, appear lo play an in1µortant role -u1 the n.:c::ctior.. 
There are two. possible types of mass trar.sfer:· external cff,c 
internal. r::xtl'rnal nass transfE:r limitaticr.s are only 
possible with ir.tcrnal na!:-.;~ transier l1rnitations (16). 
Two indications uf intcrr:al r.1ass transie:r limitations or 
. . 
diffusion control are that the rc·actio11 rate 1ncreas(:>s as 
c~talyst particle size is decreased and that the apparent 
activation energy is appr.oxinatc:ly half the intrinsic 
activation energy (17). 
Lee (9), in his paper, tihows that the reaction rate 
decreases with incrcasir.g pellet size (see Figure 11). He 
also calcul&ted an effectiven0ss factor (discussed later) of 
1 for the 25 x JO mes·h particles. The appan'11t activation 
energy for the 3/16 11 particle, although not cut by a factor 
c.,f 2, is lower than for the 25 x 30 mesh (15 kcal/r.icl 
co~pared to 23 kcal/mol). 
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FIG. 11. Effect of catalyst pellet size on 
activity of potassium-promoted HOD oxide. 




Development of Reactor Model 
Computer Reactor Model Capabilities 
The program is a one dimensional, steady state, plug 
flow reactor mode 1. It can be used to simulate an iso-
thermal or an adiabatic reactor. 
Isothermal isobaric reoctors are approximated by the 
experimental reactors used in kinetic s·tudies and cc1n Le 
s.imul~ted with this model. Thus, the lit(:rature kinetics 
and the catalyst manufa~tureis' conditions can be used to 
simulate the manufacturers' reactors and compare the conv~r-
sions. The program may also be used to extract the apparent 
kinetic constants from isothermal conversion data. Tr.e 
program is given th·e reactor conditicns, the measured 
conversions to styrene, toluene, and bcnzener the f6rm of 
th~ kinetic equations, and an approximate set of kinetic 
constants, the program then adjusts the kinetic constants 
for the three main reactions until the conversions agree. 
'!'.his is done using tlie -Internation Mathematical anci 
Statistical Library subroutine (18) which employs a 
modified Leverberg~Marquart algorithm to minimize the sum of 
the squares of the di£ ferPnce between the predicted. and 
measured conversions (the styrene ~onversion is weighted by 
a factor of 2). With isothermal d~ta over a range ot 
temperatures ,ind conditions, one can use the apparent 
·kinetic constants to fit the Arrh~nius equation. With this 
23 
) 
procedure, the kinetic constants for the main reactions can 
be extracted for each proposed mechanism with it~ 
corresponding reaction rate expressions. 
The progr~m can calculate an c f.f e:cti veness factor, 
which 1s a quantitative measure of diffusion importance§ 
(see "Dcscri!Jt.ion of Diffusion Model" section). This 
calculation will either be performed at the reactor inl~t 
and the results printed out, or it will be done throughout 
the rea·c.tor a11d the results used in thE: kinetic e:xpression. 
Adiabatic one or two stage reactor~ are: u~ed industri~ 
a 11 y and can be s i r.1 u l ate d w i th th i s in ode l . \ i hen s i mu l a t i n g 
a two stcJgc reactor, either Uw inlet tE:mperaturc and amount 
of steam ( if c10y) j njE:'ctcd into the se:c·oml ~;tage ma'/ be 
specified or the· !::,tl'i.111_1 u-~mpcr,,tu1(· and amount of steam 
injected into tht, second :,tuyc- m0y bL :;pf·rified. In z.dai-
tion to simulating plant reac;tor operati0n, the progrc:-.m c2n 
be used to compare the predicted and ~easured conversions. 
As discussed. in the "Comparison of the Model ihth Plant 
Data" sect ion, deactivation can be co_rre la tod with ca ta lys t 
age. Plant operating .conditions can be optimized by· sir.iu-
lating the reactor's behavior under different conditions and 
having the program calculate the objective function, proiit 
(see "Approximate Plant Economics" section for definitio1d. 
The differential compone11t, energy, and r.iomentum 
balances were integrated down the reactor height us1!lg 
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EPISODE (19), a published integrut1or1 program. The prograr:i 
was written tu be general, hc111.d 1 ir._g up tu 1"5 coinponen ts and 
15 reactions; later o library wa~ L.aded cu;itair11ng componer1t 
names, molecular weights, and heat capacities. 





Pbulk. XA [ aijrj 
J = 1 
( 1 7) 
with the reactions represented by 
where 
N 
[ a . . Ci - 0 l] J = 1 , 2 . . . M ( 18) 
1 = l 
F. = the r.10lar flow rate of conpunent i, J.:gr.Kil/hr 
1 
z = tile: vertical distance rror., the top of the 
Pbulk 
XA 






= the bulk density of th~ cotalyst, kg/m 3 
the reactor cross-s~ctional area, m2 
= the: stoichiometric coefficient of cor.1pone11t· 1 
in reaction j ( <O for reactants) 
= the rate of reaction j, kgmol/kgcat-hr 
component i 
M = the number of reactions 
H = the number of components 
For generality, the model uses irreversible mechanistic 
n2actions, 
i.e.' r. J 
= -k . n C . - u i j a . · < 0 J . 1 · 1 J 
1 
(19) 
where the· .rate constant is represented by the Arrhenius· 
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relation 
i.e. , k. 
J exp (A. - Ea./RGT) J J (20) = 
where 
kj = the rate constant of reaction j, kgmol/kgcat-hr 
Aj = the frequency factor of reaction j 
Ea. = the activation energy of reaction j, kcal/mol 
J 
Thus, to sir.mlate a reversible reaction, one uses two 
opposite irreversible reactions with the ratio of the rate 
constants being in equilibrium constant. Similar mar.ipula-
tion can be made to get the desired rate expressions. For 
example, the toluene tormation reaction can be represented 
as 
¢-CH -CH .. ¢-CH + CH2 r3 = k3PEB ( 21 ) 2 3 3 
CH2 + H2--. CH 4 fast (22) 
+ 
¢-CH -CH + H2 __. ¢-CH3 + CH 4 r3 = k3PEB (L 3) 2 3 
An inhibition term can also be included 111 the reaction rate 
expression for the aromatic reactions. 'l'he program car: 
include one of the four different inhibitors discussed in 
the "Calibr~tion of the Model" section. 
dT 
dZ = 
The energy balance has the form 
( 2 4) 
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,, 
where T = the absolute temperature, OK 
llH the heat of reaction cal/kgmol n:nJ = J ' 
C = the heal capacity of component l' pi cal/kgmol OK 
The heat of reaction data used are from American Petroleum 
Institute Projecl 44 (20), and the ideal g~s heat capacities 
are from The Properties of Gases and Liquids ( 21) ( see 
Appendix E). 
'l'he momentum balance uses lhe Ergun ( 22) µressure drop 





















D 2 p 
(1 - E) Pgas v 2 
E 3 D 
pressure at this point 
catalyst void fraction 
1n 
superficial gas velocity, 
gas viscosity, kg/m-sec 
catalyst pellet diameter, 
gas density, kg/m 3 
( 25) 
th(· reactor, Pa 
m/scc 
m 
The void fraction used is discussed in the "Comparison of 
the Model With Plant Data" section. For more details about 
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the program, see Appendix L whl:n: the documented progrcin, 1s 
listed along with sample input data sets. 
Evaluation of Avµilable Data 
'!'here ,1n.: three different types o.t data ava.ilcble: 
catalyst r:,anufacturer's bench-scale data, literature ac:.t2., 
c:r:d plant du.ta. The procedure for obtaining these data .Jnd 
so0e of the inherent limitations are discu~sed below. klso, 
the merits of the literature kirletics u.rc dis~usscd in lig~t 
of the m2nufacturer's data. 
From Shc:ll (10) 2-:r.d United Catalyst (11), 1-sothermal 
. . 
bench-scale reactor Gata are availab~e iqr \·1hvle Shell l 05 
cJ.nci other catcdyst pellet~ und.l-:r vcirious conc1itior.s. Doth 
r.:a1tufclcturcrt, u:.;ed tubul2.r reactors with Ctttaly!:.>t volumes 0i 
around 100 cm 3 that were heated electrically and oper<ltcd 
isothermally within a few centigrade dcgr0cs (i.e., the top, 
middle, 2nd bot tom tempera turcs were a 11 within about 
±2"C) (23). The rE.:uctors were opera tea at fixed liqµicl 
hourly space V(~ loci ties ( LHSV) _which were reported., a long 
with the reactor temperature, inlet pressure, and exit 
ethylbenzen~ conversions. 
The Shell data are presented 1n the .form of graphs 
without any points sh.own. Some of the converE:;ion correl.i.1-
tions are straight lines (presumably drawn through scattered 
data). The points selected from the srraphs are· presented in 
T~ble III. Also, the variable pressure aata arb reported 
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Table III 
Manufacturers' Performance Test Data for Shell 105 (Ref. 10 & 11) 
Data Tempera- Pressure, Molar Steam- Conversion., % Styrene No. Set ture, oc atrn to-Oil Ratio Styrene* Toluene Benzene Selectivity, % 
-----
1 l** 550 1.0 12.5 40.0 1.87 l. 52 92.0 2 560 1.0 12.5 45~2 2·_45 l. 78 91. 3 3 570 1.0· 12.5 50.2 3.16 2.11 90.5 4 580 1.0 12.5 55,4 4. 1'7 2.44 !;!9 . .3 5 593 1.0 12 .5 60.9 5.90 3.15 87.0 
6 2** 580 0.34 12.5 63.4 4.20 2.38 90.6 7 586 0.68 12.5 62.4 5.04 2.73 89.1 8 600 1. 36 l:c'. 5 59.3 7.0 3.64 84.7 9 606 1 .70 '12. 5 57.4 8.4 4.2 82.0 
10 3t 566 1.27 8.85 40.9 1. 75 0.95 93.8 11 573 1. 27 8.85 52.9 3. 7.3 l, 57 91. 0 
"' 
12 621 1. 27 8.85 60.7 7.51 2. 78. 85.5 I.O 
13 4t 566 l. 27 8.85 43.l ~.15 0.99 93.2 14 593 1. 27 8.85 55 •. 6 4.92 l. 39 89.8 15 621 1.27 8.85 61,9 8~86 3.46 83.4 
16 5 566 1.27 14.7 33.9 96.3 17 593 1. 27 14.7 51. 9 93.3 18 621 l .·27 14.7 64.7 89 .. 0 
19 6 566 0. 68 8.85 37.6 97.9 20 593 0.68 B.85 56.l 95 .4 21 621 0.68 8.85 68.3 92.3 
* Calculated from total conversion cir.d styrene selectivity. 
** Selected points f rorn graphs. 
t Toluene and benzene conversions calculated from benzene/tol ucr1e (B/T) ratio. 
( 
only at total conversions of 70%; to obtain 70% conversion 
requires severe conditions and using a low-selectivity 
catalyst ( such as She 11 10 5) , so, the side reactions occur 
to a significant extent. Therefore, it is difficult to 
evaluate the accuracy of their data. 
United Catalyst, unlike Shell, gives tabulated data. 
Presumably, these are actual laboratory data. Four dif-
ferent sets at three different conditions are reported. Two 
of the four different condition sets are incomplete, only 
giving total conversion and styrene selectivity. The two 
complete United Catalvst sets are at the same conditions 
(i.e., pressure, temperature, LHSV, and stean-to-oil ratio) 
but were run in different test units. These two complete 
sets (see Table IV) do not agree exactly, giving some idea 
of the variability of the data. This di~agreement between 
different test units reintorces their st2ternent that the 
data are only relative and have been presented to show the 
relative merits of one catalyst over another (24). 
The literature kinetics, along with the experimental 
procedures and the data's limitations, are briefly sum-
, 
marized in the II Reaction Kinetics II section. Some of the 
limitations are highlighted here. Also, the merits of the 
literature kinetics, evaluated in light of the manufac-
' 





Comparison of Two Sets of United Catalyst (Ref. 11).bata 
Conditi9ns: Pressure 
Liquid Hourly Space Velocity (LHSV) 
~tearn-to~Oil Ratio 
Set 3 
566~C 59J 0 c 621°c 
Total Conversion, % 43.6 58.2 71 
Styrene Selectivity, % 93 91·. 0 85 .. 5 
Benzene-to-Toluene Ratio 0.54 0.42 0.37 
Toluene Selectivity, 1) % 4.0 6.3 10.6 
Benzene Selectivity, 1) % 2.2 2.7 3.9 
Test unit No.: J 26-31 
1) .Calculated £rorn the above data. 
== 4.0 ps-ig 
1. 0 hr -1 
1. 5 by weight 
8.85 by mole 
Set 4 
566°C 593°c 
46.2 6·1. 9 
9 3. :2 89.8 
0.46 0.39 
4.7 7.8 








The Wenner model has several drawbacks. One is that 
the analysis of non-isothermal heated re~ctor data required 
several approxir:iat ions, especially since there were nc 
computers available to the author in 1948. Sheel empiri-
cally fit the rate constants with fixed activation energies 
for his four different sets of plant data. The limitations 
of this approach are demonstrated by the fact that the main 
reaction's rate constants for two different sets vary by 
30%. Clough also empirically fit the constants to agree 
with the performance of his abiabatic pilot plant reactor. 
However, the biggest drawback to this Dodel is that the forD 
cannot fit variable pressure dcita as discussed in the next 
section. 
The kinetics proposed ~y Carr~'s and Forni appeared the 
most promising, for a thorough investigation was conducted 
using the catalyst or interest. Also, by using crushed 
catalyst, diffusion effects could be accounted for th~oret-
ica l ly ( see II Description of Diffusion Model II section) . 
However, when their kinetics were used tc model a reactor at 
manufacturers' conditions, the predicted conversions were 
below the manufacturers' actual conversions (see Table V). 
One would expect the predicted conversions to be equal to 
(or greater than, if diffusion was important) the manufac-
turers' conversions. Therefore, Carrc:1' s kinetic constants 
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Table V 
Carra's Kinetics Used to Simulate Cata.lyst 
Manufacturers' Performance Test Data Conversions 
Molar 
Tempera- Pressure, Stearn-to- Styrene Conversic~n, % 
ture, oc atrn Oil Ratio Moqel M.anufacturer 
--.-
550 1.0 12.5 26.3 40.0 
560 LO 12.5 31. J 45. 2 
570 LO 12.5 36.4 50.2 
580 1. 0 12.5 41. 6 55.4 
543 LO 12.5 48.1 60.9 
580 0.34 12.5 43.2 63.4 
5'86 0.68 12.5 46.4 62.4 
600 1. 36 12.5 4:9. 4 59.3 
606 1. 70 12. 5 50.0 5;7, 4 
566 1. 27 8.85 27.4 40.9 
573 1.27 8.85 40.2 52.9 
621 1. 27 8 .85 52 .o 60.7 
566 i.n 8. 85- l7.4 43.6 
593 1.27 8.85 40 .:..' 55.6 
621 1.27 8.85 52.0 61. 9 
566 1. 27 14.7 19.0 33.9 
59 3 1. 27 14.7 30.8 51. 9 
62-1 1. 27 14.7 44.7 64.7 
566 0.68 8.85 19.0 37.6 
593 0.68 8.85 31. 0 56.l 
621 0,68 8.85 45.1 68.3 
.33 
The kinetics prepared by Lebedev showed the same 
drawbacks as those proposed by Carr~. The catalyst was 
crushed so the investigation yielded intrinsic kinetics 
which should lJe equal to or faster than the apparent 
kinetics, but a reactor simulated with these kinetics 
predicted lower conversions than the manufacturers' actual 
conversions (sec Table VI). 
In sul:\I'.lary, using the catalyst nanufacturers' per-
formance data as criteria, none of the literature kinetics 
is reliable. However, the form of the kinetics (i.E:., thL: 
different driving forces and the inhibitor, including the 
adsorption coefficient values) may be usciul and that is 
discussed in the next section. 
Dy the encl of the research, operating and conversion 
datu for a pl211t reactor were available from two sources, 
the USS Chemicc:;.ls reactor and , the r1asters Thesis by 
Sheel (25). These data were used in a conparison with the 
final kinetic nodel's predictions. However, there are three 
reasons why they were not used in the evaluation of the 
literature kinetics or the calibration of the kinetic 
models. The first reason is that plant data are typically 
less reliable, since in operating a plant, one is more 
concerned with detecting changes than measuring precise 
numbers. The second reason is that plant data in most cases 



























Lebedev's Kinetics Used to Simqlate Catalyst 
Manufa~turers 1 Performance Test Data Conversions 
Mo1ar 
Tempera- Pressure, Steam-to- Styrene Conversion, % 
.ture, oc atm oil Ratio Model Manufacturer 
--
550 1.0 12.5 29. 7 40.0 
560 1.0 12.5 35.5 45.:.' 
5·70 1.0 12.5 41. 8 SO.] 
580 1. 0 12 .. 5 48.7 55.4 
593 1.0 12.5 58.l 60.9 
580 0.34 12.5 50.7 63.4 
586 0.68 12.5 56.0 62. 4 
600 1. 36 12,5 59,8 59.3 
606 1. 70 12.5 61. 6 57.4 
566 1. 27 8.85 31. 2 40. 'J 
573 1. 27 8·.85 47.2 52.9 
621 1. 27 8.85 65·. 8 6'0. 7 
566 1. 27 8.85 31. 2 43.6 
593 1. 27 8.85 4 7. 2 55.C 
621 1.27 8.85 65.8 61. CJ 
566 1. 27 14. 7 25.2 33.~ 
593 1.27 14.7 40.2 51.9 
621 1. 27 14.7 59.5 64.7 
566 0.68 8.85 25 .·3 37.6 
593 0.68 8.85 40.7 56.1 






operating conditions. The third is that if the reactor's 
residence time is large, the actual kinetics are not as 
crucial as the equilibiiu~ conversion and energy balance. 
This is seen in Figure 8 where catalysts with three dif-
ferent ages have markedly different kinetics (i.e., the rate 
of conversion, or the slope, differs at the beginning of the 
reactor), yet each reaches about the same conversion. The 
data available consisted of inlet and outlet temperatures, 
pressures, flow rates, and compositions. There arc thermo-
couples inside the reactor bed, but their readings are of 
questionable value. The age of the catalyst at the time of 
the test wus also available for the plant. 
Calibration of the Model 
To test each of the literature kinetic forms, the 
computer program is run in a mode which allows a search to 
evaluate the apparent reaction rate constants for the three 
ethylbenzene reactions (Equations 1-3). This is done for 
each set of conditions independently. A linear least-
squares routine is then used to correiate the apparent 
reaction rate constants for each of the three major reac-
tions, using the Arrhenius relationship. The best model 
should form the best linear fit of Arrhenius's equation (see 
"Computer Reactor Model Capabilities" section for details). 
The accuracy of kinetic constants obtained by curve-
fitting manufacturers' data depends heavily on the accuracy 
of the data. How close to isothermal the reactors were 
operated and whether the experiments reached steady state is 
not known. The accuracy of Shell's data are more suspect 
than United Catalysts' because no data points are given. 












( L 6) = 





n kgmol/kg catalyst hr atm 
(r. = the total power of th0 prc~surc term, 
l or 2) 
trequency factor of reaction J 
activation energy of reaction J I kcal/mol 
ideal gas constant, 1. 987 cal/mol OK 
absolute temperature, OK 
The activation energy (E) is always positive. For the main 
a 
reaction (Equation 1), which is reversible, the equ1l1briur:1 
constant equals the torward reaction rate constant divided 
by the reverse reaction rate constant, 
K {;y = (27) 
From Hossini's (26) Selected Values of Physical anci 
Thermodynamic Properties of Hydrocarbons and Related 
Compounds in the region of interest (see Appendix B): 
ln K - 15.202 
eg 29.008 kcal/rnol 
RGT 
( 2 8) 
.. 
l • 
Combining Equations 27 and 28, and 29 
15.202 - 29.008 kcal/mol = 
RGT 
Therefore 
E - E = 29.0 
al a1 
And since E > 0 
a_l 





( 3 0) 
( 31) 
This criteria, along with the correlation coefficients ana 
the average absolute deviation between predicted a~d r~nu-
facturers' conversion, are used to evaluate the different 
models. 
Model 1 
An Arrhenius plot for the styrene generation reaction 
of Wenner's model is shown in Figure 12*. Examining this 
figure shows two reasons why Model 1 should be rejected. 
First, there is an unacceptable amount of scatter in the 
apparent reaction rate constants ( see Table VII ior the 
correlation coefficient) and, second, the apparent activa-
tion energy from the least-squares fit (24.1 kcal/mol) 1s 
less than the acceptable minimum (29.0 kcal/mol). Earlier 
investigation had shown that this model could adequately fit 
a constant pressure data. 
* Note that all figures and tables referenced in this 
section are tound at the end of the section. 
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Model 2 
Looking next at a model based on the driving forces and 
inhibitor (including the relative adsorption coefficient 
value) proposed by Carr~, the following observations can be 
made. Rate constants for the main reaction (see Figure 13) 
under each set of conditions fall approximately on in a 
straight line with the negative slope. Shell's 70% conver-
sion variable pressure data st i 11 hc:1 ve a slope that cor re-
sponds to an activation energy less than the acceptable 
minimum. The kinetic data presented by Carrj and Fcrn1 (3) 
are in the same range as the apparer.t kinetics from the 
catalyst data. Two lines were fit, using a linear least-
squares routine, through the points. One has the best slope 
and intercept; the other used the activation energy from 
Carrj's (3) paper and calculated the best intercept. The 
correlation coefficients for the fits arc given 1n 
Table VII. Table VIII shows the average absolute deviation 
between the styrene conversions based on catalyst manufac-
turers' data and the conversions predicted by the models. 
Arrhenius plots of the toluene and benzene formation 
react ions are g i vcn 1n Figures 14 and 15. Figures 2 7 
through 32 show comparisons of catalyst manufacturers' data '1G~ 
with the predictions of Model 2. The kinetics used 1n 




The kinetic form (i.e., driving forc~s, :~hib1t0r, ~~c 
adsorption coefficient) prcposed by Lebedf'l : .i.. ts 
about as well as Model 2. See Table:s VII ar.c VIII :er 2 
comparison of the fits. The reaction rate cc~statts :..:~cer 
each set of conditions do not forr., lir.i::s ac:: s:!"aig:-:t as .:..:. 
Model 2 (compare· Figures 14 arid ~ 7). 7!":1s :s t:-.e: 
model where Shell's 70%. coriversibn data :er~ a ~1~e 
- ~ .,... C ~ 
-..... - .......... 
activation energy above th~ ~inirnuD. :~c rt:£ ex~r0ss::~s 
for the toluene formation reacticr. 0: ::ccc:s _ c:-.c ..: 2:-c-
different. Comparing Figures 14 &nd :7, :~e 0Xfress:c~ :: 
Model 2 2llows fl,r a better f1 t cf the d2tc, - . -SO 2 !"':.221.: :E~ 
Model 3 was tested using Medel 2-' s rcte E:-xpressic. ::-.e 
to.luenc· reactic,11. This· car: also Le- seer: 1;~ 7::bles \'II .:::c 
VI I I by the h i g her CO r rel a t i On CCC f £ i C i C :-. t c. : '. c: the : C \,, t." r 
2.verage absolute dev ia t ior. for the ccn·e rs 101: c:: the tc ~ :..:er.e 
reaction for the modified ~lodel 3. Conparir.g the Arrher.1us 
plots of the two d.if ferent toluene for:rr.2.tior. rcactio:::.s 
(Figures l 7 and 18) shows that the rate express 1cr. b2sec 
solely on ethylbenzene partial pressure is superior to the 
one which includes hydrogen. Another f la\,· in :--1ode l 3 1 s 
that the adsorption coefficient in the inhibit\.:r ha\·1no tv;c 
paramete·rs (Equation 16) is prolJably unJustificd. 
Figure 19 shows an Arrhenius plot of the apparer.t 






Figure 27 through 3~ again allow the comparison of manu-
facturers' data and the various models calibrated using 
these same data. 
Model 4 
A fourth model w.as investigated which is very similar 
to that proposed by Lebedev. The relevant eq.u9 tions ~re 
'· ------listed below. 
[PEE l H2 J 
rl = 
Keg PsTY ( 3L) 
( PEB + z. PsTY ) 2 
k2 PEB 
r2 = ( PEB 
. 2 ( 3 3) 
+ z PsTY) 
k3 PEB 
r3 = ( 3 4) (PEB + z PsTY) 2 
The relatiye adsorption coefficient, unlike the adsorption 
coefficient of Model 3, is independent or temperature. The 
value of the relative adsorption coefficient that is chosen 
will determine whether the partial pressure of ethylbcnzene 
makes a contribution. Notice, however, that the inhibitor 
(see Table I for definition) must contain a term in addition 
to the styren~ term; otherwise, the reaction rate expres-
sions would be undefined when styrene is not present (e .. g., 
~t the beginning cf a reactor). 
.Two values of the relative ·adsorption coef ficicnt wer(: 
investigated: 10 and 280. In the latter case, once the 
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main reaction has proceeded to a small extent, the styre~c 
term begins to dominate the inhibitor, sc tha.t e·thy lber.ze:r.e 
partial pressure either does not contribut~ tc the rate o~ 
reaction. Figures 20 and 21 show the apparent react10~ r2te 
constant.s for Model 4 with the tw.o diifere:r.t n:,;,.at1ve 
adsorption coefficients. One can see ver; little ~:~~ere~ce 
in the good n e s s of f i t. By cc n s u l t 1 r: g Tc b l es 'JI :;_ c: :-. c.: 1; = .: .: , 
one sees that when the styrene terr:, don.i'nate.s ·(1.c., 
z = 2 8 0 ) , the corr e la t ion co e f f i c i en t i s c loser t c or. e a:-: c 
the average absolute. deviation 1s a Jittie lower. 
Figures 22 and 23 show the Arrhenius plcts fer tte tc:ue:-:e 
and benz.en.e ·formation reactior:s fer a n:-lati\'E ac:sorpt:c:-. 
coefficient of 280. 
Model 5 
A third Langmuir-Hin she l wooci rnechar.i sr.i· wc:s prorc sec 1 :-. 
order· to reconcile Carrel's obscrvatior. that th\..: .:.ri1t12~ 
reaction rate wa~; independent of the p2rt1.al pressure:::: 
ethy lLenzene c1nd Lebedev' s ·obsenra tior: that the inh1b1 tor 
was approximately proportional to the pc:.rt i al pres sure of 
styrene squared l see Appendix f') • Once age.in, it' was 
assµmed that £he reaction step was ~aic-controlling and that 
most of the surf ace sites were occupied. 'i'hc rel c\·an t 
equations follow: 
r 1 = PEB 
l 





y = a combined adsorption coefficient, atm-~· 
It was necessary to make an approximation b~twe~n the region 
where the ethylbenzene and styrer.e partial pressures acr.,1-
nated the inhibitor. 
For large combined adsorption coe ff :..c 1e.r: ts, the :-1:-t 
this model gives is the ·same as I·iodel 4. In fact, to t.:se 
the activation energies and frequency factors fron Model 4i 
one would use a combined adsorption coefficic1~t (y) equc: tc 
the relative adsorption coefficient (z). 
The mod~l was run With a combined adsorption coeffi-
cient of 100, which fits the dat~ as wcl: as Model 4 dces. 
This value was arbitrarily chosen. Tables· VII anc VIII 
should again be consulted, along with Figures :C:4-26. 
Figures 2 7 through 3 2 can be consulted to compare the 
model's predicted conversion and the manufacturers' data it 
was calibrated with. 
One note of caution regarding Table VII. In ~1-i.atter 
stages of my research, the mode in which the program 
searched for the apparent reaction-rate constants was not 










specified error criterion on the appc1rer. t rt:actior. ra tc 
constants. The reason for this is unknown. However, thi~ 
problem makes the high correlation co~fficient for th~ last 
three models 1n Table VI questionable. The low average 
absolute deviations between the Dodel and experimental d~ta 



















1 ) United 
Table VII 
Correlation Coefficient for the Arrhenius 
Equations of Various Models 





0. 85 0.96 
0.95 0.58 

















2) Carr~'s activation energy used for main reaction. 
3) fllodi f ied Model 3 - toluene formation reaction's 
driving force = PEB. 
4) iJ i th a relative adsorptio11 coefficient of l O • 
5) With a relative adsorption coefficient of 280. 
6) Calibrated for Shell 015 catalyst. 
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Ta·ble VI I I 
Comp a r·i son of Predicted and Expeririental 
Conversiol)s for Various Models 
Average Absolute Devi at i or. Between the I ioc.e'l 
and Manufacturers' Datc: for 
Styrene Toluene DenzenE:: 
Model Conversion, % Conversicr;, % Convers101-;, i 
1 1 ) 9.62 2.43 0.57 
2 4.00 0.84 0. 5 7 
2 2.) J.60 l. 9 7. 0. 5 9 
3 3.08 1. 31 0.53 
33) 
'J.. 6 7 0.76 0.56 
} 
44) 3.16 0. 8 3 0. 5 9 
45) :::.29 0.89 0.58 
5 2. 2 8 0. 8.6 0.58 
66) 1 • 9 7 o·. 5 6 0. 15 
1) United Catalyst $et 4 not included 1n the fit. 
2) Carr~'s activation ertergy used for main reaction. 
3) Modified Model 3 toluene formation reaction's 
driving force = PED' 
4) vJith a relative udsorption coe±fic.1er1t ot 10. 
5) With a relative adsorption coefficient of 280. 






6 LEAST SQUARES FIT 
5 o SHELL - SET 1 
a SHELL - SET 2 
4 e UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
A UNITED CATALYST - SET 5 
3 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 6 
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1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 12 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE MAIN REACTION OF MODEL 1 
'1 7 

























--- LEAST SQUARES FIT 
- - - LEAST, SQUARES FIT WITH 
OSHELL - SET 1 
c SHELL - SET 2 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
A UNITED CATALYST - SET 







CARRA'S ACTIVATION ENERGY 
0.3 ..._ __ ....._ _ ~ __ ....., ___ ...._ __ ...... __ ...... __ ~ 
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 13 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 


























-- LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
• 0 
a SHELL - SET 2 
e UNITEDCATALYST-SET 3 
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1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 14 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE TOLUENE FORMATION REACTION OF MODEL 2 
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20 LEAST SQUARES FIT 
• OSHELL - SET 1 
kJ X 1<>2 
a SHELL - SET 2 
kgmol 
kg-cat hr 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
a 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
10 
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Figure 15 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 























LEAST SQUARES FIT 
OSHELL -SET 1 
OSHELL -SET 2 
e UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
a UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
A UNITED CATALYST - SET 5 
YUNITED CATALYST -SET 6 
SHELL 105 CATALYST 
1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
\ 
Figure 16 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
















LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
a SHELL - SET 2 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
a UNITED CATALYST -SET 4 
SHELL 105 CATALYST 
a 
1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 17 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANT 






















-- LEAST SQUARES FIT 
• 
o SHELL - SET 1 
o SHELL - SET 2 
e UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
SHELL 105 CATALYST 
• 
0.1 ..,.. __ ...&.. __ ...... ___ ,1,... __
 ..J.. __ __,, __ ~IL-----' 
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 







7 LEAST SQUARES FIT 
6 o SHELL - SET 1 
o SHELL - SET 2 
5 0 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
4 a • UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
0 SHELL105CATALYST 3 
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·.· 
Figure 19 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE BENZENE FORMATION REACTION OF MODEL 3 
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--- LEAST SQUARES FIT 
OSHELL - SET 1 
o SHELL - SET 2 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 5 
Y UNITED CATALYST - SET 6 





0.1 ..._ __ _._ __ ...... ___ ....._ _ ~ __ ...... __ ....... ~-~ 
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
103 /T (K·1) 
Figure 20 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE MAIN REACTION OF MODEL 4 WITH A RELATIVE 
ADSORPTION CONSTANT OF 10 
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20 LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
c SHELL - SET 2 
e UNITED CATALYST - SET 3 
• UNITED CATALYST - SET 4 
10 
9 a UNITED CATALYST- SET 5 
8 Y UNITED CATALYST- SET 6 
7 
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Figure 21 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE MAIN REACTION OF MODEL 4 WITH A RELATIVE 
ADSORPTION CONSTANT OF 280 
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LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
a SHELL -SET 2 
e UNITED CATALYST -SET 3 
10 
9 a UNITED CATALYST - SET 















1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 22 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE TOLUENE FORMATION REACTION WITH A RELATIVE 
ADSORPTION CONSTANT OF 280 
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LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
a SHELL - SET 2 
e LWITEOCATALYST-SET3 
• LWITEOCATALYST-SET4 
SHELL 105 CATALYST 
C 
• 
0.2 -... ................................................. ........,j ........................................ ... 
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
103 /T (K"1 ) 
Figure 23 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE BENZENE FORMATION REACTION OF MODEL 4 WITH A 






LEAST SQUARES FIT 
6 
OSHELL - SET 1 
5 
o SHELL - SET 2 
4 e Lf.JITED CAT Al YST - SET 3 
• Lf.JITED CATALYST -SET 4 
3 • Lf.JITEDCATALYST-SET5 
• Lf.JITEDCATALYST -SET6 
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Figure 24 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 






















LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 1 
a SHELL - SET 2 
• ~ITED CATALYST - SET 3 
• ~ITED CATALYST - SET 4 
SHELL 105 CATALYST 
• 
1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 25 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 





8 LEAST SQUARES FIT 
7 
o SHELL - SET 1 
6 
a SHELL - SET 2 
5 
• LWITEDCATALVST-SET 
4 • LWITEDCATALVST-SET 
SHELL105CATALYST 
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103 /T (K·1 ) 
Figure 26 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 























LHSV = 0.65 hr· 1 
S/0 = 12.5 
P = 15 PSIA 
- SHELL DATA - SET 1 
0 MODEL 2 
c MODEL 3 
A MODEL 5 















Figure 27 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, 3 & 5 AND SHELL CONVERSION 





















- SHELL DATA-SET 2 
O MODEL 2 
a MODEL 3 
























8 0 A 
A 
CONDITIONS 
LHSV = 0.65 hr·1 
S/0 = 12.5 
20 
(600) 
25 PRESSURE, psia 
(605) TEMPERATURE, °C 
Figure 28 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, 3 & 5 ANO SHELL VARIABLE 























LHSV = 1.0 hr·1 
S/0 = 8.85 
P = 18.7 PSIA 
- UNITED CATALYST DATA -- SET 3 
O MODEL 2 
a MODEL 3 


















Figure 29 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, 3 & 5 AND UNITED CATALYST 















LHSV = 1.0 hr·1 
S/0 = 8.85 
80 P = 18.7 PSIA 
- UNITED CATALYST DATA -SET 4 
70 o MODEL 2 
o MODEL 3 





















Figure 30 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, 3 & 5 AND UNITED CATALYST 
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LHSV = 2.0 hr· 1 
S/0 = 14.7 
P = 18.7 PSIA 
---
- UNITED CATALYST DATA -SET 5 
O MODEL 2 
a MODEL 3 










Figure 31 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, j & 5 AND UNITED CATALYST 





















- STYRENE SELECTIVITY 
H CONDITIONS 
LHSV = 2.0 hr· 1 
S/0 = 8.85 
P = 10.0 PSIA 
-- UNITED CATALYST DATA -SET 6 
O MODEL 2 
a MODEL 3 













Figure 32 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2, 3 & 5 AND UNITED CATALYST 




















LHSV = 0.65 
P = 15 PSIA 
0 
70%= TOTAL CONVERSION 
-- SHELL DATA 
o MODEL 2 





8 9 10 11 12 13 
MOLAR STEAM TO OIL RATIO 
Figure 33 COMPARISON OF MODELS 2 & 5 WITH SHELL VARIABLE 
' STEAM TO OIL RATIO DATA FOR SHELL 105 CATALYST 
6 [l 
•• 
Final Version of the Model 
Tables IX and X summarize the kinetic expressions 
invest1gated and the best calibrated kinetics for each of 
these models. Model 5 is the pest model for Shell 105 
catalyst investigated to date. It predicts the manufac-
turer I s styrene conversion data within an average of 
2.3 percentage points (±5% relative). It does a better job 
of correlating the data than Carrct' s or Lcbedev I s models. 
It is less complicated than Lebedev's. Als·o, its theo-
retical basis (i.e., Langmuir-Hfnshelwood mechanism) agrees 
at low styrene concentratibns with Carr~'s observation that 
the initial rate is independent of the partial pressure of 
ethylbenzene and with Lebedev's observation that the inhibi-
tor is approximately proportional to the partial pres~~re of 
styrene squared. 
Model 5 is also compared to manufacturers' data unused 
1n its calibration. Figure 33 shows Shell's 70% total 
conversion data at different stearn-to~oil ratios. Results 
of Model 2 are also included. Notice that although the 
shape ot· Nadel 2's curve is better than Nadel S's, Model 5 
does a· better job in an absolute sense of predicting the 
data. 
Since the form of Model 5 was suitab1e for predicting 
Shell 105 catalyst behavior, it was used for calibrating a 
69 
.,t 
.,,., ,, ' 
kinetic model for Shell 015 catalyst. This is Model 6. 
Nineteen sets of catalyst manufacturers' performance test 
data were available, :see Table XI. The s_tyrcnc convcrsior: 
was calibrated within 2% absolute (4% rel2tive), sec 
Table VII. The correlation coefficient (whose valuC'. if 1r. 
question as discussed) is given in Table VI. See Figures 34 
through 36 for the Arrhenius plots and Figures 37 through 42 










Sununary of .Five Kinetic Models Investigated 
Driving Force for 
Inhibitor Styrene 
PSTY PH Non( F 2 EB Keq 
PSTY 
p 




( 1 + b PSTY/ PEB 
PsTY H2 
(PEB + z 
. 2 
p STY) p 
:2 p + (yPSTY) p EB 
r. = k. 
J J 
Keg 







the Reaction Generatior. 
Toluene Ben.zene Ref. 
p p PEB 4-6 . EB 
. 1-: 2 
PEE PEB 7 
p P. p 8 
EB i..; EB 
"'2 




r .. = rate of reaction j 
J 
k-. = rate constant of reaction j· 
J 
z = the relative absor.ption coefficient between styrene and 
ethylbenzene 
b = the absorptjon cocfficieht bf styrene 
= b exp· (),/T) 
0 




Kinetit Constant~ for the Calibrated Models 
The form of the kinetic constants is 
k. = exp (A. 




kinetic constant, kgmol/kgcat-hr 




activation ~nergy, kcal/mol 
R = G 
id£:al gas constant, 1. 987 cal/mul OK 
T = absolute temperature, OK 
The form or the inhibitors all listed in Table lX. 
Styrene Toluene Benzene 
Model A Ea A Ea A Ea Notes 
--· --
11) 11.48 24.08 16-.58 31.25 13.19 33. 21 
·2 18.31 38.21 20. 62· 46. 77 18.87 45.16 z = 8.03 







n.5o 30.61- 9.05 14,42 16.02 34.05 
17 .2 30.18 26.93 51. 41 18.28 37 .. 80 
27 .02 54.59 35.42 73. 60· 26.9"7 60.34 
39.43 64.82 48.80 85.44 39.73 71.11 
38.05 65.93 47.93 87.40 39. 94 74.91 
42.33 74.52 61.4 115. 51 61.6 114.35 
United Catalyst Set 4 not included in the fit. 
Carra's activation energy used for main reaction. 
z = 8.02 
b = 0.0218 
0 
A = 6995°K 
b = 0. 0218 
O· 
A = 6995°K 
z = 10.0 
z = 280 
y = 100 





Modified Model 3 - toluene-formation re~ction's driving force= 











Manufacturers' Performance Test Data for.Shell 015 (Ref. 
Data Tempera- Pressure, Molar Steam- <:;onversion, % 
No. Set ture, oc atm to-Oil Ratio Styrene* 
1 7** 570 1.0 12.5 44.86 
2 580 1. 0 12.5 50.71 
3 590 1.0 12 .. 5 56.46 
4 600 1.0 12.5 62.11 
5 610 LO 12~5 67.54 
6 8** 594 0.34 12.5 67.90 
7 601 0.68 12.·5 67.41 
8 608 1.00 12.5 66.64 
9 615 1. 36 12.5 65.73 
10 ·622 1. 70 12.5 64.75 
11 9t 566 1.27 8.85 27.83 
12 573 1. 27 8.85 46.60 
13 621 1. 27 8.85 61. 06 
14 10 566 1. 27 14.7 25.30 
15 593 1.27 14 .. 7 .42.10 
16 621 1. 27 14.7 5"8. 7 3 
17 11 566 0.68 8.85 24.60 
18 593. 0.68 8.85 41.19 
19 (..21 u. (,8 H,85 55.89 
* Calculated from total conver~ion ~rid styr~nc selectivity. 


































t Toluene and benzene conversions calculc;1ted from benzPnc/toluPfl(' (B/T) 1.it io. 








































LEAST SQUARES FIT 
OSHELL - SET 7 
a SHELL - SET 8 
e l.1'11TED CATALYST - SET 9 
•l1'11TEDCAT. -SET10 
•l1'11TEDCAT. -SET 11 
SHELL 015 CATALYST 
•• 
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1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 34 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 


































LEAST SQUARES FIT 
OSHELL - SET 7 
C OSHELL - SET 8 
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1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 36 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 
FOR THE TOLUENE FORMATION REACTION OF MODEL 6 
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LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o SHELL - SET 7 
a SHELL - SET 8 
eUNITED CATALYST-
SET9 
SHELL 015 CATALYST 
• 
o.~------............................................................... ~ ................................ .... 
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 
Figure 36 ARRHENIUS PLOT OF THE APPARENT REACTION RATE CONSTANTS 





















LHSV = 0.65 hr·1 
S/0 = 12.5 
P=15PS1A 
- SHELLDATA-SET7 






















Figure 37 COMPARISON OF MODEL 6 AND SHELL CONVERSION DATA FOR 





























LHSV = 0.65 hr· 1 
S/0 = 12.5 
- SHELLDATA-SET8 























- X 10 
25 PRESSURE, psia 
(622) TEMPERATURE.~ 
Figure 38 COMPARISON OF MODEL 6 AND SHELL CONVERSION DATA 




















LHSV = 1.0 hr·1 




- UNITED CATALYST DATA - SET 9 















Figure 39 COMPARISON OF MODEL 6 AND SHELL CONVERSION DATA FOR 



























LHSV = 2.0 hr· 1 
S/0 = 14.7 
P = 18 PSIA 
-- UNITED CATALYST DATA -SET 10 




570 580 590 600 610 620 
TEMPERATURE, "C 
Figure 40 COMPARISON OF MODEL 6 AND UNITED CATALYST CONVERSION 












LHSV = 2.0 hr·l 
S/0 = 8.85 
P = 10 PSIA 
0 STYRENE 
SELECTIVITY 
- UNITED CATALYST DATA -SET 11 
O MODEL 6 
0 
0 














Figure 41 COMPARISON OF MODEL 6 AND UNITED CATALYST DATA FOR 
SHELL 015 CATALYST 
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Description of Diffusion Model 
Previous reports ind~cate that the reaction may b€: 
subject to considerable diffusion limitat.ions. Ar; effort is 
presented here to evaluate the effectivenL~s factor (n) for 
the catalyst particles at reactor conditions. A critical 
element for these calculations is- the valu~ of the effective 
diffusivity, and details of its calculcJ.fion are given ir. 
Appendix J. 
The gen~ral form of the main reac~ion rate expression 
is 
= 
kl [ p.EB ( 31) 
Inhibitor 
where Table IX can .be consulted for the various inhibitors. 
The steady state conservation equations for ethylbenzene, 
styrene, and. hydrogen are 
( 3 2) 
= ( 3 3) 
= ( .J 4) 
82 
The boundary conditions fer these equations ~r~ 









l = EB, STY, 1-1 2 ( 3 5) 
( 3 6) 
It 1 s convenient to ci~ i ine the pore conver s 10n ( x ) p 
X (Z) = 1 p ( 3 7) 
Thus = ( 3 8) 
Us in g th c b o u n c.l.:u y con d i t ion s c1 n d e g u a t i 11 g E qua t ion s 3 :2 - 3 4 , 
the partial pressure of styrene and hydrogen can be written 
as a function of pore conversion. It is possible to reduce 
the problem to a single second order differential equation 
in terms ot the pore conversion. This may be solved using 
the same boundary conditions. Details cf this entire 
derivation are given in Appendix G. One obtains: 
= 
H(Xp)dXP 















k ' 12 RT 1 G 
the effectiveness factor 
the pore conversion 
the pore conversion at the catalyst 
particle's center 
( 4 0) 
It will approach the equilibrium conversion 
(X ) under diffusion control conditions. 
eq 
= the RHS of Equc.tion 31 ir, terr;,s of X, "the 
effective driving force" P 
= the Thiele modulus 
= the main reaction rate constant, 
kgmol/m 3 cat-hr 
= the equivalent particle radius, m 
-3 
= the ideal gas constant, 82.057 x 10 
m3 atrn/kgmol °K 
= absolute temperature, °K 
= diffusivity of ethylbenzene, n 2 /hr 
= the surface cthylbenzcr.e partial 
pressure, atm 
Thus, the effectiveness factor depends both on the Thiele 
modulus and the torrn of driving force divided by the inhibi-
tor. The actual forms, along with a more complete deriva-
tion for Carrd's model and tlodel 5, are given in Appendix G. 
Table XII shows the Thiele modulus, center or equilibrium 
conversion, and the effectiveness factor for the catalyst 
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of 20. Figure 42 shows the. effectiveness factor as a func-
tion of steam-to-oil ratio a.t 621 °C for two different 
tortuosity factors. 'l'he decrease 1n the ef:ectivehess 
factor with increasing stean~to-oil ratio ts probably due to 
the corrcspc.,nding increase in the Thiele r:iodulus. 
'l'he e f tect 1 veness factor was ca lcu lateci at v~ r 1uus 
points dovir. an isothermal reactor sir1mlated with the 
kinetics proposed by Carr~. By consul ting I::quation J9, one 
sees that the ef f:ect i veness factor is made up of three 
components.. Tc..ble XIII gives the vulues or the ef.fccti\'e-
ness factor and fhese components al various reactbr depths. 
Going down the reactor, the Thiele modulus incrtased due to 
a· decrease 1n the partial pressun~ of ethylbcnzene. The 
integral of the driving force divided by the inhibitor 
decreased due to a lower particle center or equilibr·ium 
conversion. And the driving force tliyided by the inhibitor 
evaluated at the pore r:iouth decreased tjue to equilibriur:i 
being approached. This last term dornin2 ted, as can be. seen 
1n Figure 43, for the effectiveness factor approaching unity 
as one goes down the reactor ( i. c. , as conversion 111-
creases). 
The single-pore diffusion model derived in this thesi~ 
behaves as exp~ctcd. In order to make full use of it, one 
would need to obtain trustworthy experimE.:ntal results for 
the intrinsic kinetics. A large tortuosit~ factor 
86 
(i.e., 20) was used which emphJ.::;1zed the.: (.~ffE:ct of diff:u-
sion. Th~ role of diffusion in this reactior. is still in 
. . 
question. Lee (-5) gives strong eviou1ce cf ciirtµsicr.'s 
importance ( see Figure 11) . However, the slope cf tLl: ~ .;.r;e 
for the inqustric1l size (1/811 ) catalyst pellets is apprcxi-
mately the same as that for the crushed (25-30 mesh) t~ta-
lyst, and he also stules that in cor.unercial 0re.:rat1on, c:Ge 
to catalyst deactivation, the evidence of intrapa·rtiG:":e 
diffusion limitation Lecomes less pronounced. 
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'I',d>l 1· XI ll 
The Effectiveness Fc1ctor ,d. Va!_ious _ _!J~ths 
Reactor Effectiveness Thit:le** 
,/' J II l\)dXI II (X ) I X Depth, Modulus !·· • - I) m Factor )' 
----
0.0 0.41 1. 53 u. E, .' I. CJ 
0.04 0. Ci 2 1. 6b 0. 4') CJ .4H. 
0.08 U.13 1.n 0. 4 J (1 • _j J 
0. IL (j. hll LH(, () . l ;'. (I .. ;1 ', 
0.16 0. 8G l. lJ4 U.J4 (J .:: 1 
0. 20 0. <j'Q 2.02 0. 31 U. I'/ 
(). :.! 4 0. 'J4 2 . .l () 0./H l). 14 
0. lil CJ. \JtJ ~, . I '/ () . ..: (, (J. 13 
(). 3). 0.lJH 2.23 0.). ,J 0 . 11 
0. 36 1.0 2.2H o.n 0.10 
U. 40 1 • U 2.30 () . .:.! U. U'J 
0.60 1.0 2.GS 0 .1 l o.os 
0.80 1.0 ~.82 CJ • l ( J U.CJJ 
1.0 1. 0 2.98 0. O 7 CJ. U2 
* For reactor cor,di t ion!::i, S('C· Tab lr· XI, Nu. 12. 
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Figure 42 EFFECTIVENESS FACTOR VERSUS STEAM TO OIL RATIO 
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Application of the Model 
Comparison of the Model With PJ.ant Data 
Model 5 was further tested by cor.iparing the conversiun 
of the model predicted under plant conditions with the 
actual plant conversions. These da . .ta are from the CSS 
Ch~micals reactor located in Houston and the Po1yrners 
Corporation reactor located in Ontario [as referenced b1, 
Sheel (.25)]. The USS Chemicals data consisted of five 
points selected from production sheets ana test res:uits. 
'I'hc Polymers Corporation data consisted ot .i: our pb111 ts; 
three are the mean operating conditions for periods of onL 
to five days in April, May, and June of 1966; the foµrth is 
the mean value of a factorial design run with 29 stec1dy-
state simulations knowr. as "POLY 2.9". Table XIV contains 
reacto~ feed antj efflue~t composition data for these nine 
pieces of plant data. Tables XV and XVI compare the conver-
sions p·redicted by the model and thos·e r:ieasured .in the plant 
for the USS Chemicals and Poly~er Corporation conditions, 
respectivCly, given 1n Table XIV. Inlet arid outlet tempera.:. 
tures and pressures are also compared. The good agreement 
between the predicted and measured coflversicins confirms the 
ability of this model to predict the behavior of an indus-
trial reactor. 
The disa,greement between the predicted and measur~d 




Reactor Feed and Ef-fluent Ratios 
Molar 
.. 
Hydro- Steam- Composition, mole % Run carbons, to-Oi.l Ethyl-Date No. kgmol/hr Ratio benzene Styrene Toluene Benz·ene Xylene Others·* 
u.ss Chemi:ca ls** Data 
1/1/78 1 Feed 128.6 13.4 79.74 0.44 2.16 0.0 16.04 1.62 Effluent 42.67 34.40 5.05 l. 21 15.46 1.17 
12/1/78 2 Feed 190.2 12 .4 80.~2 2.69 l .14 0.00 15.0.J 0.92 Effluent 44.80 33.01 3.68 l. 15 13.97 0.69 
3/6/79 3 Feed 118.11 11. ':J 82.;27 0.,8 0.66 0.00 15.28 1.01 I:;ffluent 47.89 33.01 2.41 1.01 14.44 0.92 
'° 4 73 .87 N 6/8/82 Feed 115. 3 12 . "3 0.65 0.37 0.00 20.84 4.28 Effluent 4Q.05 32.02 2.23 0.99 20.17 4. 32 
7/2/$1 5--- Feed 1.18. 0 13. 3 75.94 0.49 l . 6 3 0.0 15.36 6.58 Effluent 36.54 36.84 4.63 1-. 4 2 l 4. 77 5.81 
Polym{>r Corporu t l.CJnt natc.J 
4/66 1 Feed 38 .54 11. 8 95.86 1.67 2.04 0.22 0.0 0.22 Effluent 51.8 39.8 4.8 3. l (). 0 0.4 
5/66 2 Feed 38.70 11. 7 95.32 l.31 2.62 0.68 0.0 0.05 Effluent 50.5 4(J. 1 5.6 3 .5 0.0 0.2 
6/66 3 Feed 39.06 11.7 94.93 l. 93 1. bO 0.15 0.0 0.19 Effluent :>3. G 38.3 5.l 2.5 0.0 0.4 
(Cop ti nucd) 
"PCLY 28" 
* Fr, r •. he 
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Comparison of Model 5 and USS ChemiE::als -Plant Data 
Tempera- Tempera-
ture ture Pressure Pressure* Percent Conversion 
In, oc Out, vc In, Atm. Out, Atm Styrenf:• Benzene . Toluene 
617.78 555.44 1.952 1. 76E, 43.66 1.77 3. 9(., 
617.78 558.33 1.952 l ·. 7 55 42 .59 1. 5~ 3.62 
632.22 568.33 2.429 2.23] 41 .08 1.81 4.48 
632.22 571.l] 2.4L9 2.l70 41 .·16 1 . 4 J 3 .1 7 
623.33 555.~7 ·l. 884 l. 7 34 4:.:. 6 J 1.78 4.03 623.33 560.00 1.884 1 • 7 2.1 3 <J. 1 B 1.:n 2. 13 
628.89 559:38 1. E,S(J l. 4 76 4 C) • ( 1 ·/ 
..: . 16 5.3H 
628.89 565.56 J .L8G l .. 5 7 2 4 J.] 7 1 • 34 ..., "'. ~ • - .c. 
628.89 561.20 l. E! l (., 1-.621 .4 8 . () ') :? .. i 6 5. 70 
628.89 562.:U l.816 
.1 • 707 4 7. H7 1 . H7 3 • n S 
Average Differe:nce lH..:tW(:fan E:xpcrir.i(·ntal <1nd l'rcdi(·.tt::ci c,,r:v, rsiuns 
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Comparison of Model 5 and Polymer Corporation Plant Data 
Tempera- Tempera- Styrene Run ture ture Pressure Pressure* Percent Conversion Selec-No. In, oc Out, oc Ir., Atm Out, Atm Styrene Benzene Toluene tivity, % iii>"'''\. 
Model 1 649.44 5 70,.43 2-. 3 7 1.953 40.63 l. 91 4 .. 65 86 .11-Data 1 649.44 593.33 2 .-37 2. 29 39.80 2.99 2.29 87.09 
Model 2 648.85 570.10 2.37 1.953 40.71 1.-90 4.62 86 .18 Data 2 648.85 597.83 2.37 40.772 2.99 3 .1.7 86.86 
Model 3 647.18 569.83 2.31 1.955 40.30 1. 87 4.50 86.35 
'° 
Data 3 64 7 .18 592.62 2.37 38.35 2.53 2.40 88.60 V1 
Model. 4 649. 44 568.0 2.71 1.795 40.60 1.89 4.58 86.25 Data 4 649.44 2.71 4 3. 22- 2.67 2.79 88.78 
l1verage Difference Between Experir.icntul Dnd fn:'dicted C0r~versioi.s 
Generation React.ion Absolute, % Rel.:itive, % 
Styrene l. 4 3.4 
Toiuenc l. 7 75 
Benzene 0.9 32 
* Using a vo:i.<..1 -fraction of O. 325 in the Frgun Pressurt: Drop Equation. 
the more likely differences between the reactor model 2nd 
the plant reactor are: heat losses to the surroundings 
(this is the least likely), deactivation of the catalyst 
with age, and reactor dead spots due to uneven flow distri-
bution and channeling. 
In order to look at the possibility of reactor non-
ideal i ties, it was necc ssary to obtain m0n ... de: ta. Data vlf': re: 
available from 1969 to 1981 from tests that ure conducted 
about every month for the designed purpose of assessir:g 
catalyst activity. These test data -·onsist or absolute rlow 
rates of steam and organic into the re~ctor, organic phase 
composition of the feed and effluent, and inlet and outlet 
temperatures and pressures. 
Heat Losses: The plant reactor I s cat2lyst bed 1s 
16 feet in diameter and 4 feet deep. With the large volume 
to surface area ratio and the reactor being insulated, it 
should behave as an adiabatic reactor. To test this, exit 
temperatures were calculated from energy balances and 
compared to measured exit temperatures; the difference for 
the plant data described above had a mean of 3.6°C and a 
standard deviation of 5.0°C. The energy balance used heat 
of formation data, ideal heat capacity dat2, measured inlet 
temperatures, and measured inlet and exit compositions. So, 
judging from the results 01 the energy balances, the reactor 
is described well by an adiabatic reactor model. 
96 
} 
Catalyst Deactivation: To investig&te catalyst de-
activation, the program was run for plant conditions, and 
the plant conversions were compared with the predictE:d 
conversions. Catalyst activity for our purposes is defined 
as the styrene conv8rsion measured in the plant divided by 
that predicted by the mode 1.- The mode 1 was ca 1 ibra ted with 
data from fresh catalyst. Therefore, one would expect the 
activity to start at unity and decrease with age. Figure 44 
shows a graph of catalyst activity versus age (i.e., pounds 
of styrene produced per pound of catalyst) for all the 
available data. This definition of age is used rather than 
production hours, since the reactor throughput was not 
constant. 
The data are very scattered. Some cf the points are 
suspect, particularly when the catalyst 2ctivity increases 
with time. The suspect data sets (December 1969 through 
February 1972 and 1972 to April 1975) were deleted (see 
Figure 45). The linE: fit through the data in Figure 45 was 
generated by assuming that the catalyst initially behaved as 
the catalyst manufacturer's performance test data predicted, 
and then the catalyst activity dropped off exponential!)· to 
a fixed value. The coordinates were chosen to linearize the 
plot. 
The equation of the line is 






CATALYST ~ co ACTIVITY 0 0 0 
DA 0 0 ( MEAS STY CONV) 0 i 0 PREDSTYCONV 0 0 
\..:> 0.9 0 







































DATES OF TEST DATA 
o 12/10/69 TO 2/29n2 
c 5/15/72 TO 2n n4 
A 5/24/74 TO 4/29ns 





CATALYST AGE (LBS OF STYRENE PRODUCED) 
LBS OF CATALYST 
























- LEAST SQUARES FIT 
o 12/10/69 TO 2/29n2 
a 5/5/72 TO 2/7n4 
o 10119177 TO 1011ana 
0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
1-exp (-age/~) 
0.8 1.0 
Figure 45 A LINEARIZED PLOT OF CATALYST ACTIVITY VERSUS 







Cn t~ lyst act·iv i ty, % plant styrene co11ver s ior. 
% model styrene conversio~ 
"infinite time activity" 
= 0.885 
age = c;atalyst age, lb styrene produced/lb 
ca·talyst 
B = deactivation rato, lb styrene produced/.lL 
catalyst 
= 4-00 lb styrene produced/ lb catalyst 
The linear least-squares fit o.f the cat2l'/St activity llao 2 
correlation coefficient of O. 7. This is ·c:i £2.ir_ly gouc ::it 
ccnsidering the variability of the data. This deactivation 
model assumes th~ catalyst activity levels off at a valLc cf 
89%. In practice., the catalyst is repl~ced approxin&tcly 
every two- years (15) because of the belief th2t the cat~llyst 
is continuously ck activating. tlore accurate data would bc: 
necessa;-y for a conclusive investigation. 
Flow Maldistribution: There is still the third poE-
sible reactor non~ide~lity, ar~as within the reactor where 
no reaction occurs (i.e. , dead spots) due to pc,_or flow 
distribution or chaI1neling. Polymer Corporat-ion' s reactor 
is- 6~ feet in. diameter comparca tc., U.S. Steel's 16 foot 
diameter reactor. The better agreement between th~ model 
and the data collected ·by Sheel may be dUt.' to the sn12llc-r 
reactot having better flow· distribution, or the reactor ~ay 
have contained relatively frc~h catalyst. One way to detect 
100 
;_ ·~ ;f' 
the flow distributior: proble~ is to rneasur~ the temperaturE 
distribution in the:" reactor. At a given depth .in tr.e 
reactor, the conversion and thus th~ tcnperaturc sh0uld b~ ~ 
constant. However, if thPre is a dead spot, the te~perature 
would be higher in this arct due tc the rcactio~ t&v1r:g ~ct 
proceeded as far. Unfortur:ately, there are or . .ly :c..::-
thermocouples 1n the plant reactor, or:e cf wr.ich coes 
work and another which 1s of quest·ior:eble ~alue duE 
unreasonable tcnpera~urc rc~air:gs. 
Temper~ture Profile: For three o: the ~ivE pc~~ts c: 
USS Chemical data 1 the t~mperaturc profile piecicted b~· 
model and that measured in the plant (inlet ahd out:e: 
temperatures ar.d .uthe two therr.iocouples) are cornpcrec 1r: 
Figure 46. 
Pressure Drop: The reactor bed void ~r~ctio~ use~ 1~ 
the Ergun pressure drop equation was found to have a va:~c 
of 0.325 by calibrating plant pressure drop datJ. (see 
Figure 47)·. This is within the range of 0,3 tc 0.5 expected 
for a packed .bed (29). 
Gc1s Reactions: The reactions which do net i1:vol ve the 
aror.iatics are known as the ~ras reactior.s bcrause t.h.f' 
reactants and products are gases at rou~ tenperaturc. 7he 
kinetics used for· these reactions do not pred.ict pl2nt cdta 
well. The plant dat~ show a volume of non-conde1;sable gas 
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REACTOR INLET PRESSURE, atm 
Figure 47 THE DEVIATION BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED REACTOR OUTLET PRESSURES 
VERSUS INLET PRESSURE (A VO!D FRACTION OF 0.325 WAS USED IN THE PREDICTION) 
predicts. This may be due in part to neglecting ar.y deal-
kylation of the paraffins and naphthalen~s present in the 
plant feed that may occur. Table XVII shows a cornparis0~ of 
the typical composition of measured and predicted non-
condensable ga.s. Predicting the amount cJ.nd composition of 
the non-cundensable gas 1s not crucial, and no etfo~t was 
made to obtuin the correct kineticf'. II0wever, sir,cE: the 
model was calibrated while including these gas reacticns, 
the kinetics presented are maintained fer consistency. 
Xvlene Reaction: One of the unique features c,f l:. S. 
Chemical's Iloustor. reactor 1s that xylen0s are present 1r1 
the reactor feed. This 1s due to imperfect separcJ.tion 1n 
the distillation column separating eight membf'r aromatics. 
It has been found that the xylenes are dealkylated in the 
reactor to a small extent. This prevents the xylene concen-
tration from continuously building into the recycle stream. 
A reaction was included and calibrated to account for the 
small change in xylene concentration 1n the reactor. 
Approximate Plant Economics 
Choosing the optimal reactor opera ting conditions 
requires a definition of the objective function. This 
research is concerned mainly with the recictor section of the 
plant. In this case, the objective is to maximize the 
profit defined as: 




Non-Condensable Gas Composition 
Typical Plant Typical Computer 
Component Data, mole% Run*, mole % 
Hydrogen 81 . 8 3 89.1 
Oxygen 0. 09 
tJi trogen 0. 14 
Carbon Monoxide 0.10 6.9 
Carbon Dioxide 8.57 4.0 
Methane 8.01 0. 04 
Ethane 0. 4 4 
Ethylene 0. 5 6 0.0 
Propa11e 0. 07 
Propylene 0.19 





This is to be maximized by proper choice of inlet tempera-
ture, pressure, and steam to oil ratio. 
The cost to produce a pcund of styr(:ne 1.s made up ir1 
this simplifi.ed model of three co111poncr.ts:. fixed costs, 
raw-ma.teriu.ls costs, and energy cc~ts. \-lithir. c". r2ngc of 
feed rates, the fixed costs arc c-stir:wtec to be around Sl~O 
per hour. 
The Jarg~st raw-material cost 1s that of cthylbct1;,er:L. 
It 1s estimated that ethyll.Jenzene, purified in-house er· 
purchased, costs about 15.7C/lb (sE:.E: T_able· XVIII). ';.'he 
amount of ethylbenzene needed to make up the fE:ed· 1 s 
-
c2lculated by subtracting the predicted rr:q:cl(: rate =·ror. 
th~ fixed feed rate. T~~ plant does not get a credit fer 
the toluene and benzene produced. lt do~s net a credit ~ur 
the vent gas producE'd. Since the model's prediction of lhc 
amount of vent g2~ .. 1~ low; it is multiplied l.Jy ~. s·. Dv 
adding up these costs and aividing by the pcunds of styren~ 
produced, one obtains the raw-materials cost per pound of 
styrene. 
The majbr energy requirements in the plaht are those to 
preheat the feed and those to supply heat to the recyclef 
benzen~-toluene, and finishing column reboilers (see Appen-
di.x K for the details of this analysis). The enercv re-
. - . 
quired to preheat the reactor feed by stecir:1 iEjE'ction c2n be 




Fixed Costs $190/hr 
Ra \·J - ~ 1 cJ t e r i a l Cc, s t s 
Ethylbenzene 15.7C/lb 
Toluene ( oc / lb) 
Benzene ( 0 c / lb) 
Vent Gas (0.131¢/std ft 3 ) 
Energy Costs $4.16/lQb Btu 
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and that to superheat the steam. The first component is the 
largest energy consumer in the plant. It c~n be estinated 
as the energy lost in the condenser when the reactor efflu-
ent is cooled from a vapor at 300°F to a liquid at its 
condensate ter.ipera ture. The energy required to superhca t 
the steam can be calculated from the specified steam, rate, 
the enthalpy of steam at 700°F, a~d the fi~al steam tempera-
ture. (It is assumed that the heat exchange equipr.ent 1s 
adequate for the heat recovered by cooling the effluent tc 
300°F to be transferred to hf:at the stearr, tc 700°F.) Tc 
calculate the final steam temperature, an energy bala~ce is 
done knowing the specified f~£d inlet temperature anci flow 
rate, an estimated hydrocarbon temperature out of the 
effluent heat exchanger, and its flow rate 2nd the steam 
flow rate. 
The duty for the rec;yc le cc l umn wc1s cu lcu 12. ted b\· 
assuming it is proportional to the recycle flow rate withi~ 
the range of interest. ThE design case was used tc calcu-
late the heat duty required per pour.d of recycle (30). 
The benzene-toluene colu~n reboiler duty is small, and 
~· botl1 fresh feed and the reclcle stream are distilled 1n it. 
A constant heat duty per pound of styrene (thcJt of the 
design case) is assumed because its contribution to the 
total energy cost does not justify a nore rigorous aPalysis. 
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The finishing columns are used to purify the crude 
styrene taken off the botton of the recycle column. Their 
combined reboiler duty is roughly constant per pound of 
styrene processed and the design value is used (30). 
By adding the fixed costs, raw-r.iaterie1l custs, and 
( 
~nergy cost per pound of styrene, one calculates the cost to 
\ 
prqduce a pound of styrene. Each set o~ operating condi-
tions has associated with it not only a styrene production 
cost but also a styrene production rate. To just look at 
the styrene production cost would be deceptive. Which 
conditions are optimum also depend on th~ selling price of 
styrene, for this affects the cost margin and thus the 
profit at a given production rate (see Table XIX). 
Optimization of the Plant Operating Conditions 
Using the objective function, profit, as defined 111 ~h~ 
previous section, different possible operating conditions 
for the existing plant (which uses Shell 105 catalyst) were 
investigated. The reactor inlet temperature, pressure, 
steam-to-oil ratio, and feed rate and composition were set 
at typical plant values ( see Table XX) . Then the inlet 
temperature was varied between 593 and 700 °C. Since the 
largest energy loss in the plant is from the condensing of 
the reactor effluent, the steam-to-oil ratio was al so 
varied. The plant operates at a molar steam to oil ratio of 
14.l; values of 10 and 6 were also tested. To calculate the 
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Table XIX 
Calculation of the Objective Function, Profit 
Calculating Styrene Cost: 
Fixed 
1. Total Fixed Cost 
2. Record Prdduction Rate 
3. Fixed Cost pe~ Pound (divide 1 by 2) 
Raw Muterials 
4. Rec6rd Ethylbenzene Cost per Pound 
5. Record Vent Gas Credit per Pound 
6. Raw Materials Cost per Pound 
{subtract. 5 from 4) 
7. Energy Cost for Finishing Section 
and Benzene-Toluene Column 
8. Record Furnace Energy Cost 
9. Record Interstage Heating Cost 
for Two-Sta·ge Reactor 
10. Record Recycle Distillation Column 
Energy_ Cost 
11. Total Energy Cost per Pound 
(add I through 10) 
12. Styrene Production Cost 
( add 3 , 6 , & 11) 
Profit: 
13. Select a Styrene Selling Prfce 
·". 
14. Calculate the Cost Margin · 
(subtract 12 from 13) 

































Reactor Conditions Used in the Optimization Studies 
Feed Ra·te, kgrnol/hr 








Catalyst Bed Diameter (ml 
Catalyst Bed Depth (m) 
Liquid Hourly Space Velocity 























4.85 (for both) 
1 . 0 ( for both) 
0.63 
reactor inlet pressure at these different flow rates, it was 
assumed that the non-condensablc gcJs comprcsscr inlE:t 
pressure is about 0.20 atm and that the pressurP. drop in the 
piping between this point and the reactcr outlet is propor-
tional to the total flow rate squared. ';hus using plar;t 
data for a given flow rate, the reactor outlet pressure can 
be approximated and an estimated reactor pressure drop can 
be added to this number to give a repre sen ta ti ve reaclor 
inlet pressure. Then the study was repeated for a reactor 
packed with Shell 015 catalyst. Table XXI gives the reactor 
conditio~s and conversion information, and 7able XXII gives 
the production and cost information for the study with Shell 
105 catalyst. Tables XXIII and XXIV give the corresponding 
information for the Shell 015 study. Profit as a function 
of inlet temperature is presented in Figure 48 for a styrene 
selling price of 25 cents per pound. The optimum conditions 
have a steam to oil ratio around 10.0. ~he greatest gains 
in profit for the present plant would be realized by 
changing to Shell 015 or a similar high-s~l~ctivity cata-
lyst. To facilitate this, it would be necessary to remove 
)t 
the xylenes from the recycle by another means. 
The equilibrium conversion is defined as the conversion 
of ethylbenzene to styrene that would result if, from this 
point only, the main reaction occurs and it proceeds to 
equilibrium. At high temperatures, the reactions are very 
112 
gen ~ast e:ncuyh that the :,t:ner.e cor.vcrs10r, 1s or.cater thc:r 
the calcuLilE::c cqui2.:..lnium r:01:'.'( 1~1or, (L(· .. , tr,(:: (:quiJ2t,.r1un1 
is shifted so thc1t ·styn:.r.l 1~ c·c)nvcrtlc r.1ack intc t·th:·1-
ber: zene) . 1.~ 1,,:r.y thE-- ~- e:] E--C t 1 \' l t · · ._. E. r :: L ~ 
. -· 
styrerie corvers1or, 1r: F1qur(' 49 Lu.<..i!:c tc._r.\\;c,~·c~s, 2r.c cE.r,c.:.-
strctcs the- .i r.J-.< ·rent 0: i.' L 1 c ~ - s e i , ,· L .. \ l c: c c. t. c. -
- -
lyst. 
hydrogeri and c greE.tcr cqLl1l1t.r1ur- cc:n::rs•1c:. t:1cr.-
selectivity cau.:.ysts u~cc.:~:: 1.2\'c tLc <.-~:::hc\'c.rtc,cl (~ ;.r:.~c-
prese11ted 1;: ':'c:1L,l c XX1 ;. 1 t 1 ~- ~ h .. wr. 1_11 l' J curt· SC. 
pectcd, the lower th0 Yeactor pressur£, :~c ~ere prcf1t2t:0 





Puh No. Oil Ratio 





















1 4 . I 
l°O. 0 
6.0 
TABLE XXI- CONDITION AND CONVERSION INFORMATI0N FOR A SINGLE STAGE REACTOR 
. PACKEg__WITH SHELL 105 "CATALYST·- __ -·-·-·-·- _ 
T~mperature Pre~sure 
















6 7A .. 13 
650.00 
6 7 <,. 00 
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TABLE XXI I -
. PRODUCTION AND COST l ) . INFORMATION FOR A SINGLE STAGE RF.ACTOR 
PACKED WITH s11tL1-.__J_o s __ c_11TAL_v sT 
----· 
-• 
-·.---- -· --·-·· 
Styrene Styrene F·1xed MatPr1al Costs Enerciy Cos; ts Run No. Produced Product Cos-ts F.thyJt,'cnzPne Vf'nt r.as F.1 n i·sh i nri Furna·ce C0nrlenser Recycle (.Lbs/ Hr) ____ Cost ____ .. 
---------- -----·-- --- -
- ·- -- --· 
---·~-1 8066. 2 6. 3 3 2.356 17.48 
.7908) 
.4580 
.8174 ).929 2. () 71 2 10076_. 24.99 1 . 886 18. 1 7 
.8862) 
.4580 
.7605 3. 1) 7 1 .. 4 64 J_ 11093. 2 4. 80 1. 71 3 18.76 
.967Al . 4 'i80 
.7512 2.R43 I . 24 I 
.4 1). 900. 2 5. I 7 I . r,9 7 19.72 I I . I 00 I .4S80 
. 7 6 'i.7 2. 6 4 I I. 091 5 12107. 26.40 I. 569 21 . 2 J ( 1. 309 l . 4 ';8() 
.8174 
.2. ",R4 1. 056 6 11459. 29. 16 1:658 2 J. 9 2 (1.691) 
.4580 .9319 
·2. 712 1.1-70 
7 lfl986. 24.23 ) .. 7 2 'l l8.b6 
.8776) 
. 4 ',80. , 7 0 c.,q 2.877 1. 26 2 8 10437. 24.67 1 .820 18. 1 2 
. 87761 .4';80 
.7378 1 .. o 28 l. 380 9 10099. 2·4. 97 1. 8 Bl 1 R. I 7 
.RR56) . 4 'i8 o 
. 7 siJo 1. I J n I . 4 c,g 10 9827. 25.22 I . 9 J J 18 0-20 
.8919) . 4 <;8_0 .777", 3. 21 7 I . "> 26 1 1 9606. 25.44 I . 9 7 8 I 8 .. 2 4 
.8CJ76) . 4 [',80 
. '7 q 11 3. 29 1 1 . '> B 4 
12 7553.63 25.76 2. 'i I ', l 7. 4 'l 
. RO I 2 I 
. 4 ',RO . 7 704 3. ()4 7 
·.'. 2 78 I J 9573.58 24. 4 l 1.98', I 8. IR 
. 'ln 2'~ l . 4 r,9 n 
.6CJCJ6 
.'. J'l'i I ._S'J.' 14 l 066 7. 32 2 4. 18 1. 781 ]_8. 79 
. 9CJ I f,1 . (SRO 
.6781 
.>. I 4 .l I . 124 15 11597.60 24. 'i2. ] . c, l A J'l.79 I I . I \'i I . 4 ',Rn . h-, r1 A l. <\h 1 I , I 4 ',. 
16 6600.30 2 <,. 7 8 2 .. A 79 I 7. 4 4 ( 
. 7 R 7 l \ . 4 r,go 
. 7·q r1A, ;, . 2 )R i.747 17 8)99.79 24. 34 2. 2 f; 2 I fl. O'l 
. A 797 I . 4 ',80 
. 7 0 r-,'l 1 .. 7',_J I .'l'il 18 9 4 I l . 7 2 24.03 ;> • IJ} r• 1-fj .1;4 
. 'l r,7 7 I 
. 4 'i8 0 
. h 7'4 4 l. r,rlh l.f>H, 1 cj 10380. 20 24. l 7 l .810 19. 51 (I.ORO) . 4 ",Ro 
. fJ rl A 1 I . 411 l I; 1CJ l 
l i 
1\11 costs. prr>sent.ed in C/1.b c,f styrenP r,rnrlucPrl 
TABLE XXI I.I - CONDITION AND CONVERSION INFORMATION FOR A SINGLE STAGE' REACTOR 
PACKED WITH SHELL 01.5 CATALYST ______ _ 
Molar Conv_0r·s ion % St.earn to Temp~ra~ur,: PiPssur,. St yrenr.'. l'qu 1 l 1.br 1 :im .To·! uene Be>nzC'n(' Styrene Run No. Oil Ra t.io in (Cl in (ATM} 
. se.,iec-t_iv1ty i ---~ --------- -· -- - --·. --- ~ ---
14. 1 593.00 1. 816 3 S. 16 60.83 
.48 
. 19 9 8 ... 1 4 
2 628.33 l .816 4·7. 2 7 66.42 1 .42 • C') 7 95.97 
3 6 so .. 00 l .816 '>4. I 0 6 A-. 4 ', 2. '>A 1. or-, 9).71 
.4 67'>.00 1. 8 16 60.22 68.94 4. 8.8 2.0l 8 'l. 70 
5 700.00 l .·8 J f, (, 2 . 8 3 66. A 1 8.80 l . 7 l 8 3: 3 7 
6. 14. J 628. 33 I . 4 00 ', l . 2 () 7 f,. 96 J • 4 rl . r)R 96. 1 7 
7 628.33 1. 600 4 R. 8 ', 7 0. 1 7 
.l . 4 1 .·<, 7 96. 0'> I-' 
. 4; I-' R 628.13 J . Ann 4 7. 37 f.6. F, 4 l • r\ 7 9'> ,-'l 1 O'\ 9 628.31 2.000 46.23 .64. 2 8 l . 4 J .... , 7 qr-, .. Q 1 
10 628.33 2. 2()() 4 ""1. 21 6 2. 4 4 l . 4 0 . r,h q_c,. 8 C'") 
11 10.0 593.00 l . Al I',. l 2. ri? ',H. 1 I . 4 ', 
-~ 
'lH·. ·lf, 
12 628 .. 3·3 l. R l 6 4 4. I l f, \. C).) I l I . ', l 'l6·. ll(l 
13 650.00 I . Al 6 ',O. A 0 f,f., .·O~ 2.42 . q_q 'l l, 
'' 
14, 675.00 J. Alf, rJ 7. h 1 hf,. R r1 4. <; 7 ,'l() Ru. R.i; 
15 7()0. [)[) 
·.HI f, ·(1 (I. l r, (,.r,. /U 
". 1 '.•· I. 4 f, ii '. q ' 
16 6.0 'j'J 3. [)[) l . R J.6 ?A.4A rl 2. fi rl l 
' 
. 1-1 q·R· . • ' '., 
·I 7 62R.31 . A 11; \H. r, 7 11 H. 4 1 I 11' . 44 Ht, .. .. 
18 f,r,o .. 0() 
.Rl6 4 4. rJ"/ f,°o. H 1 1 'I q • k 1 'l4. l 4 
J 9 f, 7 f"}. 00 l . H 1 6 r)o. l l f,;. 1 o I. 14 1 . i,ti 'l (l. ', 4 
2Q 7[)0. [J() 1 . H 1 f, ":1 ·1. r1 H f, 1 l l f, ,; ; 
.'. H l H ', . 11 
..... .,. ... , 
TABLE XXIV - PRODUCTION AND COST 1 l INFORMATION FOR A SINGLE STAGE REACTOR 
PACKED WITH SHELL 015 CATALYST 
Sty.rene Styrene Fixed M<1terial Costs E·nergy Costs Run No. Produ.ced Product Cqsts Ethyl benzene Vent r.as Firnshin<1 Furriace Condenser Recycle (Lbs/Hr) Cost 
----. . . 
--·--- '--'• 
1 7350. 26.32 2.585 l 6. 30 (. 58 76 l .4580 .8743 4.326 2. 368 2 9880. 2 3-. 89 1. 92 3 16.67 ( . 6 4 l r,) 
.4580 . 7.5 7 7 3. 2.1 5 1. 513 3 11309. 2 3 .. 2 3 1.680 17.07 (. 6996 l .4580 .. 7 213 2,804 1. 199 4 12588. 2 3. 18 1.509 17.83 ( .. 8086 l 
. 4 'iB 0 
.7106 2. 'i l 2 
.9781 5 13132. 2 4. 11 1. 4 4 7 l 9. 1 7 '( 1. 000) . 4 c,9 n 
. 7427 2. 396 
. 89·7 3 
6 10.701. 2 3. 2 3 i.775 16: 6 3 (. 6 3 50 I 
. 4 'iB 0 .7067 2.968 1.322 7 10210. 2 3. 61 1.861 16. 6 5 L 6389 I . 4 SB 0 .7)62 3 .. l l l 1. 4 3 2 8 9901-. 23.87 l.919 16.67 (. 641 3 l . 4 58 0 . 7 5_6 3 3.208 1.507 9 9663. 24.09 1.966 16'. 6 A (. 64 32 I .45BO .7727 3.287 1. 568 t--' 
.7866 3. 3 5 5 
t--' 10 94 6 7. 24.27 2.007 I 6. ,, 'l (. 64 4 9 l . 4 SBO l. 621 
-..J 
.·8 'J l 3 11 6 796. 7 3 2.5. 84 2. 7 9. 5 l 6. 10 (. 'JB 7 O I . 4 r,9 0 3. 4 n l 2.640 12 9221.02 25.45 2. Of, I I 6. f, 7 1. 64 on 1 ._·4 °,80 
. 7 09 ':, 2.503 I. 690 13 10618.94 2 2. BO l.789 i 7. 07 (. 696 5 I 
. 4 SB 0 . 6 704 2.169 1. 34 O 14 11920.'d :2 2. 7 2 1.594 l 7. Al ·c. A0.07) 
. 4 SA 0 
. 6 'i 5 2 i.926 l . 08 7 15 1259'>.04 ?3.52 I . 509 Jg. 0 7 (.9_774) 
. 4 SB 0 .6771 1.812 
.9771 
16 5953.89 2 5. 8.5 1 .'J .g l 1 n. :,q ( . r, 8 l '7.) 
.. 4 SB 0 . R r1 ·2'0 2. 4 g <; 1. l 'i l 17 80f,1.',9 fl. 44 2. 3 .s 7 I h. 6 J (. 6 J 2 2 I 
.4580 . 7l' 4 ',. 1 . 8 19 2.07) 
18 93.05.07 2 2. 7 4 2.042 17.00 (. 68,)6 l 
. 4 'i80 . 6 f, 7 4 l. 'i90 i. 666 19 10~,20,64 22. S7 I . A 06 I 7. n A (.7772) 
. 4 SRO .b42\ I . 4 00 l . 361 20 11284.04 2 3. 16 l . 684 1B.BO (. 9 3 2f, I . 4 SB 0 
. 6 S07 l . 796 l. 204 
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Figure 48 PROFIT VERSUS REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE FOR A SINGLE 

























LHSV = 0.60 hr· 1 
S/0 = 14.1 
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Figure 49 STYRENE SELECTIVITY VERSUS STYRENE CONVERSION FOR 
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CONDITIONS 
LHSV = 0.60 hr· 1 
S/0 = 14.1 
Tinlet = 628.3°C 
1.8 2.0 
REACTOR INLET PRESSURE, atm 
2.2 
Figure 50 PROFIT VERSUS REACTOR INLET PRESSURE FOR A STYRENE 
SELLING PRICE OF 26~/LB 
120 
Optimization of a Two-Stage Reactor Operation 
Optimizations similar to the previous ones were done 
for a two-stage reactor with three different packing 
arrangements: Shell 105 catalyst in both stages, Sllell 105 
and Shell 015 catalyst in the first and second stages, ar.d 
Shell 015 catalyst in both stages. The reactor conditior.s 
are given in Table XX. The second stage iulet temperature 
was set to the first stage inlet temperature, which was 
varied between 593 ar;d 675°C. Interstage heating can be 
accomplished by heat exchange or steam injecticm. The three 
interstage heating/steam to oil ratio configurations 
investigated for each packing arrangement c:ne shown in 
Figure 51. 
Tables XXV through XXX give the results of the stuay, 
and the profit as a function of inlet ter.-,peru turc is pre-
sented in Figures 52 through 54 for a styrene selling price 
of 25 cents per pound. The most profitable operution 
involves an inlet temperature of 650°C, a high steam to oil 
ratio ( 11. 8) in both beds with interstage heating by heat 
exchanger, and the use of a high-selectivity catalyst. 
Interstage heating by heat exchanger would require a higher 














TABLE XXV - CONDITIONS AND CONVERSION INFORMATION FOR A TWO STAGE REACTOR 
WITH BOTH STAGES PACKED WITH SHELL 105 CATALYST 
Molar 
Steam to Convers.ion % 
Oil Ratio Temperatur·e Pressure Styrene Equilibrium Toluene 
Bed 1 . Bed 2 .in IC) in (ATM) 
8.0 8.0 59 3. ·oo 2.000 38.04 53.05 2.60 
628.33 2.600 .49. 4 6 58.19 5.55 
650.00 2.000 55.09 59.98 8 .. 4 4 
,675.00 2.000 58.74 60. 34. 13.40 
8.0 11. 8 593.00 2.000 41. 82 59.80 2.84 
628.33 2.000 54 .. 19 64 .54 6.03 
650.00 2.000 6.0 .11 65.92 9. 1 7 
675.00 2.000 6 3. 36 65.50 14 .. 5 5 
11. 8 11. 8 593.00 ·2. 000 4 5 .. 13 63.80 3.10 
628 .. 33 2. ooci 58.30 68.79 6.62 
650.00 2.000 64.18 70.08 10.13 
675.60 2.000 6'6. 41 69. 12 16.38 
B.enzene Styrene 
Select iv it 
1. 4 2 90.43 
2. 38 86.19 
3. 15 82.62 
4.27 76.88 
1. 55 90.50 
2.57 86. 31 
3. 38 82.73 
4.55 76.84 




TABLE XXVI - PRODUCT-ION AND COST 1 ) INFORMATION FOR A TWO STAGE REACTOR 
WITH BOTH STAGES PACKED WITH SHELL 105 CATALYST 
Styrene Styrene Fixed Materials Cost Energy .Costs 
·Run No. Produced Product Cost Ethylbenzene \/erit Gas Finishing Furn·ace _Inter stage Condenser Recycle (Lbs/Hr) Cost 
1 14596. 23.34 1.302 17.65 (. 7 958) .4580 . 5550 .1610 2.212 1.799 
2 18978. 22.55 1.001 18.49 (. 90 33) .4580 . .4 8_ 58 .1700 1.692 1.159 
3 21138. 22.71 .8988 19.25 (1.001) .4580 .4691 .1800 1.512 .9414 
4 22538. 23.65 .8430 20_. 62 (1.176) .4580 .4748 .1999 1.407 . 822·5 
.5 16044. 23.69 1. 184 :17.63 (. 7978) .4580 .5061 .2995 2.859 1.549 
6 20791. 22.83 . 9138 18.46 (. 9045) .4580 .4442 . 29 28. 2.197 .9732 
7 23064·. 22.98 .8238 19.22 (1.003) .4580 .4300 .2999 l. 973 .7Bi5 
8 24311. 23.98 .7815 20.61 ( 1. 18 3) . 4 58(1 .4390 .3254 1. 861 .6916 
I-' 
rv 9 1731"7. 23 .14 1.097 17.65 (. 797 2) .4580 .. 5634 .1603 2.648 1.364 w 10 22367. 22.45 .8494 18.50 (. 9069) .4580 .5024 .1703 2.041 .8362 
11 .24625. 22.71 .7716 19.30 ·( l. 011 l . 4580 .4926 . .1824 i.846 .6704 
12 25480. 23.98 ._74 57 20.88 (1.215) .4580 .5148 .2083- 1.772 .6153 















TABLE XXVII - CONDITIONS AND CONVERSION INFORMATION FOR A TWO STAGE REACTOR 
WITH THE FIRST STAGE PACKED WITH SHELL 105 AND THE SECOND. 
WITH SHELL 015 CATAL~Y-=-=S~T~~~~~~~~~~~· 
Molar 
Steam·to Conver.sion i 
Oil Ratio Temperature Pressure Styrene Equilibrium To.l uene 
Bed 1 Bed 2 in (C) in (ATM) 
8.0 ·8. 0 59 3. 00 2.000 3 5 .. 30 57.92 1.68 
628.33 2.000 4 8. 7-:, 63.70 3.73 
650.00 2.000 55.51 65.63 5.90 
675.00 2.000 61.10 65 .. n0 9.76 
8. 0 11. 8 593,00 2.000 38.42 64. 89. l. 7.3 
628.33 2.000 52.77 7 0. 2 5 3.89 
650.00 2.000 60. 4 5 71. 6 7 6 .. .l 9 
675.00 2.000 65 .. 99 7.1. 10 10. 3 3 
11. 8 11. 8 593.00 2.000 41.76, 68.54 2.02 
628.33 2.000 .56. 9 7 7.4. 02 4.49 
650.00 2.000 64.76 ,7 5. 3 7 7. lO 
675.00 2.000 69.51 7 4. 22 1 l . 8 4 
Benzene Styrene 
Selectivity 
. 9 2 9 3. l 3 
l. 65 89.99 
.2. 36 87.05 
3.58 82.08 
.94 9 3. 4 9 
1. 7 2 90.39 
2. 4 8 87.45 




4.29 81. 16 
TABLE XXVI I I - PRODUCTION AND COST 1 ) INFORMATION FOR A SINGLE STAGE .REACTOR 
PACKED WITH SHELL 105 CATALYST 
Styrene Styrene Fixed Ma.terial Cost Energy Co.sts 
Run No. Produced Product Cost Ethyl benzene· Vent. Gas .Finishing Fu.rr:,ace Interstage Condenser Recycle 
(Lbs/Hr) Cost 
1 13543\ 23.46 1.403 17.16 (.7211)· .4580 .5817 .1735 2.389 2.014 
2 18560. 22.03 1.024 17.75 (. 796 3 l .4580 .4845 .1738 L 736 1.207 
3 21299. 21. 88 .8920 18.34 (.8725) .4580 . 4 5.54 .1786 1.507 .9269 
4 23443. 22.44 .8105 19.44 (1.016) .4580 . 4485 .. 1922 1.360 .7532 
5 14740. 23.88 1. 289 17.09 (.7142) . 4 580 .5358 .3260 3. n0 1.772 
6 20248. 22.31 .9383 17 :67 (.7891) . 45'80 .4449 .. 3006 2.263 l·. 0,25 
1--' 7 23194. 22,13 .8192 18.26 (. 8662) .4580 .4185 .2982 l. 970 .7718 N 
U1 8 25320. 22.72 .7504 19.38 ( l. 014) .4580 .4148 .3124 1.795 .6253 
9 16024. 23.27 1..186 17. 17 (. 7246) .4580 .5953 .1732 2 .. 86 7 1.552 
10 il858. 21. 95 .8692 17.78 (.8029) . 4 580 .5041 .1743 2.095 .8783 
·11 24847. 21. 89 .7647 18.40 (. 8842) .4580 .4805 .1807 l. 8 37 .6557 
12 26669". 22.70 .7124 19.65 (1.047) .4580 .4862 . 19°90 l.701 . 5446 

















Bed 1 Bed 2 
8. 0 8.0 
8. 0 11. 8. 
11. 8 11. 8 
TABLE XXIX - CONDITION AND CONVERSION INFORMATION FOR A TWO STAGE REACTOR 
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2.65 
















92 .. 54 
87.49 
9.7.86 
9 5 •. 21 
9 2_. 36 
86.98 
TABLE XXX 
- PRODUCTION AND COST 1 ) INFORMATION FOR A SINGLE STAGE REACTOR 
WITH BOTH STAGES PACKED WITH SHELL .015 CATALYST 
Styrene Styrene Fixed Material Cost Ener.gy Costs Run No. Produced Product Cost Ethyl benzene Vent Gas Finishing .Furnace Interstage Condenser .Recycle (Lbs/Hr) Cost 
--· 
1 13014. 23.06 1.460 16.35 (.5917) 
. 4<,80 
.6090 
. 14 39 2. 494 2. 1 35 2 18480. 21.. 2 3 1. 028 16. 7_9 (. 65 l7 l 
.4580 .4886 
. 1466 l. 7 52 1. 216 3 215.92. 20.90 .8798 17.29 (.7224) 
. 4 .-..eo . 4 ",08 
. 1522 1 ; 4 9.5 
.9008 4· 24208. 21. 28 .7848 I 8. 2 7 (. 8'>69) 
. 4 <,SQ 
.436.0 
. 1656_ 1 . J2.5 
. 6'185 
5 .14259. 23.50 I.)·) 2 I_ 6 . l ', (. 5927) . 4 <,RQ 
. ', ',f, 7 
.30]5 3. 2 )l 1. 864 6 2020R. 21 .. 56 .9402 I 6. 7 g (. 6559) 
. 4 ',80 
. 4.4 74 .. 2 75 7 2.276 I. 02'1 I--' 7 2)537. 21. 2_ l .807i I 7. 29 (. 7 260 l 
. 4 <,f!O 
. 4 117 
.2719 I . 94 q 
. 7461 N 
-.J e 2617]. 21. 61 . 7 2 SB IR. :7'1 (.864R) 
. 4 .-..eo . 4 0 2_7 
. ie 11 1.744 
. 5 7 31 
9 15430. 22 .·8 5 l. 2 31 I 6. 3<, (. 5928) 
. 4 <,RO 
. 6 21 6 
. 14 l :7 2. 'I 86 l. 6 49 10 21836. 21. 12 .8702 l 6. 8 l (. 6S69 l 
. 4 '',RO . ">069 
. l 4 66 2. l 06 
. eilo 3 1 l 25329. 20.86 .7500 I ·1. J J (. 7 2''11 l 
.4580 .4712 . 1 r.;' l l. ilro .6246 12 27831. 21. 4 2 .6826 10.40 (. 8 76 7) 
. 4 'i80 .46RO 
. I 70 2 I . 6 JR 
. 4 !11 1 
1 ) ·1\11 costs· pre.sPnt,',rJ in ¢/Lb of 11tyrpn.-, ptorlucPd 
. .,. 
S/0 = 8.0 
S/0 = 8.0 S/0 = 11.8 
STEAM 
S/0 = 11.8 








MOLAR STEAM TO 
OIL RATIO 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 
o 8.0 8.0 
C 8.0 11.8 
6 11.8 11.8 
650 675 700 
REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE, °C 
725 
Figure 52 PROFIT VERSUS REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE FOR A TWO 














MOLAR STEAM TO 
OIL RATIO 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 
200 
0 8.0 8.0 
a 8.0 11.8 
A 11.8 11.8 
100 
600 625 650 675 700 725 
/ REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE, °c 
I 
Figure ~ PROFIT VERSUS REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE FOR A TWO STAGE 
REACTOR WITH THE FIRST STAGE PACKED WITH SHELL 105 



















MOLAR STEAM TO 
OIL RATIO 
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 
300 
0 8.0 8.0 
a 8.0 11.8 
ll 11.8 11.8 
200 
600 625 650 675 700 725 
REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE, 0c 
Figure 54 PROFIT VERSUS REACTOR INLET TEMPERATURE FOR A TWO STAGE 
REACTOR PACKED WITH SHELL 015 CATALYST 
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Conclu·sions and Reccmmendatior.s 
The literature kinetic~ and manufacturers' performance 
test data do !lot !3-gree. 'I'hc: cohversior.s reported by the 
rnanufacturers are high~r than those predicted by the. litera-
ture kinetics. The models pn_,c'!ict styrene conversions which 
agree within an average of 5%. of the nanuf.acturers' data for 
both s·h e 11 1 0 5 u n d O 15 ca ta J. y s -::-. s and w i th i n ·a. n aver 2. g e 1 0 % 
for pL1nt dc,ta. 
The c2lihration of the~ gas rr:action kinetic£ woulci lJE-
rnade possible by the re~ortjng of gas productiot as well as 
ethy lbenzene conversion. for i sotherna l te.sts. Also, the 
dealkylation of pciraf fins present would huvc to be con-
sidcred. Presently, the non-aroma tic react ion kinetics 
under-predict the amount of non-'condensc:lJJ.e gas formed. The 
lower gas production has little or no e.ffect on the ma~s or 
energy balances hut could, be corrected if it were. deemed 
feasible. 
Diffusion appears to be important. Reliable intrinsic 
kinetic data are needed to confirm· this conclusion. The 
forn of the kinetic model presented represents that data 
weJ1 over the Pntire range of testing, with the ef feet of 
the diffusion built into the expression; This type of 
approach does r,ot allow the e;-:tension. of the.' model to other 
partidle sizes or ~tructures. 
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. I 
In order to detect renctor non-idealities and study 
catalyst deactivation, more precise pla~t data, including a 
complete reactor temperature profile, would be needed. The 
reactor does appear to be adiab~tic, with the difterEnce 
between the calculated (by an energy balance) and ne2sured 
E::X it temperatures having a. mean of 3. 6 °C a.r.d a s tand2rd 
deviation of 5°C. The present correlation of catalyst 
activity with catalyst age is at best in~ccurate and ~t 
worst very questior.2.ble due to the vari2bili ty of plant 
data. It is possible that the catalyst de2ctivation is 
accelerated Ly temperature, which might reconcile the 
predicted and measured temperature profiles. The profiles 
agree at the reactor exit but not inside the bed. 
Regarding the optimizc1tion study, the use of a high-
~;electivi ty cc1talyst requires c1 higher inlet tempera tun:, 
which may not be feasible-clue to construints on the boiler. 
Al so, there are other ca ta lys ts, such as G64 I, available 
which are l1igh-selectivity catalysts and which are reported 
to be more active than Shell 015. 
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Appendix A 
Gas Reaction Kinetics 




Although all the reactions occur in the gas phase these are 
called the gas reactions because both their reactants and 
products are gases at room temperature. 
The kinetics for the first reaction over a reduced 
nickel catalyst are available from Akers (l) 1955 article. 
He investigated the reaction rate at temperature between 336 
and 638°C, and proposed that the rate determining step was 
and his results were 
r = kPcH A-4 
4 
k = exp [4.84 - ( 15.8 kcal/rnol)/RGT] A-5 
Al 
-However I used the rate expression used by Sheel (25) 
i.e. 
which assumes the reaction mechanism is the overall 
reaction. 
A-6 
Since no information was found in the literature for 
the second reaction kinetics, the same kinetic as reaction 
one could be used, 
i.e. r = k p,., H \..,2 4 A-7 
However, I again assumed like Sheel (25) that the mechanism 
was the overall reaction, 
i.e. A-8 
Kinetics for the third reaction were available for an 
iron oxide catalyst containing ·chromium oxide from 
Moe (2). He fit National Bureau of Standards equilibrium 
data: 










Keg = the equilibrium constant 
RG = ideal gas content, l. 987 ca/mol OK 
T = absolute temperature, OK 
p, 
l = partial pressure of component l 
Using this expression, his experimental analysis yielded 
k = exp (16.0 - (31.54 kcal/mol)/RGT] A-11 
for 
A-12 
There is a more recent article that came to my attention 
toward the end of my research by Singh and Saraf (3). They 
reviewed the available data and proposed a rate expression 
which is valid over a large range of conditions. 
As discussed in the t~xt, the gas reaction kinetics are 
not crucial. As long as the gas reactions give reasonable 
results and the aromatic reaction rates are calibrated with 
a model including the gas reactions, the model should 
predict the conversions of interest. The table that follows 




Rate Factor Energy 
Reaction Express_ion (A) (Ea, kcal/mol) 
---
CH 4+H 2o + C0+3H 2 k PCH4 PH20 4.84 15.8 
i12c 2H4+H 20 + C0+2H 2 
1/2 4.84 15,8 k PC II PH 0 
2 4 2 
CO+H 20 + co2+H 2 k Pco PH 0 16.0 31. 54 2 
co 2+H 2 + CO+H 20 k Pco PH 20.33 61. 0 l 2 2 
where 
k = reaction rate constant, kg mol/kg catalyst hr 
= exp (A - Ea/RGT) 
A = frequency factor 
Ea = activation energy, kcal/mol 
RG = ideal lJaS constant, l. 987 cal/mol OK 
T = absolute temperature, OK 
A4 
Appendix B 
Aromatic Reaction Rate Constants and Equilibrium Data 




Of the three only the first one is reversible as demon-
strated by the following calculations: 
From Rossini (26) at 900°K 
= 0.375 atm 
= 3.57 X 10 6 
= l. 07 x 10 9 atm 
Assuming that 1% of the ethylbenzene is converted to 
t' 
toluene and 1% to benzene. Then the partial pressures of 
EB, SYY and H2 assuming the first reaction goes to 









expressions for the second and third reactions can be 
calculated and compared to their equilibrium constants. 
Basis: 
l atm pressure 
l mole EB 
900°K temperature 
Species Initial 





Tol or 0 
CH 4 
BEN or 0 
C2H4 
'rot al moles = 13.5 
From the table on above 
Final 








= (0.0069 atm) (0.0069 atm) (0.00986 atm) (0.5776 atm) 














So the reaction is essentially irreversible. 
Similarly 
JA 3 = 4.8 x 10-
3 atm 
<< 10 9 atm 
B-8 
Thus only the main reaction is reversible. Rossni's 
equilibrium data between 300°K and 1000°K was fit weighting 
the 800, 900, and 1000°K points. This yielded the following 
equation 
ln Keql = 15.202 - (29.0 kcal/mol)/RGT B-9 
where 
Keq = reaction l's equilibrium constants, atm 
RG = ideal gas content, 1.987 cal/mol °K 
T = absolute temperature °K 
Literature Kinetics 
The kinetics available 1n the literature for these 
three reactions is summarized in the table that follows: 
B3 
'~~·-·-::,-,· .. ' 
tp 
~ 
Styrene Toluene Benzene 
E ------ E 
_E ___ 
Source A (kcal,mol) A (kcal,mol) A (kcal,mol) Notes References 
Wenner & 
Dybdal 9.233 21.775 
4 
Sheet 
April 8.1030 21.708 8.4848 21.851 21.4279 49.675 5 
May 8.1614 21.708 8.5962 21.857 21.4541 49.675 25 
June 8.0272 21.708 8.3106 21.857 21.2604 49.675 25 
Poly-29 8.2907 21.708 8.4628 21.85 21.4181 49.675 6 
Clough 7.189 18. 52 6 
Carra 22.00 45.8 14.78 45.8 1 ) 5.91 45.a 1 > z = 8.03 7 
25.91 2 > 3) 3) 3) 3) 
atm- 1 
Lebedev 46.l 
b'x 0.0218 8 6995°K 
k = exp (A - Ea/RGT) kg mol/kg catalyst-hr 
See Table I for the form of the literature kinetics 
l) The combined reaction rate constant for the dealkylation reaction to benzene and toluene was given at 630°C. The numbers in this table were calculated using the main redction activation energy and assuming a benzene to toluene (B/T) ratio of 0.4. 
2) A misspri~i was discovered in the article. The k 10 was reported as 2.18 x 10 14 rather than 1.78 x 10 mol/kg catalyst atm hr obtained from a least squares fit of the three points in the article. 
3) The article can be consulted for these kinetics. the data is not straight forward. 
They are not reported here since the analysis of 
'' ~-
Appendix C 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood Mechanism for Carr~s ( 7) Kinetics 
The main reaction is 
PH 
PSTY EB ~ STY + H2 and K 2 = -----eq PEB 










3 (STY•S) ~ STY(g) + S 
where 
s = an unoccupied active catalyst site 
EB= an ethylbenzene molecule 
STY= a styrene molecule 
(N•S) = a molecule of N adsorbed on an active 
site 






KEB KSTY = the equilibrium adsorption coefficient 
for ethylbenzene 
Keg = the equilibrium constant 
partial pt"essure 
K'eq = the equilibrium constant 
adsorbed species 
PN = the partial pressure of 
Combining equations 1-4, 
K 
eq 
in terms of 
in terms of 
component N 
Assuming that the reaction (Step 2) is rate controlling, 
kl [(EB•S) 1 (STY•S) PH J rEB = - -K-,-
eq 2 
where 
rEB = the rate of disappearance of EB 
k1 = the reaction rate constant 
C-5 
C-6 
If Step 2 is rate controlling, the other two steps will be 
in equilibrium. Substituting equations 2 and 4 into 
equation 6: 
C2 
The total number of surface sites (STOTAL) equals: 
STOTAL = S + (EB•S) + (STY•S) C-8 
Again, using equations 2 and 4: 
or 
S = TOTAL 
TI+ KEB PEB + KSTY PSTY) C-10 
Using this result 1n equation 7 and equation 5, 
Carr~ and Forni found the one in the denominator to be small 
compared with the other two terms. This is equivalent to 
saying the number of unoccupied sites is small compared to 
the occupied sites (see equation 8). Neglecting this term 
and dividing the numerator and denominator of equation 11 by 
KEB, it becomes: 
= k' l 
l 
PEB - Keg PSTY PH2 












Langmuir-Hinshelwood Mechanism for Lebedev's (8) Kinetics 
The main reaction is 
EB¢ STY+ H2 and K = eq 
The proposed reaction scheme is 
Step 
l 
2 (STY•S 2) + H2(g) p (STY•S 2 ) H2 








(EB•S 2 ) 
(STY•S 2 } 
;S'1';7 
s = an unoccupied active catalyst 
EB = an ethylbenzene molecule 
STY = a styrene molecule 
(N•Sn) = a molecule of N adsorbed on n 
sites 








KEB KSTY = the equilibrium adsorption coefficient 
for ethylbenzene 
Keg = the equilibrium constant 
partial pressure 
K'eq = the equilibrium constant 
adsorbed species 
PN = the partial pressure of 
Combining equations 1-4 
K 
eq 
in terms of 
1n terms of 
component N 
Assuming that the reaction (Step 2) 1s rate controlling, 
rEB kl [(EB•S 2) 
l (STY•S 2) PH J = - K-,-eq 2 
where 
rEB = the rate of disappearance of EB 
k1 = the reaction rate constant 
D-5 
D-6 
If Step 2 is rate controlling, the other two steps will be 





The total number of surface sites (STOTAL) equals: 
D-8 
Again, using equations 2 and 4: 




(l + 2KEB PEB + 2KSTY PSTY) D-10 
Using this result in equation 7 and equation 5, 
D-11 
Lebedev assumed that styrene was adsorbed much more stron<Jly 










equation 12 becomes 
D-16 





Heat of Reaction Data 
AppcnJix E 
Sheel fit API 44 heat of reaction (LiHrxn) data with a 
fir-st or-der temperature dependence equation ( 25). 
1. e. Mirxni - HOj + l!l*'I'i cal/kgmol 
where 
LiHrxnj = the hen t <) f r-eaction J' cal/kgmol 












Hlj = the temper-atur-e dependent heat of 
term, cal/kgmol OK 
T = absolute tempi-;rature, "K 
the data in the table below lS f ro1n his 
Reaction 
EH¢. STY + H 2 EB+ H2 + Tol + CH 4 EB+ BEN+ C2H4 CH 4+H 20 + C0+3H 2 l/2C 2H4+H 20 + C0+2H 2 CO + H20 .=CO 2 + 112 XYL + H2 + Tol + CH 4 








-9.853 1 ) 
reaction 
thesis. 
HT X 10- 3 








1) ·rhese numbers were obta i necl by a l i neat· fit of AP I 44 (20) data between 600 and 1100°K by the author. 
El 
Heat Capaci~.L_Data 
The heat capacities were taken from the appendix Jf The 
1ro~_£ties of_L~ids and Gases (21). 
C =CPO+ C l(T) + C 2(T) 2 + CPJ(T)3 p p p 
where 
Cp = l1e,1t c;,pacity, cal/k9mol °K 













Parafins 1 ) 
C
0
























12. 4 5 
37.40 
184.2 













Cp3 x 10 6 
31. 07 
23. 7 3 










l) The reactor feed contains parafins which were identified by chromatography as octanes. These heat capacity 
constants are those of n-octane. 
E2 
Append ix F 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood Eguations for Model 5 Kinetics 
The main reaction is 
EB :.:= STY + 112 and Keg = 
p 
p STY H 2 
------
PEB 
The proposed reaction sdheme is 
~ 
l EB(g) + 2S ~ (£B•S 2) 
K'eg 
(£B•S 2 ) 
----2-
PEB S 
(STY•S) P S 
H2 
= -----------( EB•S2) 





S = an unoccupied active catalyst site 
EB= an ethylbenzene molecule 






(N•Sn) = a molecule of N adsor-bed on n active 
site(s) 
H2 = a hydr-ogen gas molecule 
= KEB KSTY the eguilibr-ium adsorption coe E fie ien t for-
ethyl benzene 
= Keg the equilibrium constant in te r-ms of part ia 1 
pr-essure 
K'eq = the equilibrium constant 1n terms of 
adsorbed species 
PN = the par-tial pressure of component N 






Assuming that the reaction (Step 2) is rate controlling, 
F-5 
k [('"'B•s) l S (STY.S) P ] F-6 rEB = l t 2 _K'___ H
2 eq 
where 
rEB = the rate of disappearance of EB 
k1 = the reaction rate constant 
If Step 2 is rate controlling, the other two steps will be 




~-- S (STY• S) PH ] 
eq 2 
The total number of surface sites (STOTAL) equals: 
Again, using equations 2 and 4: 
Using the quadratic formula 
The functional surface coverage (S, i.e. the fraction of 







evaluate the radical in equation 12 we will look at two 
extremes. 
Case I 
Taking the positive root 
Case II 
When B STOTAL KEB PEB l > > ---------- - 2 
( l + KSTY p S'L'Y) 
(i.e., KSTY PSTY is large) 








(l + KSTY PSTY) F-17 
= ------- F-18 
KS'rY PSTY 
Cases I anrl II need to be combined to cover the transition 
region. Since S appears to the second power 1n equation 7 
the following approximation is used: 
\ 
', 
l ;;; l + l 
S2 ,,2 c2 
= 
,JI 0 II 




2 (l/ 2 KEB STOTAL) PEB + (KSTY 2STY) 
---- - -- -·-- ------- ___ 2 ____________ --
81rOTAL 
Substituting equation 20 into equation 7 and using 
equation 5 
kl KEB 8TOTAL
2 [PEB - l/Keg PSTY PH2] 
= -------·-·-------------- -----2-










k' = 2k S l L 'I'OTAL 
Then 
= k' L 
The in i ti a 1 react ion r a t (l w hi:.: n 
This agrees with Carri:!'S experim~.:ntal results. Once the 
reaction has proceeded, 








Effectiveness Factor Derivation 
The kinetic expression for the ethylbenzene dehydro-
genation reaction is: 
= k' 1 G-1 
In the catalyst pore, since the re~ction is unimolar in all 
species, the rate of reaction also equals the rate of diffu-





--dr RG: G-2 
:. 









-d~2-- G-5 + DSTY 
d2 PEB 
d2 PH 
D 2 0 G-6 DEB d~2-- + ·-az- = I-12 
Gl 
The following boundary conditions apply 
BCl = 0 Symmetry about particles center line 
Z=O 
BC2 PEB (Z=L) = PEB,S Know conditions 
PsTY (Z=L) = PSTY,S at catalyst 
PH (Z=L) = P ( surface 2 H2,S ' 
Integrating equations 5 and 6 once using BCl 
d PCB d PSTY 





--ar + -crz = H2 
G-8 
Integrating a second time using BC2 
= 0 G-9 
= 0 G-10 
Defining the following variables 
G-11 
G2 
(Note, this is the conversion that takes place in the pore, 
not the reactor conversion.) 
6 = 
z: = 





( p EB , S - p EB )] 
-- -- - ·- -- -- -~--- ~ 
PEB,S 







PSTY = PEB,s (as+ 6Xp) 
PH2 = PEB,S (Bs + ~Xp) 
And from the definition of Xp 




= k I 
( 1-X ) - PEB sl K ( as + 6 X ) ( S S + ,: X ) p . ' eq p p 




H(X ) p 
PEB,S 
y' = ---K 
eq 




- - - -- - = 
RT az 2 










-DEB PEB d2 Xp --
RT -~ZT k'l H(Xp) 
z 
z = L 
k' L 2 RT 
~2 = -·~·--
DEB PEB,S 
z = the dimensionless position 
cp = the Theile modulus 
2 
-cp H ( X ) p 
d(dX) J zp = -2cp2 H(X ) dX p p 
At the surtace 
















dz = 0 
z = 0 
The e ff e ct iv en es s factor ( ri ) 1 s de E in ed as 





ri = rate of reaction with pore diftusion resistance 
rate of reaction at surface conditions 
G-36 
Jk' H(X ) dV l p G-37 = Jl<•1Hfx-, -) av p s 
;·, k I l H ( X ) dz 
= 
·o p G-38 











H ( 0) ¢ 2 
T1 = +l dXP 
¢2 dz z = 1 
From equation JS 







This can be checked by using a rearranged form of egua-
tion 34 
Let 




2 ;· xeq H ( X ) dXP 
0 p 
Then 
ri = 1/i G-46 
Up to this point nothing has been said about the for:a 
of the inhibitor which is included in H(Xp). T~e inteJra-
tion will be carried out for two different inh1hitors: 
Carra's and Model S's. 
Carra 
H(X ) p C 
Again using equations 18-20 
where 
A= y6r;/(Zo-l) 
(1-X )"- y (as+ oXP) (8 5 + r;Xp) 
= ____ P ----------------------( l-X ) + Z (3S + 6X ) p p 
AX 2 + BX + C 
X + E 







C = (l=ya 5 B5 ))/(Z6-l) 
E =' (l + ba 5 )/(Z6-l) 
0 
AX p 
(-AE +B) X + C p 
+ ·- ------------ dX X + E p p 







l 2 X 
= AX 2 + (-AE + B) X + (AE - BE+ C) ln ! l + o, 2 0 o E ' 
G-57 
So for Carra's kinetics 
l AX 2 + (-AE + B) X + (AE 2 - BE+ C) 2 eq eq 
G-58 
X 












= (1-XP)_- Y_(as_+_6Xp) _(Bs_+_,xp) 
( 1-X ) + y 2 ( as + 6X ) 2 p p 
AX 2 + BX + C 
x2 + DX + E 
2 2 
-y61;/y 6 PEB,S = 2 yi;/y 6PEB,S 
-(1 + 6 as i; + 2 2 YBs6)/y 6 PEB,S 
(1 2 2 
- yasBs)/y 6 PEB,S 
2 2 (2bas6PEB,s-l)/y 6 PEB,S 
( l + PEB,S 
2 2 2 ba 5 )/y 6 PEB,S 
(B - DA) X + (C - AE) 
H(X ) = A + -----·-- p _______ _ 
p x2 + DX + E p p 
=A+ AD:~ 2X + D + 
2 x2 + DX + E p p 
l [-2AE + AD 2 - BD + 2C] ____ }__ ___ _ 




For o2 - 4E < 0 from the CRC Math Tables (29). 
-1 2ax + b tan 2 -------
V4ac - b 2 . 2 ,4ac - b 
·using the previous information 
l Xo H(Xp) 0 l [X
2 
+ DX + EJ dX = AX + - (-AD + B) ln ~--0---p o 2 E 





-l 2X 0 + D tan -----
,~~~02 
D 
\ 4E - o2 
+ 
Appendix H 
Interparticle Temperature Gradients 
Invariably there will be a temperature gradient within 
the catalyst particle for the reaction is very endo-
thermic. Lee (5), in his article showerl that the potassium 
migrate toward the pellet centers because it ~as colder 
there. However we would 1 i kc to have an idea how large o I: 
gradient we are neglecting by assuming the particle is iso-
thermal. To do this we will look at the worst case, the 
reactor inlet with the reaction 9oing to equilihrium in the 
catalyst particle. 
Conditions: 
T = 900°K 
P = 1. 0 atm 
S/o = 12.5 (molar steam to oil ratio) 
Ac= 10- 3 cal/sec cm°Kl) 
= 
7 cal (2,88 X 10 + 1090 T) kgrnol 
2.98 x 10 7 cal at 900°K kg-mol 
1) Assumed effective thermal conductivity suggested by 
Froment (16) p. 201. 
Both the heat and mass balances for a catalyst particle 
are a function of the reaction rate. The reaction rate 
depends on the concentration and temperature profiles. By 
equating the reaction rate in both expressions and asfuming 
the temperature and ethylbenzene concentration are at a 
minimum at the catalyst center, one obtains: 
where 
T = temperature, °K 
c = center 
Deff = effective dif[usivity 
-6H = heat of reaction 
~e = effective thermal conductivity 
CEB = concentration of ethylbenzene 
From Appendix J 
1-1-2 
H-3 
With the center concentration bein~ the equilibrium conccn-
tri'ltion: 
- ,.,o 
- 1...EB H-4 
(0.8513) (0.07407 atm) 
( -3 3 82.057 x 10 m atrn) (900°KJ 
------a--kg mol K 
= 8.54 x 10- 4 kg mol/m 3 
Then 
-2 2 7 (4.14 x 10 m /hr) (2.98 x LO cal/kg mol) 
(10-J cal/cm °K sec) (3600 sec/hr) LOO cm/1 in.) 
(8.54 x 10- 4 kg mol/~ 3 
t.T = 2.93°C 
For Carr~ and Forni's (7) activation energy 
= 1.09 
So there is a 9% difference,. which isn't that large 
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J = Molar flux to the catalyst particle, 
kg mol/m 2 sec 
kG = Gas (convective) mass-transfer coefficient 
PEB = The partial pressure of ethylbenzene in the 
bulk, atm 
I-1 
PEB = The partial pressure of the ethylbenzene at the 
s 
catalyst surface, atm 
= 0.357 l R -0.359 




R T g 













RE < 2000 
l/3 s I • 
·c 
µ 




kc-= Concentration mass tr::rnsfer C<Jef~1cient 
Re= Ideal (_Ja~ constant, 
82.057 x 10~ 3 m3 atn/kgmol ~K 
T = Abso l.ll ti? t f?mp_1~ rat u re, oK 
Jo ,_ J factor for mass transf.::r 
p = Gas density, k'} /rn 1 
G - Mass flow rat1:>, kg/m 2 sec 
Sc= Schmidt number 
µ=Gas viscosity, kg/m-sec 
Db u 1 k = Au 1 k d it f us i vi t y ·, m 
2 /.hr 
t = Catalyst void fraction 
RE· = Reynolds number· 
DP - Particle diameter, m 
From equations i, 3, 5 
I2 
1-4 




kG = l GS - 2/ 3 (0.357) l R -o. 359 1-7 R~T p c £ E 
At 850°K and S/0 (molar "steam to oil" rato) = 12.5 
P = l atm 
p = 1.718 kg/rn 3 Ideal gas la~ 
µ = 0.1007 kg/ra-hr for stea~ 
Dbulk = 0.2192 m2;hr see Append:.x J 
For a l/8 11 dia x 3/16 cylindrical particle 
D = 5.522 X 10- 3 m 
Peq 
£ = 0.-1 
The following data is for a bench scale reactor (10). 
LI-ISV = 0.65 hr-l 
40% Conversion 
S/0 = 12.5 
= 2. l2 by wt 
PEB = 0.0741 atm 




LHSV ·- Liquid hourly spa er;' v~locity, hr ""7 1 
PLiq = Liquid density, kq/m
3 
S/0 wt = Steam to oil ratio by we ilJh t 
XA = Cross-sectional rtrea, m2 
-1 3 -~ _,9_ 3 
G = (l + 2.12) (0.65 hr ) (0.867 g/cm) 1000 g (90 cm) 
------ -- - --- ----·- -n -- -- -------..:: 2 - - -2 - - - - - - -- - - - ·- - - - ----
4 (2.54 X 10 m) 
2 
= 312.3 kg/m hr 
= 17.13 




(0.1007 kg/m hr) 
- 3 -) -
(1.718 kg/m) (0.2192 mL./hi:) 
= 0.2674 
Using these results 1n equation 7 
14 
2 
______ l1~~._l-~gj~ __ h~:)_ _____ -------·- --
-3 3 3 (82.057 x 10 m atm/kgmol °K) (i350oK) (l.718 k<J/m) 
2/3 117.13'-0.359 
X ( 0 , 2 6 7 4 ) - ·. ( 0 , J 7 5 ) - -- · - - L - -- - - -( 0 . 4 ) 
2 2.021 kg mol/hr ~ atm 
If mass tr.,nsfer limitntions arr~ important the rat,~ oE 
reiiction will b,=: limit(~ti to the r..=ite dt whLch the ethyl-
hen z en e reaches the c A. ta l y st s u r Ca c e ( i. e • , ·,J) • 
I-9 
-1 -- _.l ~ ~ 7_ \qlfr! ~ )_ _ _ 4 3 3 
= (0.4()) (J.6"5 hr ) k n (5.52-2 x 10- ,n.)· ( L 05 krJ/ gmo l) 3 
Pr.om equqtion l 
p L'B ' = 
I~ I:::, 
I-10 
- -3 2 
= 0.0741 - iJ,_9_~2_-~_~o __ .)~9.fl}ql~_/l1r_ 11} J, 
(2.021 kgmoi/hr rn2 dtm) 
-1 
= 0.0741 atm.·- 1.96 x 10 atm 
I5 
= o . O 7 2 l .at m 
(d i f f c cs by 3 % ) 
Since almost no partial pressure gradient would be 
required for a mdSS transfer rate equal to the average .reac-
tion rate, extr>rnal mass transfer -is not i,npoctdnt in a 
hench seal~ r~actor. 
Repr:ating this calculation tor a plant ri-::r.1ction under 
the fol low i n,3 conditions: 
G = 8 J , 5 0 0 1 b / h r- ( 2 2 , 6 3 0 lt) E 13 / h r ) 
at 
TIN- - 897°K 
900°K 
D 0.2444 2 = m /hr 
p = 0.779 k•:1/m3 
µ _:: ~.S6l3 X 10- 5 
for st l:dlH 
PEI3 ·= 0. l20 atm 
40.5% Conve:r-sion 
kg/rn 




( 5 • 5 2 2 x l O - 3 ml. ( 3 3 , 5 0 0 1 b /hr ) ( 0 • 4 5 4 kg/lb ) 6 :304 8 ft 
RE= -----·----------=-s·- - - . TT . (2.568 x 10 kg/m sec) (3600 sec/hr) 4 (17.25 ft) 











= ( 2. 568 x 10 ky/m sec) ( 3600 sec/hr) 
- - - - - - -- - - --- - -- J -- - - - - - - - - - -I - -- --- -- - -
(0.779 kJ/m) (0.2444 m /hr) 




kc= ________________ l~71~-~~~--~r:l __________________ _ 
(82.057 x 10- 2 m3 at,n/kymol OK) (3970K) (0.77'-J K-:J/111 3 ) 
2/3 111Q4_._~)_-_o_._ 3_5_9 
X (0.4856)- (0.357) ~ ( 0. 4 0) 
2 
= 8.295 kgmol/hr m atm 
J = JQ~1Q~Ll{~~~Q_!~-~~L~r:l_!l~-t~~~~~-~-!Q~~~l 
(2.20 lb/kg)( LOS kg/kgrnol) j (5.26 m) 2 
p C:B Is --
= 3 . 3 5 7 x l O - 3 kg mo l / m 2 n r 
-J 3.357 x LO 
= - - ·- ~ - - - - - - -
8. 295, 
= PEB - 0.000405 atm 
Again, because the partial pressure yraJi~nt requir~J 
for mass transfer is small the ~ffects of external mass 
transfer are unimportdnt. 
I7 
Appendix J 
Diffusion, (Ordinary and Knudsen) Calculations 
Bulk Bindary Diffusivity 
Since the major components ar~ ethylbenzene/styrene and 
water, it is assumed that it 1s a binary <JdS mixture. 
Ethylbenzene and styrene are of the same struct~re and have 
molecular weiyhts of 106 and 104, respectively. Also equi-
molar counter di ff us ion of the EB/STY throuyh the !! 20 1s 
assumed. From p. 548 of Reid (21), the ditfusion cor;tfi-
cient equals: 
where 
D r Y H 0 EB, ST , 2 
f 
l) 
- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -~-
k8 = Boltzmann's constdnt 
T = absolute temperature 
MW= molecular weight 
n = number density of molecules 1n mixture 
a= characteristic length, A 
rµ = collision integral 




Using thf~ i<ieul ,3as law and assuming f] e:•1uals i, (it ll'::s 
between l and 1.02 for mixtures of approx1mat~l/ e'1.JJ1 :nqlr.:-
cular weight and between land 1.1 6ther~is~J, 0ne obtai~s 
DEB/STY Ii O = 
1.858 X lO~J T3/ 2 
. I 2 
where P = pressure, atm 
The m1x1nq cul,:s ai"C! 







The Neufeld et al. relation for the c,)llision i.nteyrdl 
is: 
A C E 
go= T£~ + ~~~-(6f~f + exp (FT*) 
G + - - - - - - ·- - .. 
exp ( HT*) 
J2 
where 
A = l. 06036 
B = 0.15610 
C = 0.19300 
D = 0.47635 
E = l.03587 
F = 1. 52996 
G = l. 76474 
H = 3.89411 
and 
T* k T J-b = -
t:: 
from p. 679 of Reid (21) 
= 2.641 A 
t:: 
Using the values for benzene for EB/STY 
0 EB/STY - 5.349 A 
£ 
k EB/STY 




o = 1/2 (5,349 + 2.641) A 
= 3.995 A 
= [(412,3) (809.l)]l/ 2 OK 
= 577.6°K 
At 900°K 
= l. 56 
Substituting this into equation 5 
Using equation 2 at a pressure of 1 atm 
= [1,858 X 10- 3 _1165 + -is] 1/ 2 
DEB/STY,H20 (3.995)2 (1,181) 
= 0.679 cm 2/sec 




Note that in the program these calculations were redone for 
the particular temperature and pressure. 
In a similar way the hinary diffusion coefficients for 
all the combinations of ethylbenzene, styrene, hydrogen and 
steam can be calculated. 
Knudsen Diffusivity 
The Knudsen diffusivity 1s a function of :-iolecular 
weight, temperature and average pore radius. Hill (27) 
( p , 4 3 3 ) g i v e s the fo l low i n ':l l"t:' l a t ions : 
where 
_ (~ RGT)l/ 2 
DK= 2/3 r nMW 
DK = 9. 7 x 10+ 3 r (T/MW) l/ 2 cm/sc:c 2 
r = average pore radius, cm 
T = absolute temperature, °K 
MW= molecular weight, ~/mol 
For Shell 105 and similar iron oxide catalysts (10 anrl 
11) : 
f - 2.3 X 10-S Cffi 




= 0.650 cm 2/sec 
= 0.234 ml/hr 
Diffusivity in the Mixture: 
2 
cm /sec 
Both ordinary and Knudsen diffusivities contribute to 
the actual diffusivity. Forment and Bischoff ( 30) sugg1;St 




D. M 1 / 
l: 1/D .. (y. - ay.) + 1/DK. 
J=l l,J 1 1 1 
D· M = 1 I 
~J 
(1 = _J 
N. 
l 
the diffusivity of component l 1n the 
D, . = t Iv: binary diffusivity for components l I J 
Yi = the mole fraction of component 1 
N· ·- the molar flux of component l l 
DKi = the Knudsen diffusivity for co,nponent 
Effective Diffusivitv: 
----------- _______ :.....::_.t_ 
.J - l 0 
mixtur-e 
l dnd J 
1 
Al L of the previous ca lcu lat ions have not accoun tt~d for 
the i(~Ogijlar and tortous natur-e of the catalyst pore 
structure. In order to account for this two factors drr~ 
introduced. They are the void fraction and a tortor-sity 
J6 
factor. Introducing the void fraction into the molar flux 
equation 




Di,M ·az- J-11 
accounts for the fact that the flux is not going through the 
whole catalyst surface but only the fraction where there are 
voids. The tortorsity factor is included because the 
catalyst pores are not straight cylinders as proposed 1n the 














Thus the effective diffusivity is 
Di,eff = 
E 





(Note: Some author introduce this correction factor in the 
calculation or bulk of Knudsen diffusivities.) 
J7 
Thus the effective diffusivity can be calculated for 
each component inside the porous catalyst. A computer sub-
routine was written to carry out the function . 
. Y 
J8 
' . ! 
~.'   
f 
Appendix K 
Economics Analysis of Major Raw Materials and Energy Costs 
The cost to produce a pound of styrene is calculated 
based on a constant fixed cost, raw materials cost and 
~ 
approximate energy costs. This appendix contains the 
assumptions made for this analysis. 
Fixed Cost 
The fixed costs were estimated as $190 per hour. 
Raw Materials Cost 
Table XIII of the text should be consult~d for the raw 
materials cost. The cost of the ethylbenzene recovered in-
house from the c8 distillation columns was estimated from 
plant data. No credit is presently given for toluene and 
benzene produced. 
The vent gas produced is used in the plants' boiler. 
The boiler efficiency was found to be 85% in a plant 
study. The heat content of the vent gas is 367 Btu/std 
ft 3 . From these two pieces of information and the energy 
cost in Table XVIII the credit for the vent gas is calcu-
lated. 
The energy cost was again obtained from the Houston 
Plant Production Manager. 
Energy Costs 
Figure K-1 shows a schematic representation of the 
plant showing the major energy consumers. Table K-I gives 
Kl 
the energy requirements and temperatures for areas shown in 
Figure K-1 and compares them with those calculated by the 
computer program under design conditions. 
Table K-I 
Energy Requirements and Related Temperatures for the Design 
Case and a Simulation of the Design Case (30) 









Recycle Column Duty 
( Mlrecyc le) 
Recycle Flow Rate 
B/T Column Duty 
(~HB/T) 
Finishing Column Duty 
(~Hfinish) 
Design 




108 10 6 Btu/hr 
49.6 10 6 Btu/hr 
2 0 4 • 4 1 b mo l /hr 
5.4 10 6 Btu/hr 
3.9 10 6 Btu/hr 
Sirnulation1 l 
22.9 10 6 Btu/hr 
700°C 
629°C 
58 7 °C 
100 10 6 Btu/hr 
51.2 10 6 Btu/hr 
193.3 lb mol/hr 
5.6 10 6 Btu/hr 
4.0 10 6 Btu/hr 
l) The design was very conservative. To simulate the design 
conversions, the kinetics for the main reactions were 
reduced by a factor of 25. 
Following is a discussion of how the heat duties for 
the simulated case were calculated including the assumptions 
made. 
Looking at the heat duties in the design case the 





































Figure K-1 A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PLANT SHOWING THE AREAS 
THAT CONSUME THE MAJORITY OF THE ENERGY 
the latent heat of the water and aromatics. The actual 
effluent temperature to the condenser has only a small 
influence on the actual heat duty. 
The second largest heat duty is the reboiler duties of 
the recycle column. This value should be proportional to 
the amount of material recycled. 
When using a basis of the energy to produce l lb of 
styrene under different operating conditions, the energy 
requirements for the B/T column and the finishing section 
should be constant. This is approximately true for the B/T 
column because most of the B/T does not come from the 
recycle but is in the EB stream from the refinery. The 
finishing section processes the styrene and thus within a 
reasonable range should require the same amount of energy 
per pound of styrene. 
Energy Requirements 
To summarize what was said above in equation form: 
l ) V V llHboil = (flow rate) (HT - H700 oF) 
steam 





= (recycle flow rate) (49.4 10 6 Btu/hr) ( 204. 390 lb mol;7hr-) --- ----
= (recycle flow rate) ( 0. 242 10 6 Btu/lb mol) 
4) 
5) 
6HB/T = (5.4 10 6 Btu)/(8546 lbsTY) 
= 632 Btu/lbsTY 
~Hfinish = (3.9 x 10 6 Btu)/(8546 lbsTY) 
= 456 Btu/lbsTY 
The assumption implied 1n this equation and the rest of the 
analysis are listed on page K7. 
Boiler 
Once an inlet temperature and the EB and H20 flow rates 
are chosen the injection steam temperature can be calculated 
from an energy balance. But to be rigerous one should take 
the effluent temperature, the feed inlet temperature to heat 
exchanger 1, and the overall heat transfer coefficient to 
calculate the feed temperature. This would become a very 
involved calculation. 
In the design case, with a steam to oil ratio of 12/l 
mole or 2.71 wt the approach was l30°F. If the steam to oil 
ratio was lowered the approach would go down. 
K5 
For the design 
ql = q2 
m1Cp 1t1T1 = m2cp 2t1T 2 
m2/m1 = S/0 + l; !!.Tl = 660°F; tiT 2 = 210 ° F 
l!.Tapproach = 130°F 
TEB = Tef f - tiTapproach 
[ J
n (S/0 + l)d . 
llT _ es1gn 
approach ( S/0 + l) 
where n < l 
The reason I would include an is that just because one cuts 
the effluent flow rate by 1/2 does not mean the heat 
transfer is cut by 1/2. The design effluent exit tempera-
ture approach is 580°F. 
Let n = 0.8. 
TEB ~ Teff - 9 8 (S/0~ + l ' 
~ T -
eff (S/0 + l)0' 8 
M 
This assumption is justified because we are only look-
ing at the approximate difference in styrene production cost 
K6 
under different operating conditions. Under design condi-
tions this heat exchanger is transferring less than 7% of 
the total energy lost in the plant. 
Condenser 
From Standard Steam Tables 
= 20.2 10 3 Btu/lb mol 
and approximating the aromatics of ethylbenzene 
l 1 ) 24.2 10 3 Btu/lb mol 1100°F aromatics= 
Assumptions 
The assumptions involved in this analysis to evaluate 
the relative merits of different operating costs and reactor 
configurations. 
a) The two dominate energy uses are energy lost in the 
condenser and used in the recycle column reboilers, 
(108 & 50 10 6 Btu/hr Design, see Table K-1). 
b) The calculation of condenser duty can be based on 
condensing and cooling vapor at 300°F to liquid at 
100°F because the latent heat term dominates and the 
heat exchanger capacity is enough to get the 
effluent temperature close to 300°F. 
K7 
c) The recycle columns combined reboiler duty is 
proportional to the recycle flow rate. 
d) The heat content of the effluent and the heat 
exchanger area is sufficient to heat the recycled 
steam up to 700°F. 
e) To raise the reactor inlet temperature by 50°F 
requires -2.5 106 Btu/hr. Therefore, since this 1s 
l~ss than 1% of the energy requirements, it is 
assumed the additional heat lost to thr: condens,~r 
when operating with a higher effluent temperature 
and the inaccuracies of usiny the approximation for 
the ethylbenzene temperature are not significant. 
So the cost to produce styrene can be approximated by the 
following equation. 
Styrene Production Cost= [Raw Materials Cost) -
(Vent Gas Credit)] 
where 
(Raw Materials Cost) 
(Vent Gas Creoit) 
--- -------- -- --
+ [ Fixed Cost] + 
[Fixed Energy Cost] + 
[Variable Energy Cost] 
= FEB (15.71 ~/lb) 
= ( $ 1 • 3 0 6 / l O 3 s td f t 3 1 1 [2.5 (vent gas predicted)] ) 
1) The 2.5 is to account for the reactor model under predicting 
the production of vent gas by a factor of 2.5. 
K8 
[Fixed Costs] 
[Fixed Energy Costs] 
= $190/hr 
= [(5.4) + ~3.9) 10 6 Btu/hr] 
($3.56/10 Btu)/(0.85 efficiency) 
(8513 lb styrene/hr) 
= 0.458 ~/lbSTY 
[Variable Energy Costs] = [tiHbal. + tiHstQge + tillr~cvcle (3.So/10 6 BtuJ7l0.85 ett1c1ency) 
To be able to compare the different cases a cost to 
produce l pound of styrene will be used. Thus, all the 
terms except the fixed cost and fixed energy cost will be 
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,. w•t1cc•ou,.11~• .... LAMCL,llc .. ,.ZFCNleO(lT&Z 
--- •tT[C.-OUT.121, IIC.,DSTCPetC•aoa.•r,t•oc•,ca-s 
---c--- ce••• 1 S l't«: UACToa· JIOO['\.. 
Clll lllll 
50 10 II 
__,..-- COWTt •ut: 
lf•Mlll •• [.-11 "O 10 ,a 
C THC Jlt[ASUlt(.0 CDIIV(iJll~lON IOUTLCf T[IIIPLR&fl.NI[ IIIO Plt[SSUlt(• 
C' allD raT&LYST A5( IF APPROPIAT[ I '" 11(10 Bf-LOW. 
DG .SI •=l ,IIOSl f 
420 •• 11,.,,.11 •• :s ... lPtSOD[ FAIAN.TCas: Jlaaoa s.11.,. 11a1 




































~---~s~tM-aOUTtwc -rsa ... -------- -- -- ---11-s•-
c lHlS S1J810Ulllrd. ...... s TH( a(&ClM NOD(Le 1161 
c- nu, I! tT CALL u,r- •ca:suwv·1•TCa&u11ua .,.115••111• 1111 
CONNOII/T ,z .w • .... I 101•• •·•ou, 11•1 
CO .... ON/PI •R /110$[ T ,•Tat Al el"• 101 ,.,. ellOCOM' .-oax• •IC ou•t ,•OOCI •Ill II e 11 •1 
... , 0. • 1 
--,--·~c~;:~:.~!:7r .. ~~ ~•~• TTIP£eC na•.CPS.Z812SI eZ!'Cl~J ,DCLTIJ e 
co,.,.o .. /TWOST"' 11•2«~>. zst1&cc25te srca•un, 
OJMC•SIOlrl TOCl~I 








-r---.,,., a TVO'TTACC" R(IC,011 TIC POt•T Of' J)t( TCJlll"CRIT\1111(" IIIC11C&sr----17TW-
c C/S1A~CJ. Tt{ ll"P(aatuac 0, lHl S(COIID St&W CTIII.Zle 1110 TMl 1111 
- -C ... OUIIT OP 111:&11 IIIJCCTCO Cl"l('&III .. ua, &LL ac scr. 1291 
lf0'11•LC.3J lST&5CINl):;ff(NII) • ll•I 
t ti.DC J: l 
/:IO I NII J 
IS tr IJ: DrL. 111 ros TTP 
/Cll=/DC .. llJ • UIL11/ 




























C -----r1orn 1. - T" rTilll r -rar,, u nc. 6t"L s • 
CALL JUUL 
C lf Mlz4 TH( EFFCCTJWLN(SS FACTOR WILL BC C&LCULATCD ll 
. c-----.:acTo• lNL[T CONDI TTONS. 
ll90 1'11S-Sub~Oula( 15 Clllt:IJ Ill .:Pr,JDi:-.-IT~IJPPCftS-1Rr 2151 
1411 C UH[IIGAIJJON fo'&CJ.AG( WITH HU""CRICAL (STl""T[S Of THC DCRIWATIICS 20•1 
t•lt C Foa TH( 01f'F£•[1UIAL COMPON(hT•MON~-TIJN &lrrilO [N(IIS'f BALIIIC[S. 21'11 
1,20 C TH( SllltlJCTUAC L!F THIS PROGR&,i, JS SUCH THAT THC.Sf. oc•1w111wcs ••c 21•0 
1440 COIO•ON/T/ZeN# 9ft1Ji /10,.lllk, .. OUT/'f/TOCG•,P,F(l~) /f/DT.DP,Dfll!tl 2111 lfCNl.CG.41 CALL JATCS 
-c--~,~.~-~11~ ll~TTl'PPC""-.A"TVIIE" 
1431- --+ C ,cn&lll CALCUL.TED IN lH( SUIIROUTJN( D[IV. - 2n1 
"I'S CALCULI TCD &$SUNJN5 lH[ 11£ - ---- 1450 -- --- COMMO./PA .... ,.osn ,•TwTaL ,lPll, IDIF f ,IIOCONP,•o•••,tcou1n • ..oocs,,nw •• ,11,-
C IS 110 HEAi LOSS. 1••0 ... 10,,1 
2121 
----1F1N11.ro.1, · ac-TuaN -- -· 
1481 OUl(IISJON 'f(lt,[QH,,OYtN[Qao 2141 
---c&LL .. FJINT-- -··---- 149. - - -- -·- - -2151-
l41D 1- - CCll'"Ca /CPCCM2/Y .. jM(l5) - -- 2131 
DO 20 INT[RG:2, IPA l!,00 l=ll 2161 
----cac.c-waae1rcwra•,Ta1-------· ~- ---- -1~1,- ---- 1cr~•~.,,1,---- -- ------- ""2"11.--
c OaJW[ IS [PISOO[•S MAIN IDRIWl•Gt 5UBROUTIIU:o 1~21 J:Yl21 21a1 
---cALL unvc IM:Glhl,ZST£P,Tl,l0U1,[PS,J( .. Oa • ..-.1NDEU 1531 - - 00 IQ •=l.•(1111 21•1 
lff(NOEI.LT.OI lllll:IT(INOUT•12~)1NDCI l!t"O f U1-21=Tll0 S 2211 
--- CALL CHOR IIICDNoTl"eZDUT> --· 1551 - - 11 cow1aLC 221
1-
t•LL Plt•I 1561 2221 
-------,z,-,unt-11..,_e-7zt:UT-•1JC"'C1 ----- - ----1~,• -caLl. --no - - - -- -------,2:s.--
c Foa A T~O STAGE ac.c,o- HT(aCH CHEAT [ICHANGO IS C,.LL[D TO 15aa 1 2HI 
-C---.wTULJZ( THE COIIDITIO•S AT TM( srco•o aco•s INLE ,. 15•D --- - - -- -- DTll t=CT 2251 
ff'((ZOIIT.4iT.2STAli[U1•••·••0.,czou1-oc.LT&ll.LT.ZSfACiCIIIRIII 1,11 DT(2t::t).. 226,1 
---, CHL ttTCJCH . • -·-· - 1'11 .. - - - ~ 00 20 N=l,NEIIII 227D
 
JFCCZOllT.~T.lST&Ci[( ......... o.cczour-ocLTAZ.1.LT.ZST&•Cc••••• 16.20 OYCNl=OfClt-~1 2211 
-..-l"ST£11"':on.TUTDS1LP - - .. ~- '1"3.- co•m -- ------ --------,n.--
21 CONTlllll[ 11411 2301 
--,Fu11.co.61 C&LLOrTTC"S ---- -1,~1 1-~- oo lD 1:1.woco"P 2111 
t•6.I 1· Yf .. 1Clt=&NA11IA8Sl'fcJ >l•l•IC-211 2321 
1n--::~:!!'11x.21H vaa•taa ••• - t•ocx a .12."" •••• --- !:!: --;•- -- co•tt•uc- -- -- · --- - ;;::-
•r ----------- --------15• -.rruaw -------- z3sa-
C 
·-c 
sueacu,1•c v••c .. c11caa .. y11 
-c -- Tttll I! •• llllEU AC[ sl/llaoL TlllC. 
C IT INTClfACCS EPI SOOC Ill TH THC OLD DSSIZ f>tlOloRA"l "'"-
t IISSIZ ll''rTWTEll5WIITTmrl"lit:UR-.war IUI -Plll:VIDUSLT""USCD. 
co~"ONIT "DEU ,P ., 11'9 t 
--- Dll'C•nn 'YICIIE'li81-- -- - .. 
--·- YOH ):TD[liK ··-
TIIZ t:P 
----oc "II •=1.wc·------------ ----------- · 
TIINl=Fc•-z, 
- 1a- CON7UIC" · -·-
aCTua• 
r•u- - -- ---· ---··---~ -· 
SUIIROUIINC an,&• ClfCCl•.T.ZlfCWI 
··c-,,.11 IS •• HT[UAC( -su11•011n11e. 
C IT INIEIFACCS lPiSODE ll!IH THl OLD 






ca 11 •=J.ac11w 
fClf-21:Y(NI 
- ·-y.----cmn 1~----• -
R[ TUllllf 
en 
&ueaou11111: Olff U11 (N(Qlftll •Y•DY a 
11oa t11110 21•1 
____ =_mi I ~ ~.:~:::·;~.~r.:~ ·-· .. , ..... ·-· ................. ". mr 
"175a -.-.r SE"l 11£l'U11[" ["ACR TIITOVllmw. -TllE"lt-vaLUCI •ac-yanULLT ZH.--
1161 C JCAD U IUBACUIU1[ ,cao. H21 
1110 ~-- - co,u,oN 1r11.a..-,•• ,,,1ori;1:.P.,c1~, -·2411 
l raa CONMOIIIPARM,110S( t ·•n• I Al ., PR .1 Ol ff •• oCOIIIP •• o ..... , C ou .. T 2 .... o 
11•a --t -- - - COM"0•1T£1:o,11w11s 1,n•125t ,PINU5t ,OCNSTT ,VCLCThP" TOTAL ,P"LH 119 t -· 2491 
1aaa ' •,F1c2s,1!t1 241"1 
---- , 11.--- 1.rrsrw -ru ------., n -
182D ' C 2181 
l83D Tnlf"FCD 241•1 
l14D lflllf."£•1> CALL J(AO 21!11 
ll~D ICOUNt=a 2!,ll 
1••0 ,or"•~•1•r••• • 211.1~ 2!t2D 
----""1111 ------- p:p1,,a.111 · 7~31-
ll8D , 00 11 1=-1, .. 0CDIH 2~ .. I 
1110 ---19 P"lJ):f"QlNll•II 2!\~D 
l tJOO CALL OlRW 2!.•I 
1•10 11r1u11• 2?1a 
1,20 c~o 2sa1 
----1,3a----c-- ----- - ---n••-
1•410 C 26DI 
I •!ta SUfUl OU Tl N[ "110£ 2111 -
.,.a ccr .. Ctl /IO/lilU1,JillOLI 2,21 
• , 11 C OM"ON/PA ... ,.osc T, NTlll l Al, I Pl, I 01 Ff, NOCD .. ,NOil 1111 .1 COUIIT .111oocs .11111• ,26o31 
llJ&I •MlO,Ml 26."I 
t••o 1WT('5(1 P"Oot:'S ---- -,.~.-
2000 2,,1 
2111 2"ll 
2020 C PIIOO(S IS JH[ J"AllA"'[ HR JH&J COfrilfAOLS TH( OPLIUTlO .. Of IH( PtlO&R&M. 26,81 
20l0 C 11 HAS JHR[[ PARIS : 2691 
20 .. D C fllDO "HICN IS 1Hl JILl'IIH. IJI 1Hl HlHIORl IHS PI.ACl I .. CLUOJJI, 1H{ 11, .. , 2101 
- -- --- --
-------
c -----cllliol1Cs"'ltti:-0-Af".,(AIJllY1hT-P• s~~·" 2 71 o - --- - - - - - - "AOLoU
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - • - - - - - - - - JHI 
C Nll IS THL NUkdla IN 1H( TEN$ PLACE &NO CONTROLS TH[ TYP( OF
 R[&C l0R2l2D 
S381 
-r-- SIIIULAT[D. - -- - - - -
2130 llD FORNIT(/,151•:S"H TH[ "OD[ OF P.051lA.M OP[IIIATlOII WAS• 
1391 
C NI II THE IIUBLa 1• THC ONES PLACE AIOD CONTROLS THE 1,AT HE IEl\
.L 11 
-.:---aac AIIALYZ£D. --------
21,0 •!tlH IIICOR1HCTL, SP(CIFCO, DCfU&lt VILULS .,ILL BC US[0.J 
J•II 
27~a-- 111 FURNATtf,l~l,2"H INVALID REACTOR OP[RATIOM, 
l•ll 
216.0 •!l2 ... FIIIAP[1Lll ~F(Clfl[O, •• ADl8A1tC ll[ICTOIII suun.at[o., l,21 
--~-----2nu-----J'Z..---l'Olll:NATC/,1'51.,0H .-oa"1"Hr SP£CJf'ICD ANA
LYSIS CW THC DATA,, -----,.3_ 
_;c ____ ~~---~-------DaTa -FORNAT - 218D •••H CONV[RSIQN OAT& FOil CO,.P&lllSO~ MUST BC SUPPLlCD., 3441 
- ---2190 - --- - - •l,l~l,5"H IT WAS ASSUll[D THAT THU DATA IS PAOVlD[D Al 
Tit[ [IIC) Of',H51-C l DA1A INPU1 IN SJ UIII IS fL01tS IN KC.MOL/H. 
------2------0P[RATJ11r;;·DATA IIOPUT Ill ....... T UNITS 280D •l"t, 1 .. ( 011& Sl 1. I l••a 
----2111 -----1-SI FORNATCl,151,llH PR[S[NTLT R[ACTOR [FFLUCIIT DATA IIUST, 
-- ---
-l.71 
C 1- Sl~M NCINS OAT& IS READ TO CO"PA~[ AC.ACTOR CFFLU(NT 
--;~-~---11nircs-c11•vcas1ow-, T P DATA Foa 11111=11 
C 
2120 •13H BC SPCClfCO.) 
3411 
C Nll NLACTOR OPC:alTlOlr ____ - -
- ----
,.30 ., FORN&tc,,151,42H TMr ususat.- Jl:£1CTU11 Ol'[lll:ATJOa .. ooc IS T
H&T,--~ • .-
c l ISOTH(RMAL UIO ISOIAlillC 2a,o 
•28t- Of A l ttlO ,01e,,1c ,catoa., l~o• 
~------,----- JSDTH£RIIAL AIID TH[ PR£SSUA£ DROP CALCULAT£D 215D 
--151 -- FOIN&T ti, 15 loll 2H IT IS -.JR[ TYPJC AL f 01 TH( [CDIIONIC AULYS IS OF 3511 -
C l 1 $TAii[ ADIBATIC "I TH PRESSURE DI
OP CALC~LAl[D 2160 •THC AEACTOI OI'[ AA Tio• TO Bl P(RfOlll[D WITH A
N ADI BA TIC UACTOllo) 3521 
-----
~----2 -sTAli[ ADIBATIC 111TH INLET T[IIP[RATUR[ TO TH[ -- 211a [ND 
3531-




-----~--.-1or-ADTBAT1C 111TH TH[ l•TERSTA5[ t•JECTTON-,1•,a---
-r---- - - -----
n51-
C IT[AII T[NPEHTUIIE SPECIF[D PRESSUClE DROP C&L






2'111 -- r- ALL ltlPUT DATA C •OT ]IICLUDIIIS THC 1NT[,.5a&l1DIIII P&a&fllCT[RS A
MJ --- 3~71 -
C fll ANALYSIS Of TH[ RESULTS 2•20 
C P[ASUR(O co•1tLaSIOtl 0.111) IS 11£&0 IN 1H1S suaaoutu,c. l~·· 
-c-------1- SlllULATJON RESULTS Pll[S[NTED. 2•30 
-----
COIINONITll,IIF,111 IIOIIIIN,IIOUTIYITDElilC,P,ft151 IFIDT,DP,Dfll!U 3591 
-
C 2 •11.CTIC CONS1&N1S Foa ltt( THll[( IUIN ll[ACllt•t ••c 211,0 
COMMON./PIR"/•Os(t,NTlll&L,IP•.101F,.•oco•.•0•••·1cou1n.11oocs ... , ••• .J6II 
C f) I Dill PICCC-U,--O&TI-AT & TlllC AND TH[II ~Kt:- aaaHC-2•5 
--,.flllO,flll .. --- -- . - ------ - ---- ---
---351.-
c (QUATION IS FIT 2
1U,D cc,,.c.,H{l,l/CPS(4,l~).CP(l!:ihHll&ND(l~>.HaJCll1(15t 
3621 
-r------y---- SJMCTIC CONSTANTS &a[ FIT "JNl"l ZJNS 1H£ DI Ff cac•cc2,'JI 
- - ---. ----
- COM"ON/AAT[/88, LINDA, KD C 2e 1 '!tt ,CAI 2, 1~) eUll&T[( 15> e&OPT ,Kll, - - "3631 
C (1Fc•1,ct111L ••o Pa(OlClE.D CDNW£as10•:! f(ltl•~ ALL 2••0 
•1NH811110,C&Tt10.1a.HJ8.1C.CQ,l[Q.IATCC1s,.coEFF(lS,1~, 36•1 
C ----------·· ·1H( DATA SJ"ULTANIOUSLY. C"l=2 JS BETIT• FOa FIIIC 29•a 
CO"NON./AIIIIC.ll/DIARIA,XAIIICA.H[l5HT,PBlA.l:,C.PSILll,Dl&P,lC•P•[IIDJA 3651-
C lUNIM5 TH[ lllN[TlCSt lQOO 
co,o,c11FC[Onu.c J.~) ,1U•C25t ,PJ.(2'!,) ,OC.NSf'f • .CLCT1'.f'101AL.f'L.A&tlS) 3661 
•• -£FFTCTIV£N£SS f'"IClOA 1S CILCULAT£D AT THC" a1 •• Fa
c2~-.1~),NA"£11'51.VTSL,10UT(2~.2,,Pou1c2~.2, ·--- "-,.--
c ll(ACTOI IIIL(l COM>l llONS TttCN THC S1',l;LA110tl 3121 
CO,..MOM /TWOST,/ Tltl2(2~), ZSTl5[(2'5)• STC& .. C2~1 .S•aa 
-r PROC[[DS FOR TH[ SP[CIF£D ICIIIETICS. --:,an 
Dlll[IISIO• FUIN 11'!11, NAN£1Nl15)o IITP[Rtl!U, VOl.l"EUl!II ·:s, .. -
C cscc lllll[TJC OPTIONS FOIi THC US[ Of ... [FfCCTIW[- 30•0 •• ,c~c• CAlM
J,flA~,HPll,•11P1 3111 
-c ------- --11css FACTOR THOUliKOUT TH[ UACTORI - lG5D 
R[&L IC[Q,LAIIIIA,l<D,LENP,LHSV,1111 3711 
C !I CATALYST AC11VITY IS COUCUTCD AS A F~•CTIC•
 Of A lHO 
HU 
C C IRIS PN[STill"TLT" OIILY CAN 8£ DON[ WITH N1aos-2,·-----:,a71 
"THIS P'Kt'n-.." T'S" PllL'STWTI.Y-UC""'SJ5W£tr TU HAIIOLC TH£ 13 -- - -
373.-
c • All [COIIOIIIC All&LTSlS Of fH[ REACTORS OPERATIOII IS lOIO 
C COPPC•Ul Mt<ICH, ALO•fo Vil~ THEIR NOLECULAR IICI5H1S, Al[ llU 





--+- PNODCS:NDDCS ___ .. 
3111 --- -- • •• .o 1, 28 .o 1, 1•• .t '-•, l 4 • D .111 .2 .2 •I. I/ 
37'11 
lf"CNOO(.s.LT.el PflODCSz-NQO[S 3120 
Dal& ••NC/41HL8 ,4HS1T ,4H10L ,•HBC• ,41tM20 ••HK2 ,•HCH4 ,4HC2k4
,3ll1 
----111es•floocs1~1 ·-----------,13 ••HC1JT ,,Hcu-, .. lfTTt.-,.....-MC"117"-,•MPaar.2••N 
, - - "37 ... -
-- ---:::;::~}'~!:,:..;:~~_!)~:~:.::t:: ... 1.. ------ ~:~: - 1 ~ -------- ;::: 
C 
316,0 \ (1,lN0:1 
3120 
---lFUl'IIODCSoliT.2"").0II-.CPIIODCI.LT.11111 IIIIJTCINDUT,lOI) - - 3170 - --- - lftNR.CII.
NOSCTJ i;o TU-51___ llll 
1f(P~CD£S.i;T.20U liO 10 21 ll1D 
lftNR.[Q.11 i;o TO 1G 3UI 
----JFCPIIOD[S.LT.llOJTllll"T________ ----------Sl90 -
--r==,cp11:-1 --3151 -
JftCHlD.5T.~).OR.l"lO.LT.Jtt WlllT[CMDUT,110> ~2DD 
a,.Pa:•l 
3161 
---1F1u111.st.5J.DR.lf'll.LT.11, ,111:3 3211 ~ -- HPll=
-1 ~ 3171 
1,,,,,1.c~.2,.01., .. 1.co.1,.oa.uu.ca.~1,.a.o.c,uao.11£.-1,, 3220 &o TO ,o 
JAAI 
---·, ~:';! !~ ~~:~~;!~:!. 011.co. :,, .oil. uu. £ ca.5, >. a•o., N 110.NL .-1 > > ~!!: -r-11·-- co• t lt1l:C ~=:: 
• fiJoa=•T ··-- ---"l25D - -----,-----•c•o cat•
 ,mr ,u:,cr£"S" ______ - - - - ~,1•-
at 11.1111 326,1 
Vllll(CN0UT,98t "DOCS J121 
---- --
----





lfCMlGI •• C.-2"1-Ma1TE1•ou1.13aJ 
"110=-2 
----y.-c-110:..-.c,.~.o•e fl't a.1.. T .a,,- V1I IT£ 1 •our,110, 
IFl(M11.5l.~).OR.CM10.LT.o»• "10:J 
--- --
lfl Ml I.NC .31 "" ITC CNOUT • 1• 0 > 
lf((Pl.CG.21.0J1.1 .. 1.co.,,, •All[(NO"l,l•OJ 
-- --
1.-,u,1.co.2,.oa • .,u.ra.1,, "1=1 
1,,."1.ca •• , •• -0.,"10.Lc.2,, VRIT[CMOU1,l~D, 
32~0 C RCAO PRINl 1NOJCl10RS 
1•~1 
33DD C Ttt£S( S(CJIDIIS lri[Al, 111:lN(llC AND •caCTOR 1, CAtALTSJ OAIAt 
s•a.1 
lllD -- -- - c----·w11.L ft(" PRIIIT[O tr TH(" •rsPCCTtff t•DlCATGa [QUALS I ~
 • .,. -
ll20 R[ADl•JN,lOOt~PP,~PR,RXRPR 
1,11 
lllO C- "1'H£ NU"BfR Of" co,.-POkfNT'S &NO nee .. U"Bra Of" •cacTIOlll5 15 l[&O. 3'1'11 
lJ4D R[A01 .. lk,10Dl•oco"P,NORXII 
,ao, 




( Ol cr--- - 1,0 10 ,'5 - - -- - - -- - - ---~--------------------,rr, .. -
4 D4 D •• cc•1••~t 
--i:--Tl~lC DAT& •• ao .. . •1'51 u., •. , 
C n,c lll•fllC or110• ••OPTI HAS THacc ,aatS. .... KPa:o 
-c--THrS15 •• 'flC=Ns DIUT &1111 THC C.NCS Dl•IT ,., •• lt1D, IIIHB•O> •no lflHID.,E.31 HPa:1 
c •I• ,011" •••• •~ co•11•uc 
r,n,,nrrr n,.,.-~- '£acJ1 n 1 -----•a••------c-- ---------· 
C .,.,,=•DtJ,•CKPC C&CJJ/T ) 4111 C fLA5 IS US(O TO K.((P ra&Ck CW 11[5ATIW( STll[&"S '"'' All[ 
-.t.-----va11---- -- --OPTION 4110 C- AV(VT CAW~R&5( WC l5HT> IS USCO TO C&LCl.&..&TC THC W(J6HT 
C I NC.MIL SINUL&TJON 4121 C Fc11cc,a1 twtP(IIJ ·~o THC oc•s1r, 
-..------~--- IIOIIIDCAllTY FACTOII USED, Ola f101Al=D, -- -
C 2 al•l11CS fOA I Olffl.llCIIT CAl&L'fST t• TH{ llCONO 1141 AV(Wlz.D.D 
~---------..r,ac-T1Jr11£u ·nao AND usro.- - -- ,1,,•· ------- oo 7D 1:1.tr1JCV'llfP" 
C J (ff[CJIWE•css FACTO• USED 111 THE C&LCULATIOM Of TH[ o,a fCl):fDUl,I) 
~--------·--irun:ncs. (DMLT PRD511&11(D FOIi IIIHBIIO a 2 011 51 H7D f\Hlll:1 
C Ja .. ae.o t•HIBITOR 1111 ffC,1&,.CCJI.C:D.4NH70 I RATIO:fltlllelJIFOC•ll•ll 
-c -·-NONr-· •191 f"TOJ&L:fTOTAL • fllN•ell 
C 2 THAI PIIOPOSCO BY CARIIA - PCB• BO•PSTY ,200 AVfWJ:AVClllt • f Cl)•,.WCIJ 
-,---~s~---~1H1.'"11P'Osr0' BT" L£9£0[W - 11.•ao•t:•PILAIIIOATT)•PSTTJ••2•210---------TW'·-------cm1atr- ---- --------------~ -
C ~OOCL, t•HtBITOR - CPCB • BD•PSTYJ••2 4221 
-rc---~5r----,N""00£C-~"TIIHI9JTP - PC.a • CBl•PSTY)•-2 42SD ---- C VOLUlll'C ANO W[15HT PCIIC£Nl Of' TH( • Ll8U1D • COIIPcacaTS 
42"1 C I" TH[ ff.CO .a•t CALCIILIT(O BlL0111. 
----.caorat•,11a>&0Pr--- •2~1 oc 11 1:1,1~ 
•(ffst 42"1 WOl.P(R(IJ=D.I 
---~ .. .-.. cn.IT;'WJ Nlff!l"- -----,21~-------vTPCt1rt1r1:1 • ...----------------
1rc•OPT.LT.et &OPT;-•OPT ,2ao YI co•r1•1..c 
---- ltU:ltQPTIU - ·- •no r-
11. .. e•C=&OPT - &11•10 ,311 lVOL=o.o 
-- -1ncu1.co.21.a110.c1111.LT.•J1 11ancc110uT,,21 ·-4311 1111=0.1 
IFCCKlleC0.21.A .. 0.1 .. lleL1.4JI 1.10=1 •120 DO 72 1=1,7 
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- --n,u11,.,o.wr.11 acao1n11,1a,1 Bl,L&IIIIA - •s'5a 1re1.co.n11•1l 
lfll .... e•o.11(.11 fl(&DC•t•·•lll) IIIHIII ".)40 lWOL:l"OL • flll» 
----- JfCt•11.co.31.1.a.o.fl&ND&.LT.1.1t)) L&flDA=l•·• ,110 ICLFr,111»=FC11 J 
lftaCff.Lt.11 •OP1:-I.OP1 4311 11111=1.,1 •flll,•,.•tllJ 
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1,11.11.c11.21 fl(A01Nl•ell51CKl(2eJleC&l2eJJe J=l•NOR&•I ,,oa 72 CO-TJ-U[ 
·r-cocn- IS THC COCfFJCIENT ll&TRU IIHICH CD.TUNS THC .. 1, - -1 oc Tl 1=1,•oco•• 
C U·C ac,c11011 ~101Ct-lGM[TRY. ,,21 WOLP(IIICI,=VOl.PlRCl)/ClWOl-f(!dl • 111.1 
-·-.- DC ll J;leNOl:SN . --- ---- - ••JD WlPCIIICIJ=IUP(atll/( TWT - fC,,,•IIIWl'5) J • lllel 
•caoc•1•.1111cc0£fFCJ,l 1.1s1.•oco11P1 ''"' 1J co,., ••u< 
3.--C1RlT111W -·----------· ·--------,,'51 &W£wt-:•Y£•"'T"TOlll - ---- ----
C 44~1 lOCG•=Tl .. tM•t •273.111 
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XAll[Az3.1,1-s•••o1a•x•,~····2 -·----- •••a C' f"ltYl.B(Nl[NC. 1H£ Wt!(OSITT 1'1JIIOPJ ••o IOC&l 6.&S H(.1.1 CIP&CllY 
(8C!l1=3./12el01AP • lelLCIIPJ/111. 4~11 C (CPCALC, AR[ C&lCULAllO THROUI.H ,Ht fOUa Sl.1.llNlNTS BlLOII. 
---•aornsw.""'5•-TI."51Dtar-. ,.nc•P11111. - ,511 - ----- D£J1SlT=-s2.a-..T c -a.• TOTt.•rP • awr wt 
C •~20 LHSV=CHTOTAL-f Oc11a.~n•,.wc1,1at.J.DtlfK(ll.Hl•aAal&I 
c---acao OP(lll&T1115 caaoJTIDIIS- · ,5lD - (All Jt'•o, (DPO/) 
•1 COllllll[ -~·1 CALL , .. CALC (Cf> .. laJ 
JFC(Nlll.El.2).ca., .. ,.a.ca.-211 CALL RCA02 ·~~o C 
lfl(Jlll88.[8.2J.oa.uueD.[Q.-2JJ 5D TO,., 4~ftD C wa11r OP(IIIAII ... co .. 01110NS 
---~rao ••t• ,11'5nr•tn1.PIWOa1- -·- -- ·~71:J ------- 11•11( CWOUT ."111 J TlW (NII l ,Pill"'" t .or• S 1Y ••• $( .Yl LC n ,LHS, • ••11-c 
Jf(Nll.'9(.411 acaoc•1•.11!a) ,1.2, ... ,.ist&&(C•lll)eSl[&N(a•• -~·· lfUHO.(D.,1 Wll:ITCCNOUt,112,,u,21•111,Sl(&N(••1,ZSTAf,(U1a, 
---1.-c••.ce.1, wz:2 4159D 1,cN10.ra.s1 11R1Tcc11ou1.11,1r1•2c••••s1ca11,a1,,rsTA&Cc••• 
C .... 0 O Wfl I l C I •au 1 , 11 !. J ( I • IIIAJII( ( I l • f DI .... 1 t , W TPC ... U , VOL P'( II C I J , .... ( I J , I• l , 
IF •• , .c Q .21 acao c•t •e 11 l J(f DUtl 11 ..... c 11111,, l=l ,NOCOfllP J 4• 1 • .. ,oc OflP I 
C Ill Tk( 00 LOOPS t,[LCII fH( BOOa IL([,.IN& Of WHICH co .. Po•ca.1 ,,21 w•11CtNOUT.111,r1otAL 
--c--DllC-Hl ... lllflCH-WUIIIICrrr-uu.c - -~u--- IFUKaP •• 11£ •• )liO "TD 7'!1 
















- ·--oa ~• J=1,aoco"P ,,so llftl( •r,c,o• ,w, (ATALT!T DATA SJII 
51 lfCNAfl(CIJ.l&.•AP(INIJ,t fDCNRelJ:fDINCJI ,,,a WRJT[c•out,121) DJARal.1AllA.H[lf.Nr,PBULK,l~SlL .. ,OJ&P,L[IIP9[QOIA, ~~21 
-n- caa, talc '"7D •RADIUS ~lll 
C .. 11£(•0ul,119J •6.aO 7~ If raPII .N( .a I "O 10 ID "l'I 
-~··1,1• .... 
c -.TTTr-int.£TIC-u11,-------------- JS.II" Ill ,-o-. .. ,-~iiirl'.lfn1'Tnl"llrllXTlfIY.rr.3ta,c~-
w•1Tcc•ouT,12•1,J,Kar1,J1,tac1,J1, J=t,-o••~• 5l•a •lk R•- _o,2a.1,ca,,211,12,,1 ,e21 
--- IFCICIDa!"0.2) VIIITCCN0UT,13D)CJsKIC2,Jl,£AC2,J1, J=lsNORXNI 5l7D 13'! f'OHU1Ct2•,14,1!1ff.l,/) 61.JI 
watT(Clil:OUl,l241KOPT 5380 C •••1 
----~FCI.HINOaNC.I) ~•11CCNOLT,12'!)RD,LAN01,IMH18 5310 117 f0ANATC/l//,l1J,1DH H(IT OATAI 6151 
w•JT[C-OUT,13.SIC .. ANCCll,J=l, .. OCO"PI 5,oo 131 FOIUl&TC//,2Das34k lH[ f[[O NIITUA[ HEAT C&P&CITT 1Sef10e.J, 6161 
-----..o~J=t,•oar.-- ----5,10--- -•16H CAL/1Uillt0&.-0£S •• ,,.. - ---,,n-
., ~•1tcc•ou,,1351J,tCO(FFtJ,1>,l=t,•ocoNPI ~•20 • 211.~H CO"P·l-,l~H C&Llk5"0L-Dl5C,2&,l'Jltt CALlk~OL-0(5 •••a, ... I 
-..----1,- ,1111.c,.2, ~a,1ro10llT,l!lD) 5,31 •ll,l'JH CAL K5MOL-0['- 1C••l,l•,1•H C&Ll'tl.r.MOL-0(5 ••••• ,. - - - 6191 
1FcM11.Ea.11 w~11Lr-ou1,1•01 5,,0 •1~,,.22•,••·••••,£10.,,,111, ,111 
---lF(CNll.L[.2).Dlt,CKPA,N[.I)) l(TUI• 5•!.I ., 1,1 FD•NA1C///,21J,22H HC&T 0, l:CAClIO• DAla.1,221.lH ••• •o, 6111 
C ltllll[ HC&T OAlA 5•61 •,BX,6,H HRlND••••2H •,7&,26,H tta:1•1 • TC .. I H•••• 6121 
.. ::~::~~·;::::: CPMI K, ~AMEC II ,~PSC J-:-;-;•~=1~1, 1:1,NOCONP;----;:!:---r- :!!~2~~~~~~~'7:~! :~~ ~.4 1,1,-1 - - - - -----!!!!-
---· IIUTCINOUT•l41l lJ,HllllNOIJ) •HUNllJl ,JzhNIHllN) 5•'9D_J_2--··- 10! f0 .. Alll/,2DJ,JH lH£ F££D "UTUll£ H(Al CAPACIH II •,fll,l,· - -· U!II--
C 550D •16,H CIL/g~"Ot...-Dl'- Kell> 61•a 
-r--·- ·- ·-- . - 15~11 ... l5D FOP"'''''''·2D)h3&H I50fH(RMIL OP[RITIOII Of" THC •cAcToa.,,, 6'171--
•• FOR"ITUDKe.lZH THE PRO&RIM NOD[ Of OP(RATION;:.: ,15.///) ~5'2D 161 FOk"ATC///1,21,,,JH IS01HCfUUL I 1S0BA•1c QP[I..ATIOtl Cf THC a[ac1oa•1•1 
91' f0R .. AT(J5Ie5•ff ~ ,Cf•£~PT1D• o,- 2 CATALYST HAS B[[N RCQU£'ST£D• "S5:SG •,111 -- -·- --- .. -- - ---&19l-
•,,,1Dle56H WITHOUT SP[ClFYl~5 THC l[ICTG« OP[RA110~ flRA~(t(• AS &55•1 l[TUR• 6,291 
---•,l,Jl•el•H lMO B[C" 1111:EICTOIII. •1• IAAS SC1 10 D,/1 5550 CNO 6211 
M FO.NA T Cl 51, <18H THC [FF(C Tl VC.-[SS f &C TOIi CAN ONLY It( C ALCULA f(O 55•D 6221 
---•,l,1DX,3'tH"FDll-lNHl8lTDIIS 2 ANO !I BY THIS PUM.IIAN,/1 5510 -i:--- ------~--- '231 
111 ,:01"ATll5) 551D C 62•1 
~r- FO,fll"'TtTTl" • .,,,5T.. 5• -SUBIOUTt•r W£1.DT _______ --- -------.n.-
115 fORMAT(fll-~1 ~••a C THIS SUBlllOUTl•E 1:c•os IH[ OP[.ATlN5 OlfA 1 .. Ht[. ,oa11 AIIO u•11s 6261 
------.11 FOAIIATll!IF•.u ------- !IUI -r-- lSCD U 1H£ PLAlll, lKAT Tl Hi£ CISTYIIC.£/KAlALYSll, 6171 
111 FOl:"ATCl/,1U,36H TH[S( UC Tit[ OP[ltATIII& COIIOITto•s: -.,,. 562D C T[MP(RATUR( CF). PR(SSUI( CPSI51, ST(AM ANO f[CO l:AT[S '''"'... a.2a1 
--· .. •211,21H t•LE1 T£1111PC"MllUIC z.,-lla2t2H C ele201,llH JIILC1 pa[lill( :ae563G - C- ·- lillCNT GAS FLOW CSTD CU FTrHI) ,AIID fCCD a•o CFFLUC•T COlll'OSIT1011S 6191 
•,f1D.l,,H A1'h/,2Dlel~H FCCO OC .. SITY :,f1a.le ~l.40 C CLIQUIO P(l:CC .. 11. 6lD1 
---.-.ff KCii/CU ..-.,.2a•.1&:R"r"CCU-VICDSITY :: ,c10.,. -- - ~5G" CCJIIRCJUTIZ,NF,•~··no,wTW,KUUT-- ----1311-
..... Klil•-SEC .,.2u.21H si,UflCAL INL[T WELOCITT a ,,11.J. 51,1,0 COII .. ON/PAlllll•OS[l,IIUUL,IPR,IDJff •• Oco1P,.DuN.1COUNT.11oocs,11111,.lZI 
---.-,._ N /!CC ,1,2DI - . ·-5670 ·---- •"IOe"l 6lll 
•laH LIQUID HOUIIILY SPIC[ VCLOCITT CLHSVI =,fll.le~H l/HR,l,2Dle ~a.aD CO•"OII /PL01/ AC.( (2~deRaR(FF (2!,,15) .CONV(2,6,e251eSELt•t2,4,251 6l•D 
--•,l'JH fllOLA• RATIO OF' ST[UII TO [THYLBCNZ[N( T ,Fllel,,///) 56,•0 CO""ONIF"E.CDl•wtt'!IJ,TI•(251,PJNC2'51eOCNSTY,.CLCTT,f101AL,fLA5Cl') 6351 
llZ f01Mll(l~•.2"JH fOa THC scco .. o acAClOR 8£0.,. '5101 •,Foc2·~,.1~,.~AM£ ll'!I .. WJSCeTOU1C2~,z•.POUH25,2) 6->ttl 
~"?1.-,2e,r·nLc-r,£111FT110VWC- :"sFlla2,2H C ,1, ---- 15""110- DtJll'£"•~To• -VTP£JI 12 ,lit •t. I lilPCIU2,61,Sfl'GaAYC6) ,TLlll 121 •ln -
•201•l1H STC&II I .. JCCTCD =,fll.J,9H KG"OL/H.el, 5120 aCAL l'llileLIQPLRe,.OL(S 6381 
--- •211,lSH DEPTH Of" TH£ F'TWST R[ACTO• 8[0 =,F1a.J.,,,, '5731 0111 tF5a,.,1.""Ja1,1.n,.11.77!a.G.818el.812,la&>6/ 6]~1 
11• f"GaNITCt'5ae2lH FOR THC S(CO .. O ACACTCNt BLO,le 5J•D 6•11 
---.2n.12 .. lCIIP[Ul&J•£ OF-ll[AII IN.A:CltD :,F10,2,2H C,I, 515a 00 la I=l,N0CD"P Ull 
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11s f0.Nll(2~••18tt CONPOt1£•T ,31,16H MOL&• FLOW lll&T[ • 5Jao 11 CO .. TINU£ ..... 
---- --•21,l'!it 11£15H1 P£•t£N1,21,J!IH WOLIJ11£ l'CIICCNT,41•1DH IICL[CIJLAJ,/, 5}'90 6•~1 
•401ellH (K'9..0L/H.J,2C.1,12H OF 015ANICS)e•lX,JH W[l9HT,/• 51DO C Tk[ R(ACTOA C0N0lll011S, ST[AN tlA1£ ANO f([O IIIATC &a( llAD B(LOW. '°'"I 
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---.11 FG•IIAT(//lll,18••13K-a£ACTO• 0ATA,ll•2D1,11H OJ&IICTC• 2,£11.4, -~llD ---r--c---··,1,No £FfLU£WT t'OftPO'SITIONS-ILIQ PCAI ON It£ •OT 2 CIAOS. -- -l,4'tl-
•2H M,1.2oa.2.lH caosS-S[CllONAL aaca =,£10 ..... lt S8 M .,,211. '5a,o C 2 [A(t-1 Pl(C[ Off OA1A o• I S(PAAAT( CARD, 1111TH TH[ f"([O IM> 6581 
+23H CATALYST 8[0 H(IG,HT ;:.: ,E1D •• ,3H" ell/, '51!1'51 -- C - £FfLLC•T I• liT F£11C[Wl. 65'11 
•lla,1,H CAIALYST 0AlAs//e211,l'5H BULK OC•StTY ;:.:,(lla4•8H .. i/CU 111,/5860 ! IIICAOCNIN,11!,)A"((-llellNF,TOUTfePSl,OC.LTAP•STl.A"•f[CDeW(•T 65'21 
·---·•eJ0.,13H ,010 !PAC[ =,F6.4elt2DK• 5110 L:t 65ill 
•20H PAITJCAL DIAMlT(I =eEll.4•3H CM,le2DK,laH PARTICAL LCNC.1H =, ~810 Jf(ft•F.Lf.l.DJ L=-l 6!,•1 
---•c1e.,,3H Cli'ele7GXe22K CQUtWAL(•T OTA"[TCA :,(1D•••2H 11,r ·--""59.,D___ 1P"(T1WP.LT,l"e8J .-CIO(WIW1l.-VJTJWeTOU'"TP:-,OCLTIP'enEA",FCTO,ttlr'l,nl6'5~e-
•,2ea,2JH WOLUN[ [QUIWAL(Nl •ADIUS =,Cll.4,2H "•', ,,a, .. !..a 
-'C"""-·-- ~,11 C 111£ OPC"ltATIK COWOt'ltDNS 11:C CONVC"Rl[O ,.°" C•t.LISH 1.811TS 6~71 -~ 
124 FOAMATc1.2oa,2'JH TH[ KINETIC OPTION IS NUIUtCllelJI 5920 C .,,,o SI \.,NITS. 6~·· 
-,2s P:-DR,111cr,201.5H 81 :,£10.,,,201,aH LA"OA =,c11.,.,. 5•3o 1•-••••=t 1Ulf - 32'.0 ,,1.1 6,.1 
•2ea.1Dto\ TH( flfcST,1].llH llACTIONS INCLUOC lHC INHIBITOR 1c•"•', 5••o TOulCNA,ll=C TOL.Jlf - 11.a 111.a ••a• 
-u.- fOlll'IT(//1/,llW,l]H •tNC"'TIC 0111 .,,.2oa. - ,,,~a- ,.IN(NJll~l.D • PSl/14.l -- -- •• 1.-
•JH ••N N0,2•,2JH &D t•C."Ol./K5CAI-HR-ATN•• .. 1,,•eJH [I CKJ,/e 596.0 POl1Cklt,1J:J.O • t PSI - OlL1AP 111,.1 6621 
•1ax.101t'5,5a,2r2a."J,ll8K)I ~'J7D 0fJ1~:[£LTIF/l4.7 ,,.,, 
lJI Fott .. ATC////,11•,•JH •tNCTIC DITA FOA lt1( S[CONO 8[0•$ CATALYSl/1, ~,ao Wltl1(CNOU1,llllhR,AC.l(JIM.J,1J .. F.TIIIIICIIIIFIJ,1Ck.11f·,10UfClla,1,, ••• , 




0 •O(L1AP,OPAT"•ST(&Nef"((O,V(Nf,PS1,Pl•CNRI ....... ~.II 
•1a1,11c15,!.a.2c21.1,11a••> 
•• I a SL l I vc 1 ,-2-..... ,-: f 01f. O•t u .. ~JlTTTt""uNV( 1, 1 ;,.w) J]Ji 
C TM( f[[O &NO (ffluC•T COMPOSITIONS All[ A[AO 8£lOw. •••o SCL f "' l •l ••• •= 1 oa .o•C ONVCl ,'l ,NA 1/C ONVC l ., .... I J , •• 
· i:-lMCII TKC COlll'Olll:IIT FLOV aA.CS UC CALCILUCD •••• anu•• 
1 ,~, 
lolDI 1361 
1111 IH FORIUTIFID.Dt 1311 
,120 1es f'Da•u t Cllf' 11.11 ,1e1 ---IIFCL.[G.11 1,0 TO (I 
ac&OCNJN.JIOltWTPl•c1,11.1=1·••·cwTPCA12,1,.1s1 •• , 
----.. ..... T,r[ (WOOT .-in TI (1JTll'(Yr.J • Tl • J• 1 • 21 • 1 zJ •• ) --- - 6'110---- 'lWT- ,.c ... a,c•,11.a, 
------,3.-.-
---a~r,11••·• 
DO 21 J= 1,2 
--- TLIUJl:lol- ---"-- ----" 
DO JI 1=1 •6 
---~ tlll'ClrlJ,11=VT~T.i,nnFS••11n1 
TLIDCJ)=JLIQC~I • LIQP'CacJ.l) 
,r-CONIINUC "- - - · 
11 con 1•11c 
r-·" ---
DO •a J=l ,2 
----vet" ll II 1 "T ,1, 
" Lllll'CaCJ,ll;t.llll'E•cJ,11/JLIIICJI 
-1111---con nuc - -- __ " ___ ·-" - " 
-· COIITl•UC 50 10 10 -- """ 
... cou,•ur 
•1•0 111 •c,"a11,,1.s1•,12H 1£ST "U"h(A,J'l,l,lOI, 1,11 
61,0 -· •l'SH ISTY P'fl0Dl'ICIT,r7.l,///,l~a•llH P'L&NI D&11,lel'°I' 1•11 
6160 •llH ••••••••••,II, 1421 
6770 •2Da,22 .. a1 llll[T l[NP(llA.TIJII( ,FI.J ,2tt fef'I.J ,2H C,/, l•ll 
,,ao •2aa,22H •• 0&11LC1 u,ur•atuac ,,a.1,2" ,,,a.1,2H c,,, ,,,., 
61•0" ---- --- •2Dl,6H ... DP,r7,.7,,H P'St,r •• J,•N &T .. ,/, 7,~.---
68GG •201,IIH ST[AM AA1( ,,t •. t,'lH I/Ha,/, J•61 
61110 •20•,tl .. llCACTOll f(fO lllT(,f"lJ.1,&H I/Ha,/, "1411 
1,120 •2DW,.H W(IIT 1,A5,f21.l,6H MS(fH,I, J•II 
,1:,1 •2D•, t JH tt[ICTDR PA[SSU•r ,r 13.2,,H PSI ., •• 2,ut ,1 .. , Ill 1, •• -
1,1,a 121 fO•"aJl/1/,l!tl,lOH HSI OA1Alel~1,llH •••••••••,Ill, lSel 
68~a -· ·-----4 •l!aa,JIM li,1 PCll'CflllT,/,l•ll',~~ ,.C[O,ll, .. K CP'P',t, -y~1..-
686D I •101,aH sc .. 11•1,1111,1,1.z,1,211,aH TDLUl11C,••,.Jf1.2,,, 1!t2e 
,,,a 1 •1aw.JOH PAIIAfflNS,2•,2r1.2,1,2a1,lH ca •••• 2,1.2,,, 'J~ll 
•••a ,201,12H M-P ITLLII.CS,2,1.2,1,201.aH STya(Nc •• 1,2,,.2.,,, lS•I 
6.1'11 1Jil ,oa,u1c,,,,J~l,IIH T(ST OATA/,.J~a,llH •••••••••• ,,,. l!SI 
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----- .. ' ·210,---i--- •201,aH P1£117r•r,, •• ,,,.2,,,701:,,H TOLUCIIC',•1,2,1.2,,, -----n1•·-
•2D1,lDH P, ... ,, ... s.21,2,,.2,1,201,lH c, .••. 2,1.1,,, ,s., 
,.la •2D1,l2IC •-P Hl[W[S,:n""J.J,/,211 ,8H STYaCIIC,, •• a,,.JI,//) '1~'11 




---·-111t: .. IPL llll'rlUT•IIUT,U •WV(l r• l lll'C •c I NOUT,U .,..,, 21 • 
• LIQ~C•c111ou,.2,•MWCJI • LIDPlRCI.OUT,ll•N~c,, • 
• lT8P[•c1•ouT,~l•PW(lll • lllll'CaCINDUT,JlollllflSI 
lfll•DUT.lll.11 HCO.,CCD - ••H•5A5 
-----5-,1,-~-- 1u11•cu1t•c Olaw - 113,·-
•••a C 1H1! !UUIOU1111t cc•t.llNS ltlf ,o .. POMlNltlll(a5T &110 "Qlll(:.,u.. ,.,o 
,,.. C aaLaNC[~ IN Olff-[ll(NflAL ,oa... 1•~• 
--- IIOLCS.IFCCD/&11£"11 • 1.,'5, 
f IC•A ,l ):aLIQPC IC I IIOUT ,• t •MOL[ I 
•••t~PC•R•ll•l1DP[WC2,•)•lDl.8 
••••••21•llCWl•t111cu, •••• NOL(I 











--- f"ec•••'l)aSTCA"l""C1JI • 1.4~4 
1tcM11 ... c.at ~c 10 ,, 
--•asawcw,,1.tff 
CALL H1L0SS Cl110Ule6AII 
1,11•c~,.re.7J so 10 •• 
CDN1Ul£ 
C TH[ l'LA., co••las,o• DAU IS CALCULAl[O fao" , .... [ffLu[U 
- i: - -Cff""H no•. 
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lfl • 1.[Q .11 •o 10 20 
IIH I 
-r· - "IM[ IIA11111UII A_,T 1W CTlf"1.BCWnwr accallC•CD ... .,.. THC Cl 
l lUI 
IIUI 
























C TN( acac,oa MOO(L•s P•tDICTION o, WCNI "AS P,IIIIOQUCTION ls 
,,,,, (All lSJSQ ,1 ... 5.lt,lNOD,fRlQ(ll,ACt(l) • 
11•11 
C --Low ll'f' A f"&CTotl Of" THa['[ CWHICH II WHY THCac 11 I f"&C10
1 171~1 CAll l!"lSI: 12',liSl1
.1'1DO,f"•lOC2),ACT(2) I 111111 
C ,. l 111 lK( [Gua,10• ll(LDw,. 





--c- ·- C111NYC•T1•G TH{ N(AT D1Jf1£S f'aQ111 
HfU••t•>zttfua.c11111~2.1 
HS1A5CC•l•HS1A~(C•ll2~2.I 
NCONOC Ill :rHC CMIOC NI l1S1, I 
Ma"C"~CLCNl~HRC'YCLc•1r2~7.1 
c,u,.,=lNCSTllff • a,.tu••c•> , 
CSTA~[2[NCST/(ff • HSTA~(C•l 
CCONO:(NCST/[ff • HCOa.OfllilJ I 
c•c,cl~fNCST'1.Ff • HaCYCL(II) 
1111( ••c,u•• • CSTA5,[ • CCOIID 
RIICA L TO ""BTU 
STYllSCNJ 


















)11!,D tflNOS(T.u·.•sc,, f.0 TO \0 
,a~t• 
1196.0 C THIS SlCTJOIII flffl1!. lt-4l lOLula.
( ANO er•1LN( IIIILACJIO•s ll~,11 
)JRlO C \!]Nia ONLY 1HL ft•~t N5,ll f01N1S. ltiUS Tt
« DATA 1HA1 11531 
11111 C ONLY IH( TOTAL CDNV(llll!.JOII AIIIO SlYRlllltl S[L(CJ
llllJY Alli( 11.,41 
C ~DT-,ff Tl,C([Jc.nrJT lRC-~-
111•t 1c c~o1.11 .1111 
--------
- --11551- - -




-----,C"'&nt.-c-["'l'ttr f3 .--m • TIIICD • YW("°9( 6 J • IC TI 6 t 
C 
,1111.ro.:n·11u i.1 •=••ro11 > 
1,,.1.ca.21 c111.11:1c1c11 
--- •• , •• 2,s11111.11·-1s.212 
(111.21=-Clct.1> - 11519 •• 1 
---~e,1.31:"f'"arac5 
ca11.,,=1c111i, 
---- •111 ,1 ):J'•C 516, J 
ca11, .. ,=ac1c'-• 
DO :SO ••=l•M>Sl l 
~-----ca,c cw••• 







lfCJ .. a•o.•E.JI 10 lO 45 










l ..... 0 





I I J 1 I 
-117] .. 








C I• TN[ SC~IIC•T .llLOII I •t ,.&WIii[ Ha f IT Of THl Olli• Oll&CllO••s 
IH10 
IHJI 
c ,aceuc•t'f ,actoa ta ooac Ulllli5 caaa.a•s act1••110• c•l11,. 
---aac I ,11srr9C lt•Y--
Cac 1 .11:aC Jc•t 
••c1.11=•111.11 -15.112 
£ac1.21:ca,1.1, -1•~99.1 
• IC 1 • l I:, ar I c 2 I 
(IU .s,:aCTC2'1 
------.•11.••-=~r1us~--------- -----
£ IC I •I 1:&Cl C31 

















[&fl .a l2&Cl'IJJ 
•111.21s•1c1.11 -1~.212 
(ACJ,JJ::(All•IJ •l•S9 •• S 
00 SI ••2 • ••Sl I 
Cll.L CB••• 
CO•J JIIU( 
,oa,HTIIMl.lla,.M,M ,u ..... , 0, t011wcaa1011 I U.L(CTIWIJT • 
•IJM WITH •OO(S ,,t~•''' 
'°""llCIMl,Ha.JIM l(ASf IQU&a(S. J II o, TH( ..... ll( 0,1,,,,, 
Foa•111111,J31e JJTTt•• IM( ILO" AIIO •• ,cas(PT:) 
,o •• ,, •••••• ,H U$111G fH( lfHaAJUI( A(TIWAIIOII , .. c1c., GI, 
-•• _. • ., •• •cat,"fll a.-o r1n1•• '"r nceurac, ,,c ro• :• 
•oa1111rn1a,!a1M ,,, ... c IHI' &\.OP( 11110 Jllf[l~(PJ IOI TH( ,11sr 
•1')1 POtlTI) 
J()lllll&TCl\1, ..... l ., ...... n• f If Of All .. o, .. ,~ ,o• TH( "''1(11( 
•,J~M 1r,c,toa & '"' •••~t 1~ rOl•t~ •o•, 
•IJ'M '"' lOlU(II( & .,.,r .. , l(A(lJoast 
111,1 
--1.,,. 
••••• 111 JI 























11 l JD 
1111 l I 
111410 
, ...... 
U, l 'I 1,. 
l 'I 1 l I 
l 'I I A 0 
I" I" D 
11101 
)'!II fLI.Al(f5a-,'4fi-f T••1•rtCTTT'ro,--,ll..-"PlJT11fTS"""TDI YR( 11,1t,t 19211 
C 
C 
···" A[A(flo ... ,1~··""" & A 2 PAIAlll(f(I ,., Foa THl fllST 1~ ~a,.,s,19221 





SUftAOUTi•l LSTS8 llll•••SCl,1"00,fl(Q,&Cl) 1,2a1 
lHIS Sl .. OlTJac DOU l lllt[U l[lSl SWUlllCSflT 0/F 1Ht l't291 
••••u .. , A[A( TIO .. ••H COMllt.•TS USIN5 TM( a.a•MCIIIUS ceu,tJOlt. 1,.)11 
co-.1110• 1111 .. , 11 c:,,1~1 1•,11 
(Oil'IIIO• /f([0/11111Cl'!d,TJ•c~1 l•J.~I 
COil'~OI fl(/ •IN,.ClT - ----- ~933.--
0 l l'I[ •s I ON I Y Cl~ ,2 ) , ALBA PC l) • DC SC S) • ••owac •• ) • Plll(O C 2~. 1 »•ST ITC 9 I , ,.,. I 
ac&L •1.-w -- 1•1~1 
l'tHI 
tP•rc=• 1,111 





OD 30 •=t ,•Slt t••JI 
1,u,,11=1.01111111111 • 213.as, ,,,,. 1 
--- ~ca, 11"='•l'OS Bl 1L •••••1 y--- - - -,.,~...--
1' Cl "00.Ml .11 •Yc•,ll•CTllll•I • JJJ.1,1 lk&.I 
IF(JIIIOO.ac.11 STCa,11•CTl8(WJ • l7J.l~)•IL06Ca1cLRD1.a1, • IJ~1.1, •• ,, 
JI CO• Tl llU( 1 •••1 
•=•SCI Jt,91 
CALL ILl'lN( •• ,.~~ .... 1-oo.1~•lO,&LIAP.m:&.uo•1.·1'1'·"[D,2~ •••• , •• 1na1 
1rc1r•.•c.01 V11aT£nraVT,11nn111 ------,n,w-
l~J=l••• • 1 1•s21 
u n1s1.ta.11 \l't•l ,,~11 
ll(QsSfatc~, ,~,, 
ac,::r-s,,, c1, 1n,.1 
If f I .. 00. Ill• DJ f a( Q: Sf & f C 'l) 
1,,1.,c-t1.•r.01 •~,.,....,, •• 
WI IT( C •out• J .,. J Cl P 1 •• l Cl ....... , I •• C ... , -· ·•sc f I 
w• 1 IC I •o U I , l •• I 'ST A l ( 'l I •'ST• T C l ) , 0( I IS J 
llfl I l ( C II OU I • 1 l!t J l P I • I S T At C I I , I • l • 9) 
lllllt( 1•ou1 ,ll~H~l ,(O[ SCI) ,Isl ,,1 
WiJI I JC C •ou f • • ·~ J LP l , C & 110" & CI I .1 • l • l J 
n t TT't lrOVT, t n 1 t.,,....., r allV'l'arn • r-1, 1 •, 
... I I [ C •ou T , 121 I 
•ftu•• 
11~ ,ou1a1c-.1,t1.•t 11.1, 
tT• Yoa111ar11aw,nwr-••••• v•••rws 1rw • ,t•,111 
111 f ,.,..,.,,, 
t.Ja ro•111a111,,,,111,1lH •t•rnc oa,a ,11,111. 
•1H •111 N0,2••Zl'H a Ca'-N°'-.lll6C&J-Ha-at-••111,,a,?N f CCt•/• 
•111.2,c l'l,s1,11,a.,,1111 •• 
141 PO••.t.1(///,l~•,12" IIIH•MPJ •,•'!t.l,//,~a,aH SLO,( •• 
•r 11 ••• ,,.1sW'.2'1,'ft CORW('t.&TJDW CffrTlC1C•T ........ ,,I 
c ao 
,ueaoutlll( •"111" 
r THIS sue•outJa( OO('S I l(&ST SQU&l(S ,,, Of' JM[ (lf&lTST•a 
C •c T I II I f Y w I I H & "f C I ( I S 1 T pa oouc l O P,( I I OI C & 1 Al Y 11 ) • 
C rr I ~coo C(lll(llltO• TS rou•D, , ... 1•n:•sc11tT WOUlD (l\ll 
C UC( 11011101 AL 11 ll S. 0# TH( I{&( To« &1110 TK( S&.OP( 1101&.0 llU&l 
C' THC 0( A(Tlf&fJDW VllH I"(. 
co•-c• 110, •••,•cut ,,11,••,•• 
CON"D• ,Paa",.os.,:' 
1•s•1 1-n,e -
··~·· 1n•1 1,.,1 
l'Mll 
•••21 
., ... ,. 
1,.,1 
1,a~, 
, .... . 
, ... ,. 





I •J• I 1•nw-
1•161 





, .. ,. 
I ••>1 





co~"a .. /PLO t I a"( C 25. 1 ,R iCR(rr,-25, ,-1 S 1 -.~o .. "c 2,, ,2S"t. SCL-, vt 2 •• , 25) --19a1a --- - • l D •, 1H -ru .. l.O, 
~ •, 8t1 T[ ST ""Vlf, l DK ;(ll'""AC.r.12&.~"'lCT IV l t Y 1 7 1 2'0!'. JI 
DlflC.SION IT&2~.2,,aL8APC3),0£S(5),&NOVA(l•>,PR[DC25,1),Sll1(9) •••e• 
•l51,15H 111, FJCC/1(&1,,, 20541 
---•.ACT,TYC2'5) -· --··· 1,
1,0 l•t f'OIIMAT(8l1JS,,,1,J5,F18.2,F2D.tl 
21'!t'!tl 
---11•tTE CNOUT, llll ,----- -· ·-- ·-
& IIEAC T=O •I 
----..er 1 •-•~ ··•"u•sc-r-.1--------
actv 1, cN > =c0111w 11.2 ... , K.o•v 12 .2 ••> 














1••01 l!te Fo,u1&J(///,l~1l2H lNT(RSlPT =,F~.1.,,,1,1,1H SLOP
[ :s, 21'!t•1 
••••• ,c11.,,,,,15x,2~k CCRtt[LATtDN CO[fF?CJC.MT :.,F,. ••• ,,
. 21511 




l99•D , •CJl.41//1l!>X121:tH CORR[LATIO• COCFFICJ(III :,f6,.4,/
/I 21611 




1'n I - ·--1 IH:SI 
1••110 
2 •••• 
--19990---,- SUBACUTH,T OPT,. 
----~H~.----
20DGO C 1H11 Sl&aOUlJII( lSC! A tNSL t[&llCH fl'&CK.&5(. It cu 
[Jlt1Ca ac USCD 21••• 
20011 C TO FINO TH( 8[$1 KJN[TlC CONSTINTS uco•s OIi llD•s & [&
•s, 1,,,, 
20020 C fOA & S[l OF 0&1& OR FOR (&CH IIIOIVIOU&L POl•T. 
21611 
2DD3D C .. H[tl [A.Clot INDIWJOUAl POINT IS flT ........... c,us P
LOT caa 9( ,,oc. 2,, •• 
2 004 0 COM MON/ PA ""'•osc 1, • Tll l Al,., •• JO If f, •oc o ....... oa ... , I cou• t ,IIIODl S ,1111 a, ,
2011 I 
··-----;:::--r----.~~:~:! /1-;;/-~-.·~,NOUT /t/1,MF, .. R ----;:~=-!::!: -- l • ~ ~=::~~= ~~~~ ~~~ :~:~ :: ~:; ! !! ;~~! ~; !~~i;;~~~~ ! ~ ~, ,•0111 ,a 11, ::;!: 
CALL flO•c1ay.2~.M.INOOelPaco.&L8AP.ocs.&NOWA.STAt.P•co.2~."·l[I) 
--i..-CT£W.wr • .....--.w11cc•uu1 .11nrr..---- - --- ---·-- --
11a1Tcc100uT,1~1,s1A1c51,s1A111,,1Ksc~,.A.c&e, 
2to•! - - t- - - [J:Tf•N&l 91[$10 211~1 
2:~;:--{-------~I~=~·~~ ~-~~ _co11s_1_~~!-~'-~_!_•&J~CC!a,~) ,&JTJ~l!t), _ ~!_·~~S!..!__ ~:;~:-









- -• -- ---- -· 
DO 21 •=l•IIOICl 














28211 CCL 11:0.I 
21161 





&CTWTf(IIJ~CDIIW"lTiT-.WTTC"OWW"T'2e2•--.,----"- --- --- -
IYC••2):&CTWJ'lt•t • l• 




---ITCN,1,=ALGlil •l•trN,1,11.1, • lol 
Ma11cc1ou1,1,1,•,11,1•cc11,,1ctw1wc11, 
~I' - , CINITlNUC" -- - . 
---ll'•C11•..------------
AL8APC 11•1.H 
&LBAPI 2t•la l . - ------ - ---
AL9APC J t• le 81 







2D26.I IFCIICALBoliC.O CIIICILltalD 
20921 




























20381 15 CONTJIIU( 
210•1 
·----- WINTzt .I 
W-IT[INOUT.1•••••••·s,,,,1,.ocsc~, 
------,.,.1TCC•ou,.1r.11•.c~T•1111.1:1 •• , -
~•11ccao~1,11~••••ocsc11.1z1.~, 
--- -




IIS f0UUTC!ll.12e•C I.Sall 
.•••. - ~OR"ATC111.21M ••••• 11a••1•& JCK a 
121 •0•"11,,,, 
1s• •o•"•tt1H1.,,.1a•.,•H L£AST soua•cs 
•JIIH ACTIWITY as fUMCTlON Of asc.,,. 
fll Of TH[ CATALTST• 
20H0 H •OPT••OPT • I 
21050 
2a•a1 ~ ••=11,L• 11161 
- --,,,1. ---i---- C&l.L 711S'SCf (ttrS""Jo.oso.wcaLB.•St5.Cl"eOrt..T•·"··'•·tlWTeP'&RlleCW'ST• ·21171-
7012 I •SSQ• ASO• IJ&Cel I JAC • IJ1 J • WOIIIL. I IIF Cl• I Ca I 
210e I 
21,11 - lf'(J[ •• Nc.a, IUl1TC'C•oUT.t2D) tr• 
211•1 
20,,0 11111111[ 1•01.11.t311111f(ll.111111AL •SSQ 
21111 
214151 ,,.,1 • .-r11.ra •• , ••• O.(NDPJ.L-[.lll) 50 TO 21 21111 
214•1 lfUH.CQ.lt a( TUA.II 
21121 
-~::!:----r- -- - ~:~~~, 1N•L~/~ 1- ..... [ G. 0 1.01. 111•'*. [ Q. 1101£ Tl I -;!! ::-
'2D4"1 D T •CALL SUIIINIIT 
211~1 
21'HIO " COIIIIT IS.UC 
2111,1 




IH fOtlMAT(1Hl.2e1.]2H OPJIJillZAflOII P•OG,a&M PUUl[TCas .,,1101. 
-. 2,H THC IIU"8CIII Of' aCSIDUILS a .t'5.lt.l01. 
• )II' lt[ lll .. [11 Of (ALA&,AlJOtl co•StA .. 1S: •• ~.,,.11•. 
•2•K TH( ROW DJ"£•sro• 0.- IJ&C = .15.11,101. 
• HH THC l•PUT DPTID• ftAaAMlll • .I~,//1 
-yyw---roafl•T•t•••""---nnsr nr1MC co•w£1r.c•cc ca1na1a .,11'51. 
•"IM OF t 10• .1e1 •"" ,&LU(• 111 •l2H O I ICIJ Pl to• , 
-- -.1.191.2H l•lll•ll• . 
•11•••7" 2. •1.c10.~, 
-----611•1.2tc ,. ,x.r10.l,, 
.,,.1••··" ,. ....... ,~.,, 
~FowtuTnT.21w- • .-• .-.-vaanr1..--1r• • • ,., 
1~1 ,oa"&Tft,1••··" •• ,c ••• ,i •••• 9t4 .,at&L ·········" SSQ •• c11 ••• ,. 
----r..,- --
SUBIIOUJIIIC R£510 1co•s•·••so,11C&Ll •• ~o· 
-rc--,.tfiaTJS<r'SUllaOUTrac C"&L--CU...&~ THC ••£•&Gt ··~OLUT"C O(PF(R( .. CC 
C alllllC• 1NC NOOt.l.•t co••c•110• &IIO TN( c•N•JIWllf&L VA&..lll. 
















1 l S ii I 
21]~0 





-------CDIINDN /Tll,W,Na /TD/aTN,NOUT 210!1 





-- - -- ·-- --- - - - - - - --------------.:,c,(-,,l'"5nl.--
CCII 1 I •L ( 
C •L L C 81 II 
COIIT IIIU( 
taCL•I 
I [ l: I. I 
-r'f,tllC"l..£0.1, •tL:co•w,1.2,111,,2.a 
ISO(lJ• AIIIS(COIIWCl,2,••• - co•wc1.2.-,,,111cL 
lf(!lll[l.CQ.t) A(LzCOIIV(l ,•••• 
111so11ts aes1co1111,1,••••• - co•wc2,•,11•11/11CL 
lFIIIIICL.[0.1) a[L•CO•wc1,is.11a) 
aSO(ll• &9SCC0IIW1l.~ .... , - co11w1z.~ ••• ,,,uL 
(Ollltl1LC 
SSQ:1.1 
oo ~o 1~1,••so 
SSQ:SSQ • ISl»Cl)••2 
--- tv•:'5 
IF Cc I Ill CL. [ Q. 1 J. ANO. IM I Ill I AL. [ a. l J t ... I f C. I •ou f • 't') I 
1,c11w••••TIIALIJW•)-WTRl&L>-•c.,, ~o TO '8 
1,a111c•ou1,1111 
... IT£ C 110 U J , 11", un. l AL , C • SD ( l ) • I: 1 , ... SD I 
























~,.1,,wr-·-·- ------- ------ ----71•:1• -- --- 11111 T( IWOUT ,1.'51- • (1'1 TT .-1.1•1.ac&LaJ -







CONfllONllll& tc 1ae .L&MDA.•1c 2, 1!t1,cac 2, 1 •.u ,11aa,c115>,•or, ••••• 2 1•111 
-- ---- •11ttta•o .ca1•0.111H1a ,aco.wco ,•arr•••, .cor.-.-, ,., .1 s • 21,.51 If nu.to .lJ C&LL s""'"•,. 
co .... o. IPL011 •«•1~, •••• ,,,2.,.1s1.co•••2.6.2'5J.&<LIM1 ••• 2!IJ 21•"· 1,1 
CON"OII ,.,., Kl13t2'51 . 21,11 r 
DIMNStinl CDtlSTIIIC&l.8)• UDt•SDI "ll•AG 
---~wrru• en• -- ----~1,•e - -- -""9"5- fCHUT(ll.701.35H I •rl.ATIYC" raao..- WAS USCU-lilITH THC" • - -----,215.----
JFl•CALft.(8.81 6.0 10 21 
IFINCALB.5£.•I al•COIIST(IIC&L81 
DO !I •=2•• 
-----aw1,, •• 1::c•nrw-1 ------
-.--
r•••cau1.K ••• cac1.•••c•s1c••21 
con 1•ut: -
a1,1,1,=1~.2e2 • 1111.2, 
[&II .t J:J,599.1 -. C&ll.21 




....... c,.2, 1,0 10 :,~ 
OD 11 Nll=l .-r ---------
CALL £BAIR 
can1•uc - --- ----------
--rr-rlllfT1•·--------------- -- - ---
1,1N1.co.2, 50 ,o •3 
------ao JI 1s1,•11S11 ----
.. UDlll•I.I 
- - •ns1., - -- ---
c If IUL. I IN( caaDII IS IILLATIWC ITHCatUS[ IT IS ••sDLUIC 
21 'll I 
21~11 
2 J ')2 a 
2 I,. l D 
21 'l• I 











21,, 0 71.,, 
21••0 
21"·· 





•J)H ~,,ac•c co11wc1s10• WCl5HfCO a, 21 221•• 
fD""AT(//e"J'l: ... H 1•t&Lel'51••H a5D) 22171 
,oa11a1,,1.1 l.'H ll.61 11111 
fOH11&1151eliH Y e'51,3H Kl ,8.,3H 1'2,81,.»t ll3) 22l'tl 
[ loll 2"1211 
-- -~~ ------ --n21•-
22211 
1ue•c1.·11•r of'"1"2 222l1 
C 1HJS. suaaoutJII( US[5 .I ... S-l. sca•ctt PIC&A.C. OIIC[ TH£ OC.ST 222,1 
r •IN(TIC co•sT••ts Al.( fDUNO '" THC NII• AC&CT101h THll 222is1· 
C !1Jt1aou11•r C.t.• ., C.ILLCO (IJS1115 Nls:2) TO acc&&..1aa&TC lk[ 2226,1 
c---nor Wf"ICTTtnr~. -- - -- ------ - -----,22T• -
(O"MO-/PAAJll•O&Cle•T1t&L,lPl,IOlff •• Oco .... oa1•,1cOU11TeAOO<a.a1a,.222a1 
+fllJa,•1 222•1 
CCP"C• /10/ ··-·•ou, 1111 • ..,... 21lll 
C c•"c•1 II& 1 r /al, l 11111 C .I, ll I ( 2, 1 '5) eC A ( 2 • 15) .111aa TC C 1 '5) ,&OPT ,Ill I , 22) l I 
•Jtette110,CAlN0 9 J-HIB,&£QelCQ,Rll[(lSl•CO(FfC1~,l~) 22321 




acaL 11:c11 ,L,..,. ••• 
2J12D C 











•• taC&LB.(8 ••• 1acL:sl 
DO•• 11a:1.110ICY 
tFt 1•rL .co.11 acL. =con c 1, 2 ••, 12. 1 
•so,11=1soc1, • Al!lscco,.w,1.2,••• - co11wc2,2 •• a,,,u,01c1.acL> 
1~11t1t't.co.1, --.cl.=C01t•,1 .. •••• 
ISOC:'l::tlSOC21 • ABSCCONwc1 ••••• , - coawc2 ...... , )/(NOS£J•A[L) 
,~11r.rt.co.1, •n..=co•••1.5.,.a, 
•so, \J=llllOCJJ • aettCOMWll .~ ••• , - coa,,2.~ ••• , )l(aOS[T••EL I 
co•r~•ur 
ao 111 ,'} 
211•1 IOPl:1 
217~1 WIIIS0:-7 
211',D .. (Al8=2 
21771 • ! Ui=III 
21181 (P-:0.00001 
211'fa - - - OCLTa:o.a ---
211!1DD PAIF .._:~Q 
"111111 IIJAC= .. •so 










CO>= .. <l,l> 




DC 5 ••u•=1.110,c1 22~41 ' IW•=5> 
---.,.IAL•l________ 225!1 t - lf'CCl .. lh(NTal&L,1wa1-•TaJAL).M(.1t ~ TO 61 
.. ,.. 225"1 IUIITCc•i.JuT.111, 
ccast c 11acc 11 ~!~!:---1 -- - ::: :~ ,•::~::::::irmaL·• nrso ' 11 ,PEi ,••m • 
---cc•S1C2)•Cf21-- ----- 22,11 1 WIIIITCCNOUT,115tlr&a,Clll(I, ... ,.1 .. 1,21 
al IIOPt=•CWJ • I 22•11 61 •taJ&L•NTal&L • l 
----•••••u• - -----· --- 2.1611 } C 
CALL ,ass• cac S ID2 ·••so, IIC AL8,NSI& ,CP, DCL , •• fl&&f Ill• IOP I ,PA ... ,c.c• 11,.22"2 I JI[ Tu•• 
~IS8,.!D,•.a•c.--iwJ&C,SJTJ'9110n,tllf'Ca,1ca, 72531___ - fl .. OtUll&T(fr,20•,7TH A •n•~c••o• MAS usco., --
1,,,ca ... c.,, •ttcc•ou,,1211 tc• 2:1••D 111 Fo11"a,,,,,:11eti,H 1111aL,1!.1,•H aao, 
·---- .... 1TCCtrtOUT,131)1W(I ... T.IAL.SSQ 22,~. ,.~ ,o,J1111c,1,1J •• Ctl.l) 
11cc1••c•.ca.e,.a•o.caoP1.tc.~,, ao TO ze ,,,,1 111 ,aaMa11~1.1H ••,~•,>H K2••••3" •~• 
---- ... , - 2Hll CIIO 
.,. C'l• C ••u•,~·- •ua.c o. I,. oa. C 11au11.c •• IIOSC l I) 22••• C Ito I DA 1 A 5Cl [ S H[ •t 
---wwcrALl:" sv,niirr- 2U'tW ---
S co•n•LC 22JD1 
----cALL s1•TCT- 22111 
acn,•• 22121 
22lJI 
IH fO•NA1ClH1,2el,J2H Ofl'JlMllAltO• PRD&R&N PUNCJ[RS ,I/Ill•, 22141 
----.-.,,w-'T~OC---wt'ICTTUIIT-.-wc-· CILJaaa"lCD .,,.,,... -- ----~77~.---
• l'•H 1H[ NUMal• 0# •CSJOU&LS a •1$,11,lea. 221•1 
- 6 JaM' TH£ •u .. c• OF CALABU11N' c••sT&•TS • .,s.,,.,,.. 22171 
•21M lMI aow 01~cas10• or 1J&C • ,Js,11,111. 22111 
• ,." lk[ IIIPIJ1 Cf110II ....... c,c• • .,s.,,, 221,, 
111 roa,.atc11a.1~" tMcsr a•r JHC co111wr•t.cacc c•1 rca1a ,,,,~.. 12ano 
---."JM-IJl'TTD• ,111,U< 'HLll£,-JIII,IJM DIICUP'TI••, ---27111 
•l,t•a,JH 1•11.,IJ, 2212D 
- --- •,,I J. I ,2 M 2 , £ •• [ 1 I• 1, 2 2 1 l I 
•/19a,2H 4, 6,l•lll•~•• 21841 
•ll,111,IH "AS,M •,15,ll 221~1 
121 •o•~a,csa,2 ... ••••• wa••••• 1ca • •••• 211,1 







IWU~tur IIL 1102 tCD•ll ,••1D,MCALll ,IIIO) 
THIS auaaCk.11111( C.ALCUllf(S IHC AW(IA&( &BSOLUH 01,,c11 NC[ 
- IICTW"C• TK[ ROO(L•s C1RlffWSION aao '"[ [XPCII .. CaT&l. VALUCS. 
IT II US(O ... CG•Ju .. c,10• IIIIIH OPTM.2 ,a CAllBIAT( TH( et•zc•r 
AIIII lOLl:[IIC •o ... a 11011 ICACT10••- lMUI IT oa, CO.,.AIICI THCIC 
MAcYID••s CDNWlllSIOIIS. 
22 • .,, 








CO .. NO• ,,,, ....... 110,., •• aou, ,, ••• 
------co,1110.,,.. ••niosr T ,WffUl. • ..... 1Dlf Po •DCD"" ,•o•n, 1 C OUIIT, 1100[ 1, ~I H ,2 211 I 
•fllll•Nl 7100D 
CO"RO./IIT(lal,L&KOA,Klf2,l~),[&CJ,1'51•••••tCfl~I •• DPT.a11, 21011 
•••"•"o,ca, .. o.1 .. H1a,•ro,•ro,aa1cc1s,,co£,,c1s,1~, 211,1 
co,.1110• IP'Lo,, a5c cn,,a,a:,,c211,1s,.co•1112,•,2s,.att1vc2,,,251 ,1010 
COMMON /Kl .. / KlC),Z~t 2)0110 
ot"f•s111• c0tasTc•cu•1, asoc•s.01 ,.,,.,. 
1arc11r1 cat•o ,~r.a., 
HAL KCl•l&Mta,aa,at 1.JD11 
•••1,J1•ca•stc11 
•••1,11,•co••••a• 
···-· 1,c.TaJat.•c.11 CALL '"··· 
a10111,aa1c toanu1.,,aa1 - toawcz,,,•1 11c0Nwc1,, ... a, 
IID c "11•••• c ca•,c 1 ,'1 ••• 1 - caawca.s,•• • , 1to••• 1.~ ,•• t 
aa .. •&OCll••J • 1&011)••1 
1 JOA o 
, ,a.,• 
2 J 1 I I 
7 3 11 I" 
1'12'0 
2 11 10 
l ll 4 I 


























lff•SNP\.£ DATI> 8£T I, ,1NJLATIN(; Ml l80THERIIAL R£ACTOR USING 6H£LL DATA 
1.121 111• I.I I .I 
IZI• 14 I... t, 
I H• IZI IIOO€& 
141• • -
1!11• I KPR 
161• I RIRPR 
171• IZ NOCOftP 









271•196.IZ .... I 
Z81•ZI II.I 















441• 11n1,. z 
4!11•)9.,4 
46,l•)7t.,7.8 
47.•47 •• J 
....... 
R£L .-1 
HRI ... I. HRINI 6TIIRT8 




ZZ APRIL Ill ><IHlTltll 
41tl•4],84.8 
4''9•4.84 Ill tZH4 • HZO • tO • ZHl 






, ........ 7 
!171•21 .ZI 
, ... s., .• 
CH4 • HZO •CO• >HZ 
CHZ •HZ• CH4 
CO• HZ•• LOZ • HZ 
COZ •HZ• CO• HZO 
!191• · I. •1. I 1.• 
•••·1.• -1.••-• 
•11•- I. •.••.• 
l>Zl•· l. I .• I.I 
1>3••1.1 ••• 111.• 
1>4····· ••••.• 
l>!I•••.• ••• •·• 
•••••. 1 1.• •.• 
t.7•••.I •. I•·• 
1>8•• 1.1238 
1>91• 1.••• 
7 ....... . 
11••1447 .• 
721•1. Jl!I 7l•••.•e•• 
741• •. 79. 
7!11•!1!11. •1 






· 831• . ••••••••• 
84••.•1••••••• 
e~•·-••••••••1 
e••·-••••••••• 8 ,.. ·••1•••••• 
..•............ 
•.••.• · I. •.••.• 
, ............. . 
••••••••••••••• 
••• ·l. Z.I •.• -.!I 
•.• -l. l .• ·I. •.• 
••••.• -l. ...... 
•. I -1 .•.••.••.• 

























••• ••• ••• I.I ••• 
••• I.I 
••• ••• ••• 
• •• ·I, 
- I. ..  ••• 




UI SHlLL 1•!1 CATALTIT 
I az1 
91•• 14 .... 
9J••~b·-· 
91•• 1.•• 
94e• I &OTHI.R"Al. y~·· •.• 
..... 14 .... 
9/1•!17•.• 
90·· • .•• 
9Ye• l&OTH(Af'IAl 
, ...... . 
•• ,.. 14 1••• 
, ..... .,., ... 
111 ••• , .•• 
, ..... l~IJlHlR"Al 
··~·- ... ,.,,...  .. , ... 
,., •• -,v ,.. 
l•Ae•I ee 
&•Ye•lNO UI "UHa 
11ee• I .e 
• I TIN 
PIH 
Rll .lffll 
H&T IMG o• 6HlLL 113 CAT AL TIT 
1. • • .•z• 
• R[L .1 ... 1 
TIN 
l'IN 
Tl&T INC. o, t.HlLL 11!1 CATALYIT 
I .I I. Ill 
'- I All ...... 
''" 
11 h 1 I NL l JI SHl LL I •=ii l A 1 Al. 151 
1. e •. •i• 








Sample Data Set 
-----------
2 . Isothermal Isobaric Reactor Operation With 
Kinetic Constants Calibrated by Comparing 
Conversions to Manufacturers' Data Predicted 
1•••SAIIPLE DATA SET Z, 
11•• ••• 1.• 
811\ULATINC AHD FITTINC ISOTHERPIAL DATA FOR SHELL 1•:S 
•.• ZI 
12•· 14 188. • 
13•• -IIZ "ODES 
14•• • HPR 
UI•• • l<PR 
lb•• • RXRPR 
I 7•• I Z NOCOIIP 























4••· ' niHII 
I 'REL ..... I 

















1/Z CZH4 + H20 •CO+ ZHZ 




,, ••• b.88 





:59••-1 •• , ••••••••••• 
b ••• , •• -, ••••••••••• 
•1••-1 ••••••• , ••••• 
bZ••-1. •-• 1.• •-• •·• 
b3•••.• ••• ••• ••• ·I. 
b4•••.• ••••••••• ·I. 
., ••••••••••• 8 ••••• 
•••••••••••••••• -1. 
b7.•8 ••••••••••• I.I 
CHZ +HZ• CH4 
HZ8 . coz + HZ 
+ HZ . co + HZO 
I.I ••• • •• ••• ••• 
• I. ••• • •• • •• ••• 
••• • •• 1.• ••• ••• 
••• ••• • •• • •• ••• z.• ••• - • !I ••• I.Ill 3 •• -1. • •• ••• 1.• 
· I. 1.• • •• •• I ••• 1.• • •• ••• • •• · I. 
· I. ••• ••• · I. I.. 
COEFF 
••• 1.8 
••• . I. 
•• I • •• ••• 
"ATRU 
09••1.11• 1••· 1.••• 71.•1447.1 
7Z•••.3Z!5 
738• •• 40•• 


























911• 14 IIIH 
9Zlll•!lbl .• 
931• i .1111 
94•• I SOTHERNAL 
9!11• ••• 
9o•• 14 1•N 
971•!1711 .• 
981• 1.II 
99111• I SOTHERI\AL 
111•· 8 .• 
181111• 14 1••• 
IIZ••58•.• 
• •31• I. Ill 
1148• l SOTHERPIAL 
1•51• •.• 
1110•• 14 IH• 
1•7••593 •• 
110•• 1. 18 
1 •9•• I SOTHERPIAL 
11•1· ••• 
1111• 14 1•N 
1121•581 .• 
11311•1. 34.1 
11 4•• I SOTHERNAL 
11!11• II.I 






















REL •• ff.I 
TESTINC OF SHELL 1•:s CATALYST 
, •• • .• 28 
• I REL .••f•I 
TIN 
PIN 
TESTINC OF SHELL 1•:s CATALYST I.. •.•z• 
4 1 REL •• ff.I 
TIN 
PIN 
TESTINC OF SHELL 1.5 CATALYST 
i .• 8.•z• 
o REL .••••1 
TIN 
PIN 
TESTINC OF SHELL 1•:S CATALYST 
i .• •-•z• 
o I REL • ••••1 
TIN 
PIN 
TEST INC OF SHELL 1•!1 CATALYiT 
I .Ill 11.•z• 





TESTINC OF SHELL 195 CATALTST 
i.• I. iz• 





l2bl• 14 INII 
1271•blb .• 
1281•1.7.17 
4 1 REL . ••••1 
TIN 
PIN 
TEST INC OF SHELL 1•!1 CATALYST 
I.I 1.12• 
b I REL • •••• 1 
TIN 
PIN 
DAHi SET 2 
129•• UNITED 
13··· ••• 
CATAL16T"6 DATA LH6V • I. 
-1.• •.•z• 
L31e• 14 lllff 
1321•:16. •• 
133e•e1.21z 
6 I REL 
TIN 
PIN 
134e•8. lo7 EB 
13:ll•e.ff .... el STT 
13oe•l ........ 1 TOL 





142••.••••• ... 1 CO2 
143 ........... 1 co 
144 ........... 1 IYL 
14:1••.ff••iteeel CHZ 
i/0 <BY WTI • 1.5 
140•• ISOTHEAIIAL TE6TINC; OF SHELL Its CAT~15T 
1471• ••• 1.• 




1Sff•81 .272 l'IN 
..... 1 
1:111• ISOTIIERNIL TEBTINC; OF SHELL Its CAT~Til 
ISZI• e.t t .e t.tzt 
1:13•• 14 l- 6 REL 
1:141•621.I TIN 
ISSe•tl .Z72 l'IN 
1:16•• UNITED CAT~TBT"S DATA utllV • I. l/0 <IT WTI • 1.5 
1:11•• •·• 1.1 ,.,ze 
IS8e• 14 I- 6 l REL 
IS9••S...I TIN 
U,•••81 .272 PIN 
1611• ISOTHERIIAL TEST INC; OF SHELL Its CAT~ UT 
16Z•• •• I 1 •• e.lZf 
163•• 14 I- 6 I REL 
164••:193.. TIN 
16:1•••1.272 PIN 
166•• !SOT~ TEITINC; OF SHELL 185 CAT~TIT 
167•• 1.. l .• • .• 2. 
168e• 14 l- 6 REL 
lo9••621. I .TIN 17••••1. 272 PIN 
1718• UNITED CAT~Y&T"S DATA utllV • Z. 1/0 111 WTI • z.:, 
,112,. ••• -1., •. IZI 
--1738• 14 lllff 6 REL 
174.•S...• TIN 
11:1, 0 1. Z72 








184······ .. ··'1 

















TES Tl NC 
1.• 
OF SHELL 195 CATALYST 
1.,21 1..... 14 1 ... 
1911•593 .• 






DATA 6£T 3 
DATA BET 4 
DATA 6ET S 
-:.:,. 
lq38• ISOTHERNIL TESTll<C OF SHELL 1e:, CATALTST 
194t• •·• 1., •.•z• 
1 95e • 1 4 l ffe I, 1 REL •-•••1 19o••6Zl.ll TIN 
197e•l.272 PIM 
198e• UNITED CATALTST""S DATA LH6V • Z. 1/0 tlT WTI • 1.S 
199•• •.• -1., •.• 2. 
Zllee• 14 1ee• • I REL ..... 1 
z,1e•Sbo... TIN 







2 .............. 1 CH4 





215•• ISOTHERl'IAL T£6TINC 
Zlo•• •·• 1., 
OF SHELL 1,:, CAT~TIT 





zz••· 1 SOTHERl'W. 
zz1•· •-• 
PII< 
T[STINC OF SHELL 
1.• •.•z• 
185 CAT~TIT 
222t• 14 lllff 
22l••oZl.l 
2248•111.08. 
225••END OF RUNS 








234t•• .• 3U,4 
Z35e••.•z11 



































































Sample Data Set 3: Adiabatic Reactor Operation to 
USS Chemicals Reactor Re~ding 
(compositions in mole percent)_ 
Simulate the 
in Plant: Data 
1•••SAIV'LE DATA t;ET 3, 
11•• ••• I.ZZ 
1z•· 14 1 .. • • 
13•• -Z35 IIODES 
14•• • HPR 
1:H• • KPR 
11,•• • RIRPR 
17•• 13 NOCDIIP 
18•• 9 NORIN 
19••Z8843 ..... 
Z .. •1•9•.• 
z1••-Z8843••••• 
zz••-1•9•.• 
Z3••Z599Z .... . 
Z4••-19 ... . 




















458•39 .• 4 
41,8•37 •• 7.I 
47.•47.93 
INHII 
S1l1ULAT1Nt AN ADIABATIC REACTOR USING PLANT DATA 
•. 84118 
REL .-1 










1/Z CZH-4 + HZO •CO• ZHZ 
sz••44 ll.• 
538•7.8 
Cff4 + HZO •to• JHZ 
CHZ +HZ• CH-4 
598•-l .81.8 ••• 8.8 8.8 1.8 8.8 8 .• ••• 8.8 t.•••1.• -1.88.8 ••• 8 .• - I, 8.8 •. 8 ..8 8.8 
I, 18• - I. 8.8 8.8 l .8 8 .• 8.8 •. 8 l .8 • •• ••• 1>28• - I. •. 8 I .8 ••• 8.8 8.8 8.8 ..8 8.8 8 .• 
c,38•8.8 •. 8 8.8 8.8 
- I• z.• 8.8 - .5 8.8 l .• 
b4····· 8.8 8.8 8.8 -1. J.8 -1. 8.8 •. 8 1.8 1,59•8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 - I. l .8 •. 8 8.8 8.8 bb····· 8.8 8.8 8 .• -1. I .8 8.8 8.8 l .8 -l. •7•••.8 • •• 8.8 8.8 I .8 -l 8.8 8.8 -l. 1.8 i.e•· 4.851 DlARIR 
1,98•21.927 IAREA 
78e•l.2l9 HE ltHT 
718•1447 .• PBULK 12•··· 325 EPISLON 738•8.3175 DIA PARTlCAl. 
74e•8.37• LENP 
758•3•4. l 144 •• 1•37.8 14.8 
1b····· Z .11, I .1>2 79.74 77e•l.2l s.•5 I. 17 42 .1,7 
10•· HOUSTON PLANT DATA SHEET DEC I 1,1, 
79•• 8.8 I .ZZ •. 84118 
e•8• 14 I ... • I REL . .. 881 e1••u.1•. 1178. 1•i.•. Z I. 
eze 0 e.8 I. 14 e.9Z 88.ZZ 
&l•• •. 15 3.1,8 •. 1,9 44.N 
84e•STTRENE REACT DA TEST 3/ 1,/79 
es•· 8 •• I. zz 8 .• 4811 
ei.•· 14 I ... • I REL .8H81 878•191>5. 1154. 194 •. 13. 
es•·•-• •• 1,1, l .91 BZ.Z7 
89e• 1. 91 2. 41 •. 92 47.89 
988• HOU&TON PLANT DATA SHEET .JUNE 7 19111 
91·· 8 .• I .zz 8.8488 
92•• 14 18ff • I REL .88.81 9Je• L • 111,4. 1•49. 9. 
94····· •. 71 3.Z• 71 .81 
958• 1. • 1 4.1,) ).31, )8.71 
91,•• HOUITON PLANT DATA SHEET .JULY z 1911 
978• ft .8 I .zz •.• 41111 
988• 14 1888 • l REL .• 88.l 99•· 1.• 111,4. 1•44. I 2. 
11•••8 .• I .1>3 b.58 711. '14 
1•18•1.4Z 4 .• J :I.Bl 31,.:14 
RUN& 
COEFF 
8.8 l. 8 
•. 8 -l. 
8.8 8 .• ••• 
z.• •114 ... 
, ••• 4 •• 44 
15.41, 34.4 
IPMVIOUS RUN ..-




15.ZI •• 78 
14. 44 33 •• 1 
..II 554H. 
ZJ.Z4 •. 97 
ZI. 711 JZ. IZ 
, .. 1,Z4 ... 
15.JI, •. 4'1 








94.• 1 •• 
















Sample Data Set 4· Adiabatic Reactor Operation to Simulate the 
Polymer Corporation Reactor Reading 
(compositions in weight percent) 
1•••SAttPLE IWITA SET 4, 
11•• •·• 1.z2 
SINULATINC AA ADIAIIAT IC REACTOR USINC SH£EL"6 DATA 
8.8488 
IZ•• 14 1- " 
13•• •Z31 ..ODES 
14•• .... R 
158• • l<PR 
16•• • RIRPR 
17•• 13 NOCOIIP 























488• :, IIIHII 
REL .8-1 

















CH4 + HZO •CO+ 3KZ 







598•-l.81.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 
6,88•1.8 •l.88.8 8.8 8.8 
6,18•·1. 8.8 8.8 1.8 8.8 
6,Z8•·1. 8.8 1.8 8.8 8.8 
6,38•8.8 •• 8 8.8 8.8 -1. 
6,48•8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 -1. 
6,:118•8.8 1.8 8.1 8.8 ••• 
•••••••••••.•••• -1. 













• HZ . CH4 
. CO2 . HZ 
. co . HZO 
8.8 ••• ••• 8.8 
••• ••• ••• ••• 
••• 1.8 ••• ••• 
••• ••• ••• ••• 
••• . . :, ••• 1.8 
· I. ••• 8.8 1.8 I.I ••• ••• ••• 
• •• ••• I.. ·l. 
••• ••• · I. 1.8 
CDEFF 
8.1 I.I 
8 .• . I. 


























































978• 14 I ... 
98····· '198•1 l'l'L'l3 
1••••1899.l 
1818•1.18 









1119• 1. 3:1 
11211•3.3:I 
1138•:l.4:I 















in Plant Data 
• ·~t· '.-, 
ll&••SHEEL"6 JUNE 
119•• ••• 
















































































Packed T.vi th Shell 105 and 015 
Inlet Analysis for Different 
and Stearn-to-Oil Ratios 
1••• SAIIPLE DATA SETS TWO 8ED ADIIIATIC REACTOR Sl"ULATION SHELL 1•s I •IS 
11•· ••• z ••• • •• 4 •• 
1z•• 14 1••• • REL •• ff.I 
I:»• 14• IIOD£8 
14•• • HPR 
IS•• • KPR 
1••• • RIRPR 
17•• 13 NOCClflP 






















KOPT IIODE!. S 

































1/Z CZH4 + HZO • CO + ZHZ 
CH4 + HZO •CO• JtiZ 
CH%+ HZ• CH4 
CO• HZ•• COZ + HZ 
COZ •HZ• CO+ HZO 
STYRENE RIN 
REVERSE REACTION 
IIENZENE REAC Tl ON 
TOLUENE REACTION 
ZZ APRIL IIZ KINETICS 
Z3 APRIL 8Z KINETICS 






74.•88 .• 7 
75.•ZI.ZI 1, •• ,.1.• 
CH4 • HZO •CO• 3HZ 
CHZ +HZ• CH4 
CO• HZI • COZ • HZ 
COZ •HZ• CO• HZO 
77••-1.•1 .••.••.• 
1e••1.• -1.••·• •·• 
79••-I .••••.• 1.• 
8••··1. •-• t.• •-• 
e1•·•·• 1.1 ,., •-• 
ez•••.• 1.1 •·• 1.1 
831•1.I ••• I .• I.I 
841•1.I •.••. , •.I 
8s•·•·• •·• •-• •·• Bbl• 4. 851 











I .I I.I •. I 
-1 .•.• I.I 
•.• 1 .• 1.• 
I.I I.I I.I 
z., I.I-., 
3.1 -1. 1.• 
-1. I.. 1.• 
I .I I.I I.I 


































1111• TWO 8£0 STUDT VART T INLET 
1121• I.I z.,. • .• 411 












1191•1.I STEA" INTO THE 
119•• TWO BED STUDT vART T INLET 
1211• •.• z... ······ 1211• 14 1111 b I REL .NIii 
1221•b~I.. TIN 
123il•Z.I PIN 12••·0~•-• TIN 
I 2~1• I. lilllllll Z STEA" 
1.1 
••• I.I 
••• 1 .• 1.• I.I 
I.I 
1 .• 1.1 -1. 
- I• 
, .. 
••• ••• ••• 
SECOND IITACE 
STEA" INTO THE SECOND STACE 
COEFF MTRII 
127•• TWO lilED STUDT VARY T INLET 




133.•I ....... I Z STEA" 
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